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EPIDEMIOLOGY OF NECK INJURIES ACCOMPANYING
SPORT CONCUSSIONS IN YOUTH OVER A 13-YEAR
PERIOD IN A COMMUNITY-BASED HEALTHCARE
SYSTEM
Joel P. Carmichael, BSc, DC1
Elizabeth W. Staton, MSTC2
Patrick J. Blatchford, PhD3
Jennifer Stevens-Lapsley, MPT, PhD1,4

ABSTRACT
Background: The same trauma that produces concussion may also produce neck injury. The signs of concussion and neck injury
are similar, and symptoms after acceleration-deceleration trauma to the head-neck complex do not accurately discriminate between
them. Research on the epidemiology of neck injury among sport-concussed youth is sparse.
Purpose: The purpose of this study was to investigate the epidemiology of diagnosed neck injury in non-sport-related concussion
(Non-SRC) versus sport-related concussion (SRC) in youth by age, sex, and sport.
Study design: Cross-sectional epidemiologic study
Methods: De-identified data from community-based electronic health records over 13 years were extracted to analyze rates and
characteristics of neck injuries among non-SRCs and SRCs in youth aged five to 21. Neck injury diagnosis prevalence rates and odds
ratios were calculated to estimate risk of neck injury among concussed youth, comparing non-SRCs to SRCs by age and sex.
Results: Sixteen thousand, eight hundred eighty-five concussion records were extracted, of which 3,040 SRCs and 2,775 non-SRCs
in youth aged five to 21 were identified by cross-filtering sport-related keywords (e.g., football, basketball, soccer, running, swimming, batting, horseback riding, skiing, etc.) with all ICD-9 and ICD-10 concussion codes. The prevalence of neck injuries diagnosed among SRCs (7.2%) was significantly different than the prevalence of neck injuries diagnosed among non-SRCs (12.1%, p <
0.000). Neck injury diagnoses were significantly more prevalent in females overall (p < 0.000) and among non-SRCs (p < 0.000).
The prevalence of neck injury diagnoses was not significantly higher in concussed females versus concussed males with SRC (p =
0.164).
Among youth aged five to 21 exposed to concussions, non-SRCs were more likely to be accompanied by a neck injury diagnosis
than SRCs (OR 1.66; 95% CI 1.39 to 1.98; p < 0.000). Similarly, female-to-male neck injury proportion ratios were significantly
higher in females in non-SRCs compared to SRCs (IPR 1.90, 95% CI 1.60 to 2.25, p < 0.000).
Sports with highest prevalence of concussion differ from sports with highest prevalence of concussion-related neck injury in both
sexes.
Conclusions: The overall prevalence of diagnosed neck injuries in youth was higher in non-SRCs compared to SRCs (12.1 vs. 7.2%,
p < 0.001), with the highest prevalence at age 14 in both sexes. The risk of neck injury diagnosis accompanying concussion was
significantly higher in females compared to males (6.1% difference; p < 0.000).
Key words: Cervical spine, concussion, epidemiology, movement system, neck injury, whiplash
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INTRODUCTION
For over a decade, there has been increasing surveillance and earlier recognition of concussion at
all levels of competition, from youth leagues to elite
and professional sports.1-7 The same accelerationdeceleration trauma that produces concussion may
also produce a sprain, strain, or whiplash injury to
the cervical spine.8-20 Symptoms characterizing concussion may be produced by cervical/vestibular
injury without concussion.8-16 Of symptoms listed
in the commonly used 22-item Concussion-Related
Symptom Scale component of the Sport Concussion
Assessment Tool (SCAT),21 19 are symptoms that fail
to discriminate between concussion and cervical/
vestibular injury.18 Several researchers have advocated for additional testing to distinguish between
concussion and cervical/vestibular injury to be
performed at initial clinical evaluation and in postconcussion syndrome to avoid misdiagnosis and
delayed recovery.18-20 These authors conclude that
recognition of neck injuries mimicking or accompanying concussion will heighten awareness for early
initiation of skilled cervical rehabilitation when
indicated.
The first version of SCAT21 listed “cervical” or “neck”
two times. The most recent version (SCAT 5)22 uses
these terms seven times, indicating a greater awareness of the importance of concurrent neck injury
among concussed athletes by concussion experts.
Using the Delphi method, a recent consensus conference identified clinical assessments to differentiate cervicogenic from cerebrogenic dizziness
in concussed athletes, including the cervical jointreposition error test, smooth-pursuit neck-torsion
test, and cervical flexion-rotation test.23 These tests
possess acceptable levels of sensitivity (range 82 –
90%) and specificity (range 91 – 92%).20
The epidemiology of concussions and neck injuries
in athletes have been reported separately in large
national studies.24-27 A 10-year retrospective analysis
of the National Electronic Injury Surveillance System
(NEISS) database of participating emergency departments found 7.2 neck injuries per 10,000 American
football participants.24 An analysis of 19,802 exposure hours in elite soccer players reported an overall incidence of head/neck injuries of 12.5 per 1000
player hours.25

According to Hootman,28 apart from the small but
valuable body of literature produced by the National
Collegiate Athletic Association Injury Surveillance
System (NCAA ISS) and the High School Reporting Information Online (RIO™) databases, little is
known about sports and recreation injury in contexts apart from interscholastic and intercollegiate
sports. Hootman cites the critical need for injurysurveillance data in community-based sports in both
youth and adult populations.
There are no community-based studies examining
the epidemiology of neck injury among sport-related
and non-sport-related concussion in youth. Causes of
non-sport concussion include motor vehicle trauma,
domestic violence, accidental falls, horseplay, and
other unexpected traumas and impacts. The purpose of this study was to investigate the epidemiology of diagnosed neck injury in non-sport-related
concussion (Non-SRC) versus sport-related concussion (SRC) in youth by age, sex, and sport.
METHODS
De-identified encounters bearing at least one ICD-9
or ICD-10 concussion diagnosis code were extracted
retrospectively from the electronic health records
(EHR) of Colorado’s two primary research hospitals (University of Colorado Health (UCH) and
Children’s Hospital Colorado (CHCO)) and their
affiliated clinics and hospital emergency departments within Colorado over a 13-year period. Youth
seeking care for acute head injury within these hospitals and community clinics were seen by a variety
of health care professionals, including emergency
room physicians, family medicine physicians, physical medicine and rehabilitation physicians, physical
therapists, physician assistants, and nurses. These
providers entered patient history and examination
data, imaging findings, diagnostic impressions, and
treatment plans into the EHR system.
The retrospective multi-year records extraction
period yielded a convenience sample of 31,038 concussion encounters as indicated by one or more
ICD-9 or ICD-10 concussion codes. Concussion
encounters for youth aged five to 21 were retained, as
well as sex, race and treatment facility data. Records
were excluded if concurrent diagnoses included
comorbidities such as fracture, spinal cord injury,
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neoplasm, migraine headache, central nervous system disorders, depression, and anxiety.
Over the 13-year study period, the hospital networks
installed new EHR software allowing data extraction. Since software implementation expanded gradually across the network, an increasing number of
concussion cases were available each year of data
collection.
Data collection
Extracted records that met the above selection criteria were searched for concurrent diagnoses indicating non-catastrophic neck injury (e.g., strain, sprain,
or whiplash) and for keywords identifying individual competitive or recreational sports directly associated with the history of trauma. If an extracted
concussion encounter was within 120 days of a prior
encounter bearing a concussion diagnosis, the subsequent encounter was excluded under the presumption that this was a follow-up visit related to the prior
concussion encounter. This was done to reduce the
possibility of counting the same concussion episode
twice. Sport-related keywords suggesting the same
sport (e.g., soccer, header, kicking soccer ball) were
consolidated under a singular sport heading. There
was no distinction drawn between competitive and
recreational sport in this study.
Statistical methods
Data were analyzed using Stata Software, V. 14.2
(StataCorp, College Station, Texas, USA) and SAS, V.
9.4 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, North Carolina, USA).
One concussion encounter was considered a concussion exposure (CE). Neck injuries per 100 CEs
were calculated by multiplying the number of cervical injuries by 100 (numerator) and dividing by the
total number of CEs (denominator), the resultant
percentage reflecting the neck injury prevalence.
Prevalence ratios, odds ratios, p-values, and 95%
confidence intervals were calculated for observed
neck injuries associated with both age and sex.
Data were categorized into four groups by age: 5-8
years, 9-12 years, 13-16 years, and 17-21 years. The
non-SRC versus SRC probabilities of neck injury
diagnoses were compared at each age group between
sexes and sports by calculating the neck injury proportion ratio (IPR) with 95% confidence intervals

(CIs). As an example, for each age group the femaleto-male IPRs were calculated as follows:
IPR =

=

(Number of female neck injuries
total number of female concussions)
(Number of male neck injuries
total number of male concussions)

Male-to-female neck IPRs were also calculated for
evaluation by sport. For all statistical analyses, confidence intervals not including 1.0 were considered
statistically significant.
This study used fully de-identified patient data in
conformity with the Helsinki Declaration and met
criteria for exempt status with the Colorado Multiple Institutional Review Board. It was also formally
approved by the Southern California University of
Health Sciences Institutional Review Board.
RESULTS
Sample description
Sixteen thousand, eight hundred eighty-five concussion exposures (CEs) were extracted from January
1, 2003, through August 11, 2016, in youth aged five
to 21. A total of 3,040 SRCs and 2,775 non-SRCs were
identified by cross-filtering an extensive list of sportrelated keywords (e.g., football, basketball, soccer,
running, swimming, batting, horseback riding, skiing, etc.) with all first encounters bearing at least
one ICD-9 or ICD-10 concussion code. Mean age was
13.5 ± 3.5 years; 41% were female and 59% were
male. Prevalence data for overall and stratified participant groups are reported in Table 1. The EHR
selection flow diagram is shown in Figure 1.
Overall prevalence of SRC- and Non-SRCrelated neck injury diagnoses
Of the 16,885 total youth CE records extracted for
analysis, 18.0% were SRCs, 16.4% were non-SRCs,
and in 65.6% participation in sporting activity at concussion onset could not be determined by keyword
analysis. The mean age of the total sample was significantly older than the 3,040 SRC group (difference
0.31 yrs; 95% CI 0.17 to 0.44; p < 0.000). More concussed girls than boys were diagnosed with neck injuries (971 female; 798 male; difference = 6.08%; 95%
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Table 1. Demographic Information for Sport-Related Concussion Patients with documented
Cervical Spine Injury.

CI 5.10 to 7.06; p < 0.000), even though fewer girls
than boys sustained CEs (6902 female; 9983 male).
Prevalence of concussion and neck injury
stratiﬁed by sport/non-sport participation
The mean age of the SRC group (13.2 yrs) did not differ significantly from the mean age of the non-SRC
group (13.3 yrs; difference 0.05 yrs; 95% CI -0.15 to
0.25; p = 0.302). A significantly higher prevalence of
neck injuries was observed among non-SRCs (12.1%)
compared to SRCs (7.2%) (difference = 4.8%; 95%
CI 3.31 to 6.35; p < 0.000) (Figure 2).
SRCs yielded a non-significant difference (1.41% difference; p = 0.164) in the prevalence of neck injuries
between concussed females and males. By contrast,
there was a significantly higher (6.54%) prevalence
of neck injuries among concussed girls versus boys
in the non-SRC group (95% CI 4.08 to 9.00; p <
0.000). Furthermore, for all other strata (total sample, healthcare facility, and ethnicity) where the

sexes were compared, a significantly greater prevalence of neck injury diagnosis was observed among
concussed girls compared to concussed boys (2.7 –
7.2% difference; p < 0.008 for all strata).
Between-sport prevalence comparisons
The number of CEs for the top 16 sports, together
with neck injury prevalence by sex, are presented in
Table 2. Combining both sexes, the top eight sports
accounted for 75% of all sport concussions, and the
top three sports – football, soccer, and basketball –
accounted for 50% of all sport concussions. Football
had the highest prevalence of concussion-related
neck injuries, representing 23.6% of all neck injuries
among sport-concussed youth in this communitybased sample. Only one concussion-related football
neck injury was sustained by a female.
The most common sports associated with concussion-related neck injuries in girls were snowboard,
equestrian and volleyball, respectively. For boys
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Figure 1. Electronic health record selection ﬂow diagram.

Risk estimates for neck injury among
concussed youth
Neck Injury Proportion Ratios (IPR) – the probability of neck injury among concussed youth based
on the presence or absence of sport exposure – calculated by age group (Figure 3), demonstrate a 1.7
to 4.7 times higher probability of diagnosed neck
injury among non-SRCs compared to SRCs for youth
aged 14 to 19 (range: 0.000 < p < 0.036). Furthermore, the overall likelihood of neck injury was 66%
higher among non-SRCs by logistic regression (OR
1.66; 95% CI 1.39 to 1.98; p < 0.000).
Figure 2. Concussion and sport concussion prevalence by
age.

the most common sports with concussion-related
neck injuries documented together were swimming, equestrian and soccer. Soccer, with 19 cervical injuries in concussed girls and 16 cervical
injuries in concussed boys, is the only sport with a
high (>5%) prevalence of neck injuries shared by
both sexes.

The overall female-to-male neck IPR by sports
involvement was significantly higher for females
in non-SRCs than in SRCs (IPR 1.90; 95% CI 1.60
to 2.25). Female-to-male neck IPRs ranked by sport
showed significantly higher risk of diagnosed neck
injury in concussed females than males in six sports,
and higher risk of diagnosed neck injury in concussed males than females in three sports (Table 3).
The data were examined for diagnosed neck injury
trends among SRCs by age. Analysis by individual
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Table 2. Sports ranked by concussion prevalence.
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Figure 3. Female-to-male neck injury proportion ratios. The
 indicates statistically signiﬁcant difference.

Table 3. Neck injury proportion ratio (IPR)
by sport with 95% conﬁdence intervals.

age level failed to show significant differences
between the sexes by age.
DISCUSSION
This study is the first to evaluate the epidemiology
of diagnosed neck injuries in sport-concussed youth,
and the first to report sport and non-sport concussion epidemiology in pre-adolescents, adolescents
and early adults together in a community-based
sample. This was made possible by using an enterprise data warehouse to access over 31,000 de-identified community-based health records. Previous
studies have separately evaluated the epidemiology
of sport-related neck injuries and sport-related concussions in professional, college, high school, and
younger athletes using nationwide databases.29-34

Concussion prevalence
Concussions in this community-based sample of
16,885 youth CEs and in 3,040 SRCs were normally
distributed across age levels from five to 21 years for
boys, girls, and for both sexes combined, with a mean
age of 13.5 years and a median age of 14 years. This
distribution may provide clues regarding the mean
age range of head-stabilizing neck strength deficit
from age five to skeletal maturity. Several studies
have highlighted the inverse relationship between
neck strength and concussion risk in high school,
collegiate and adult amateur athletes.35-38 A study of
6,662 high school athletes found smaller neck circumference, smaller neck-to-head circumference
ratio and lower neck strength in concussed athletes
compared to non-concussed athletes.35 While neck
strength data were not available, one reason for the
symmetrical distribution and mean age of concussions and concussion-related neck injuries may
relate to adolescent development. That is, the disparity between increasing head circumference in
puberty coupled with lagging neck strength may
create greater difficulty in the ability to stabilize the
weight of the head with the neck muscles. The disparity may slowly diminish in the latter teen years.
Except for one study of adolescent rugby players in
Scotland,39 research examining changes in head-stabilizing neck strength has focused on adult, collegeage and older adolescent athletes.37, 38 Studies that
characterize evolving head-stabilizing neck strength
over the full age-span of pubertal development are
needed to identify the optimal age for incorporating neck strengthening protocols in youth sports
programs.
Neck injury prevalence
Sport vs. non-sport differences:
Higher prevalence and correspondingly greater risk
of diagnosed neck injury were found among youths
with non-SRCs. One possible explanation may relate
to factors distinguishing non-sport from sport concussions. Common causes of non-sport concussions
include motor vehicle trauma, accidental falls, and
other activities where protective sporting equipment is not in use and where acceleration/deceleration of the head-neck complex is not anticipated as it
may be in collision sports. Evidence from this study
supports the finding that unexpected impacts result
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in significantly increased accelerations to the head
and neck40 with higher risk of injury. Moreover,
non-SRC cases presenting with a history of highforce trauma may compel more thorough diagnostic attention by healthcare personnel resulting in a
higher prevalence of neck injury diagnoses in the
non-sport group.
Differences by age:
Sport-concussed youth were significantly younger
than non-sport-concussed youth. The trend by parents and coaches to involve children in sports earlier
and ever-more competitively41 may account for at
least part of this difference. Higher but non-significant probability for diagnosed neck injury at either
end of the age spectrum is explained by the small
overall prevalence of concussions in these boundary
age groups in the study population.
The mean age of females was consistently older
than males across all subcategories of comparison
for both concussions and concussion-related neck
injury diagnoses. Though it is likely this is due to
a combination of factors, one major contribution
may be boys’ participation in community football
programs, exposing them to more forceful impacts
in the highest risk sport at a young beginning age.
By comparison, girls’ opportunities for exposure to
higher intensity and higher risk sporting activities
may be relatively delayed.

sports, and bicycling (including cycling and mountain-biking) not typically reported in NCAA and
high school epidemiologic studies on concussion.
Sports were arbitrarily stratified by diagnosed neck
injury prevalence per 100 CE as low (<5%) and high
(≥5%); the results are shown in Table 4. CEs were
infrequent in the “rare” sports listed at the bottom
of Table 4 and, consequently, neck injury prevalence listed for these sports in Table 2 are higher
due to the use of small denominators in prevalence
calculations.
While the sideline assessment of concussion is
becoming standardized,22 results of this investigation highlight the need for standardization in the
community setting using a reproducible strategy for
concussion diagnosis.47 Future prevalence studies
will benefit from detailed clinical documentation of
competitive and recreational sport history, and the
use of outcome measures and clinical tests to quantify symptom severity. The 22-item graded symptom checklist, 21 a widely used standard symptom
history used routinely in sports medicine, should be
standardized in the community-based EHR, together
with a simple yes-no checkbox for sport vs. no-sport

Table 4. Categorized neck injury prevalence among
sport-concussed youth aged ﬁve to 21.

Differences by sex:
Concussion-related diagnosed neck injury prevalence and the risk of diagnosed neck injury among
concussed females were both significantly higher
than males in non-SRCs compared to SRCs in this
study. As noted above in relation to age distributions for both concussion and neck injury, higher
observed neck injury risk and prevalence in females
may be attributable to lower neck strength among
females. Though recently established normative
neck strength data for healthy adults demonstrate
women are significantly weaker than men,42 normative data for youth have yet to be established.
Differences by sport:
The data include sports unique to this community’s
geography such as skiing, snowboarding, equestrian
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involvement and a place to record which sport was
involved. The neck disability index (NDI) should
also be considered. The inclusion of data fields for
the sport being played at the time of trauma, and use
of reliable, valid tests to differentiate between cerebrogenic and cervicovestibular symptoms should be
included and prompted in the EHR. Despite high
reported sensitivity and specificity,20 reliability and
validity studies are needed for these tests. Once
implemented, the ability to distinguish cerebrogenic
from cervicovestibular symptoms will lead to better
outcomes through earlier initiation of appropriate
care. An evidence-based concussion classification
system with directions for treatment, including
recommendations for the management of cervical
injuries following concussion, has recently been
published.47
Study Limitations
The cross-sectional design of this observational
study prevents the inference of cause-effect relationships. This study had no access to the athletic
exposure (AE) data often used to report concussion
and neck injury incidence rates. Instead CEs were
used to calculate diagnosed neck injury prevalence,
with neck injury diagnoses used as a proxy for true
neck injury and calculating neck injury prevalence
as a proportion of concussion exposure. It may not
be possible to pool these findings with studies that
used AEs. The use of cervical injury as a proportion
of CEs allowed for the calculation of IPRs, facilitating useful comparisons and risk estimation in the
analysis of the data.
Keywords for a sporting activity were collapsed to
a specific sport where appropriate. However, two
sports in this report – running and bicycling—may
not represent a true sport accurately. For example,
running may represent an activity that was documented when the acceleration/deceleration trauma
occurred; however, running may not represent the
actual sport. For example, running on a playground
at recess would be included as a sport-related CE in
this study. Similarly, bicycling may represent a recreational ride in the neighborhood, a cycling event,
or a mountain-biking competition.
The EHR data extraction method generated a large
subset of CEs with no information regarding sports

participation. As a result, the prevalence of both
sport and non-sport related CEs may not be accurate
in this large sample population due to missing data.
However, an analysis of the epidemiology of concussion in the larger cohort was possible, with the
results of useful comparisons between large groups
with known relation to sport presented herein.
This cross-sectional study is a first step to understanding the epidemiology of neck injury among concussed and sport-concussed youth. Future research
must address gaps in knowledge regarding head-stabilizing neck strength in youth, and the validity and
reliability of tests purported to distinguish between
concussion and neck injury. The potential for diagnostic biases46 that may lead to circumvention of a
complete and carefully documented cervical spine
examination in sport-concussion evaluations should
also be investigated.
CONCLUSION
This is the first study to examine the prevalence of
neck injury among concussed youth, and the first
to describe comparative prevalence and risk estimation for neck injury between the sexes and between
SRCs and non-SRCs. Concussion accounts for up to
14% of high school sports injuries, with highest incidence in collision sports.29, 43-45 This study found a significant difference between the prevalence of neck
injury diagnoses accompanying non-SRCs (12.1%)
versus SRCs (7.2%). Neck injury diagnoses accompanying SRCs are not uncommon. Further investigations are warranted to explore whether neck injuries
in SRCs are under-diagnosed.46 Higher prevalence of
neck injury diagnoses among non-sport-concussed
youth may reflect a greater intensity of forces with
unanticipated,36 unprotected trauma in the nonsporting pediatric population. The mean age for
both diagnosed concussion and for diagnosed concussion-related neck injury was consistently higher
for females than males across all subcategories of
comparison. Further, the risk of neck injury among
concussed females was higher than males in the
non-SRC group compared to the SRC group.
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ABSTRACT
Background and Purpose: The Magnetic Resonance Arthrogram (MRA) has served as the gold standard for identifying patients with possible Superior Labrum Anterior-Posterior (SLAP) lesions and are often required by orthopaedic
surgeons prior to clinical evaluation. However, as the literature shows MRA sensitivity as 0.65-0.98, and specificity
between 0.80-1.00, there is still room for misinterpretation of the imaging study, and potential mismanagement of a
patient who may or may not exhibit a true SLAP lesion. It is proposed that by grouping a series of clinical special tests
it may be possible to develop greater sensitivity in identifying a SLAP lesion, resulting in the ability to better manage
this patient population, thus avoiding unnecessary and costly imaging studies and decreased referrals to surgical
specialists. The purpose of this study is to examine specific combinations of SLAP lesion special tests and identify
which clusters of tests have the highest sensitivity and specificities. This may allow therapists to improve the management of their patients by reliably diagnosing a SLAP lesion and referring only those who may need surgery to a
physician.
Study Design: Literature review, diagnostic sensitivity/specificity outcomes
Methods: A retrospective search of the current peer-reviewed literature was performed in an effort to identify the
clinical special tests with the greatest sensitivity and specificity in identifying SLAP lesions. Based upon that search,
the study was limited to five special tests: Biceps Load I, Biceps Load II, Speed’s, Passive Compression, and O’Brien’s
tests. A multiple regression analysis was performed that looked at grouping of the tests to determine the diagnostic
sensitivity/specificity when grouped.
Results: Obtaining positive results on three of the five special tests resulted in a sensitivity of 0.992-0.999 and a specificity of 0.992-0.999. The combination of the Biceps Load I/II and O’Brien’s showed the highest sensitivity and
specificity.
Conclusion: The results indicate that a combination of at least three positive SLAP lesion tests may be clinically useful in diagnosing a shoulder SLAP lesion with greater diagnostic accuracy than those reported for MRI/MRA, thus
improving patient management by referring only those who may require surgical intervention to a physician.
Level of Evidence: 2c, “Outcomes” Research
Keywords: Magnetic resonance imaging, Magnetic resonance arthrogram, medical imaging accuracy, movement system, SLAP tear
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INTRODUCTION
As physical therapy continues to grow as a direct
access profession, therapists must be well equipped
to accurately examine, assess, diagnose, treat, and
manage their patients. Shoulder joint conditions
involving degenerative changes and overuse trauma
are commonly diagnosed through medical imaging
studies such as Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)
and Magnetic Resonance Arthrogram (MRA).1-5
As imaging is believed to be an accurate approach
to diagnosing musculoskeletal pathologies, physicians often refer patients for conventional and
advanced imaging studies early in the diagnostic
process, although this is not always the best option
for patients whom some forms of advanced imaging may be contraindicated (i.e. metal implants,
pacemakers, claustrophobia, etc.). The Medicare
Payment Advisory Commission reported in 2016
that MRI scans per 1000 fee-for-service beneficiaries
increased by 229% between 2000 to 2014.6 Additionally, several studies have suggested that between
20%-50% of high-tech imaging procedures fail to
provide information that improves the patient’s welfare, and may represent, at least in part, unnecessary medical imaging.7-9 Hendee et al reported that
many physicians ordering imaging studies often
have little knowledge about techniques or possible alternate procedures, and may request studies
prior to examining the patient thoroughly.7 Imaging
can be cost prohibitive and may take a long time to
assess with potential for interpretation errors without the proper protocol.2,10 Clinical tests that are not
imaging based are routinely utilized worldwide to
assist in the diagnosis of labral tears in the shoulder, yet little research has successfully identified
which cluster of tests may provide greater accuracy than existing imaging technology.11,12 Identifying the most effective combination of labral tests
would provide physical therapists with a universal
method to confidently and effectively make a clinical diagnosis and prognosis regarding the efficacy

of non-operative management of the patient’s condition. Precision imaging such as MRA has been
accepted as the most effective and nearly fail-safe
method, but past research shows not only are MRA’s
expensive and expose patients to contrasts which
may trigger adverse responses but are not always as
effective as perceived.2 Looking further at the MRA
diagnostics, it was noted that the sensitivity is often
lackluster (Table 1). After following 90 patients who
received an MRA for an unstable shoulder, Jonas
et al discovered only 53 labral lesions were correctly identified by arthroscopy visual observation
from a total of 83 confirmed lesions during initial
MRA diagnostic.2 These findings suggest a need for
improvement and the likelihood of a more effective
protocol in diagnosing labral lesions.2 A systematic
review examined the sensitivities from a number of
past research studies to unveil the clinical accuracy
of clinical tests on SLAP lesions of the labrum. Nine
research studies of the fifteen reviewed uncovered
clinical sensitivities and specificities in their results
greater than 0.75.12-24 The Speeds and Yergason’s test
were among a few of the special clinical tests used in
combination throughout these studies that allowed
a high clinical sensitivity to be reached.12,13,15 That
being said, Sandrey suggests that no single physical
assessment tool has enough validity in itself to conclusively rule in or out a given pathology.22 While
no single test shows desired or perfect accuracy,
imaging such as MRA’s, commonly considered the
gold standard, have shown low sensitivity in past
studies and may not be the most ideal first choice of
physicians in every medical scenario.2-5 When looking at special tests individually and together, Oh et
al found that no single physical examination was
found to be simultaneously highly sensitive and specific when diagnosing Type II SLAP lesions.12 Their
research suggested that a combination of two tests
that are clinically sensitive paired with one relatively specific test have a noticeable chance of diagnostic efficacy. A positive finding of one of the three

Table 1. MRI and MRA Sensitivities and Speciﬁcities Used in Analysis.
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tests (Speed, Yergason’s, or biceps Load II test) demonstrated a sensitivity of about 0.75, and a sensitivity of 0.90 when all three tests are positive.12 These
findings suggest that clinical tests may be combined
to diagnose a patient with a suspected SLAP lesion
with a high degree of reliability, improving the management of this patient population and decreasing
medical costs.
The purpose of this study was to examine specific
combinations of SLAP lesion special tests in an effort
to identify which clusters of tests have the highest
combined sensitivity and specificity, thus allowing
therapists to reliably diagnose a SLAP lesion without the reliance on advanced imaging. With so many
special clinical tests designed to be used as examination tools for lesions of the labrum, the hypothesis was that clusters of clinical special tests may be
more diagnostically accurate than an MRI/MRA in
diagnosing SLAP lesions, thus allowing for improved
medical management by decreasing unnecessary
and costly referrals to specialists.
METHODS
An initial database review occurred from July 2016
to March 2017. Databases searched included the US
National Library of Medicine, PubMed, ProQuest,
EBSCOhost, and ScienceDirect. Keywords included
“shoulder medical imaging accuracy”, labral tear,
shoulder labral tears, special tests, MRI SLAP tear,
MRA SLAP tear, sensitivity, specificity, and SLAP
tear. A second more focused database search was
performed using the keywords Biceps Load Test I,
Biceps Load Test II, Active Compression, Speed’s
Test, Supine Flexion/Resistance Test, Yergason’s
Test, Anterior Slide Test, and the Crank Test.
The current literature contained multiple studies that examined both individual tests as well as

combinations of special tests in the evaluation of
possible SLAP lesions. Researchers then carefully
selected clinical tests from previous studies with a
evidence provided regarding their sensitivity and
specificity. Clinical tests taken from studies with too
many variables or results focused on impertinent
data were all omitted. After identifying the sensitivity
and specificity data for each test, the five tests with
the highest overall high-end values were selected.
Biceps Load Test I, Biceps Load Test II, Speed’s Test,
O’Brien’s Test, and the Passive Compression Test
were chosen as the special tests for the current study
as they yielded the highest sensitivities and specificities in the articles reviewed (Table 2) and these tests
were used in this regression analysis.
In order to have data to compare these special tests,
the final search was for the sensitivity and specificity of medical imaging. MRI and MRA are considered
the gold standards for the diagnosis of labral tears;
therefore, a comparison of the five special tests identified was made to these two medical image studies.
To further narrow the results, only statistical values
specific to MRI and MRA for labral tears were used.
Data were collected using the same search engines
as previously identified. A multiple regression analysis was performed to look in closer detail at the sensitivity and specificity of a variety of special tests for
SLAP lesion tears. Each test’s sensitivity and specificity were compared individually and then coupled
together in combinations of two, three, four, and five
tests (Tables 3-6).
RESULTS
All of the results were gathered from a combination of both research pertaining to SLAP lesions and
case reports where these tests were performed on
patients who presented with shoulder instability

Table 2. Sensitivities and Speciﬁcities Used in Analysis.
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Table 3. Combinations of Two Tests for Sensitivity and Speciﬁcity.

Table 4. Combinations of Three Tests for Sensitivity and Speciﬁcity.

Table 5. Combinations of Four Tests for Sensitivity and Speciﬁcity.

Table 6. Combination of All Five Tests for Sensitivity and Speciﬁcity.

and suspicion of SLAP lesions. The sensitivities
(true positive rates) reached indicate the ability of
the test(s) to rule out a SLAP tear. The specificities
(true negative rates) reached indicate the ability of
the test(s) to rule in a SLAP tear.

Single Test Results
The Biceps Load I proved to be one of the best tests
to both rule in and rule out a SLAP tear with a sensitivity of 0.90 and a specificity of 0.96.17 Biceps
Load II also was proven to be a good indicator for
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ruling in or out SLAP tears having a sensitivity of
0.90 and specificity of 0.97.16 The Speed’s test had
varied results with sensitivities ranging from 0.18
to 0.90. The specificities for the Speed’s Test also
varied ranging from 0.14 to 0.87.12,13,15,22-28 The Passive Compression test had a sensitivity of 0.82 and
a specificity of 0.86.14,19 O’Brien’s Test yielded a sensitivity ranging from 0.83 to 1.00 and a specificity
of 0.95.20,21,23,24 For tests with a range of sensitivities
and specificities the median value of the range was
utilized for the analysis.
Two Test Combination Results
With the combination of two tests the sensitivities
and specificities that yielded highest were the Bicep
Load I and Bicep Load II test when combined produced a sensitivity of 0.99 and a specificity of 1.0.
Bicep Load I and Speed’s test together yielded a 0.95
sensitivity a 0.98 specificity. When combined with
the Passive Compression test the Biceps Load I test
stats were 0.98 for sensitivity and 0.99 specificity.
The O’Brien test and the Biceps Load I test had similar results to the Biceps I & II with a 0.99 sensitivity
and 1.0 specificity. Together the Biceps Load II test
and Passive Compression Test had a sensitivity of
0.98 and a specificity of 1.0. The O’Brien and Bicep
Load II tests had the same results as Biceps Load
II with a 0.99 sensitivity and a 1.0 specificity. The
Passive Compression test and O’Brien test together
have a 0.98 sensitivity and a 0.99 specificity.
Three Test Combination Results
With the combination of three different special tests
the sensitivities and specificities yield excellent
results as seen in Tables 4 and 5. The combination
of the Biceps I, Biceps II and O’Brien’s test have the
highest sensitivity at 0.99915. The Biceps Load I, Passive Compression test, and O’Brien’s test together
have the highest specificity yielding 0.99847.
Four Test Combination Results
With four tests combined all sensitivities and specificities were 0.99 and higher with the highest test
combination being the Biceps Load I, Biceps Load
II, Passive Compression and O’Brien’s test which
yielded a sensitivity of 0.999847 and a specificity
of 0.9999706. All test combinations can be seen in
Tables 4 and 5.

Five Test Combination Results
With the combination of all five tests (Biceps Load
I, Biceps Load II, Passive Compression, Speed’s and
O’Brien’s) the sensitivity to rule in a SLAP lesion is
near perfect at 0.9999873316 and the specificity to
rule out a SLAP lesion is 0.999995884 (Tables 4 & 5).
DISCUSSION
The purpose of this study was to analyze the diagnostic accuracy of combinations of the Biceps Load
I, Biceps Load II, Speed’s Test, Passive Compression
Test, and the O’Brien’s Test using a multiple regression analysis to determine if greater diagnostic accuracy could be achieved using clusters of clinical tests
than by advanced imaging studies. Combinations of
at least three physical tests has better sensitivity
and specificity for detecting a SLAP lesion than sensitivity and specificity reported for an MRI/MRA2-5
(Figures 1 and 2). It was found that any combination of three of these tests, Biceps Load I, Biceps
Load II, Speed’s test, Passive Compression test and
the O’Brien’s test, would be sufficient to diagnose a
SLAP lesion without an MRI or MRA for confirmation due to the excellent sensitivity and specificity
of these cluster of tests.
MRI’s are very expensive, time consuming, and are
not suited for people who have metal implants or
claustrophobia,7,8 whereas clinical special tests are
safe, quick, cost effective, and they may be performed easily in the clinic. If the patient demonstrates fewer than three positive clinical tests of the
five discussed in this study, it is less likely that they
exhibit a SLAP lesion, making it appropriate to manage them conservatively without outside referral to
a specialist. If they remain symptomatic without significant improvement after 30 days of conservative
management, it may then be appropriate to refer to
a physician for additional workup and further management as appropriate.
The results of this study show that for ruling in a
shoulder SLAP tear that a combination of having a
positive test for at least Biceps load I, Biceps load II,
and O’Brien’s will be the best, yielding a sensitivity
of 0.999. If the patient has a positive test for all five
tests the sensitivity becomes 1.0. The results also
show that a combination of at least three of the five
tests being negative will rule out a shoulder SLAP
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Figure 1. Sensitivities for the Combinations of Three to Five Tests
A= Biceps Load I, B= Biceps Load II, C= Speed’s Test, D= Passive Compression Test, E= O’Brien’s Test

Figure 2. Speciﬁcities for the Combinations of Three to Five Tests
A= Biceps Load I, B= Biceps Load II, C= Speed’s Test, D= Passive Compression Test, E= O’Brien’s Test

tear, yielding at least a 0.99 specificity or higher for
any combination of three. Conversely, if the patient
has a negative test for all five tests the specificity
becomes 1.0 for ruling out a shoulder SLAP tear.
While it was determined that three positively tests
effectively ruled in a SLAP lesion, and three negative tests effectively ruled out a lesion, it may be necessary to perform more than three tests in a given
exam to effectively achieve three positive or negative tests depending on the special test choices of
the examining clinician. While the data shows excellent sensitivity and specificity with only two special
tests, the concern that there may be variability in the

performance of individual special tests throughout
the profession led to the recommendation of at least
three tests to account for this possible variability.
Several limitations were identified throughout the
course of this study. The clinical special tests examined were specifically selected due to their highest
overall results based upon current literature, leading
to a selection bias on the part of the authors. Additionally, for tests with a range of values, the median
value was utilized in the statistical calculations. As
multiple authors reported varying levels of sensitivity and specificity, it is impossible to determine if
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the “true” value is higher or lower than the value
utilized for the regression analyses. Clinical trials
will need to be conducted in order to validate the
hypothesis further because of the limitations of this
study utilizing values from previous research.
CONCLUSION
The results of the current study indicate that a combination of at least three or more positive clinical
tests for a shoulder labral tear may be used to confidently diagnose (or rule out) a shoulder SLAP lesion.
This study may allow clinicians to better identify
when and MRI/MRA or specialist referral is needed
for a suspected SLAP tear in the shoulder versus
managing the patient conservatively, allowing for
improved management of patients with shoulder
pathology by physical therapists. These patients
may be appropriate candidates for a referral to an
orthopaedic surgeon for investigation of additional
treatment options while continuing to co-manage
in physical therapy. Patients with fewer than three
positive clinical tests are less likely to have a SLAP
lesion, and therefore may be considered appropriate
to be managed conservatively. A grouping of special
tests demonstrates increased accuracy in the identification of SLAP lesions as compared to a single
test alone, allowing for improved patient management and a potential decrease in medical costs for
patients.
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BASEBALL PLAYERS DIAGNOSED WITH ULNAR
COLLATERAL LIGAMENT TEARS DEMONSTRATE
GREATER SIDE TO SIDE DIFFERENCES IN PASSIVE
GLENOHUMERAL ABDUCTION RANGE OF
MOTION COMPARED TO HEALTHY CONTROLS
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ABSTRACT
Background: Numerous studies have shown that baseball players develop range of motion adaptations in their throwing arm. While some of these shoulder range of motion adaptations can lead to greater throwing velocity, excessive
changes in shoulder range of motion can increase the risk of injury to the ulnar collateral ligament (UCL).
Purpose/Hypotheses: The purpose of this study was to compare the passive GH-ABD ROM measures of baseball
players with a diagnosed UCL tear (UCL group) to a group of age, activity, and position matched healthy controls
(CONT group). The primary hypothesis was that baseball players with an UCL tear would have a greater loss of passive glenohumeral abduction range of motion in their throwing shoulder than healthy controls. A secondary hypothesis was that baseball players with an UCL tear would demonstrate similar glenohumeral abduction range of motion
in their non-throwing arm and increased side-to-side glenohumeral abduction differences compared to the healthy
cohort.
Study Design: Retrospective prospective case-control study.
Results: The UCL group had significantly greater glenohumeral abduction range of motion on their throwing shoulder (132.5°±8.3°) than the CONT group (120.19°±11.2°, p = 0.000). Similarly, the UCL group had increased glenohumeral abduction range of motion on their non-throwing shoulder (141.2°±9.5°) compared to the CONT group
(124.1°±11.4°, p = 0.000). Additionally, the UCL group had a greater glenohumeral abduction difference (-8.7°±8.4°)
than the CONT group (-3.8°±7.7°, p = 0.001).
Conclusion: In contrast to the original hypotheses, high school and collegiate baseball players that sustained an UCL
injury presented with greater glenohumeral abduction range of motion in both their throwing and non-throwing
shoulders compared to healthy controls. However, the finding of greater side-to-side glenohumeral abduction range
of motion deficits in the UCL group when compared to the matched healthy controls confirms the secondary
hypothesis.
Level of Evidence: Level 3.
Key Terms: baseball players, glenohumeral abduction, ulnar collateral ligament tear
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INTRODUCTION
Numerous studies have shown that baseball players develop range of motion (ROM) adaptations in
their throwing arm.1-8 Researchers have typically
studied changes associated with external rotation
(ER) gain, glenohumeral internal rotation deficit
(GIRD), humeral torsion (HT), horizontal adduction (HA) loss, and total range of motion (TRM) loss
in the throwing athlete.4,8-11 While shoulder ER has
been positively correlated with increased throwing
velocity,12 excessive changes in shoulder ROM can
increase the risk of injury,5,13,14 including injury to
the ulnar collateral ligament (UCL) of the elbow.9
In recent years the rate of elbow injuries in the
throwing athlete, including UCL injuries, is on the
rise.15 Petty et al.16 noted an increase in ulnar collateral ligament reconstruction (UCLR) rate in high
school baseball players with 85 performed from
1988 to 1994 rising to 609 performed from 1995 to
2003. Cain et al.17 also reported an increase in UCLR
procedures performed with 500 being completed in
1999 to 2002 and almost 800 completed during 2003
to 2006. This increase in UCLR incidence places
a demand on the sports medicine professional to
determine risk factors for these throwing athletes
and allow for better assessment and screening.
Much of the literature published in recent years has
focused on the changes seen in the shoulder ROM
of throwing athletes that have sustained a shoulder
injury. When looking at GIRD in throwers with UCL
injuries, Dines et al.14 found they were shown to
have 28.5° loss of IR versus 12.7° in healthy controls. Myers et al.11 found that participants with a
history of elbow injury demonstrated a significantly
greater difference in humeral retrotorsion between
their throwing and non-throwing sides than participants with no history of upper extremity injury. Garrison et al.9 found that those individuals diagnosed
with a UCL tear showed significantly greater deficits
in TRM with a trend toward significantly greater deficits in dominant shoulder ER. A loss of TRM in the
UCL deficient thrower was also supported by Dines et
al.14 Similarly, Shanley et al.6 found that softball and
baseball athletes with shoulder injuries demonstrate
a 17° difference in HA between those with injured
shoulders and those without injury. While these
findings provide the sports medicine professional

with parameters for necessary ROM adaptation in
the baseball athlete, they do not account for the role
of glenohumeral abduction (GH-ABD) as an injury
risk factor in the thrower.
During the throwing motion, appropriate GH-ABD
ROM is necessary for scapular positioning.18 Baseball
players with limited GH-ABD ROM at stride foot contact (SFC) exhibit lower levels of valgus stress at the
elbow.19 Likewise, a combination of shoulder abduction and trunk tilt is needed in order for a thrower to
achieve a proper arm slot.20 Mathematical simulation
models suggest that if this relationship deviates too
much (greater than 10° of trunk tilt and 100° of shoulder abduction), valgus stresses across the elbow may
increase.21 No previous studies have examined the
relationship between glenohumeral abduction (GHABD) and UCL injury. The purpose of this study was to
compare the passive GH-ABD ROM measures of baseball players with a diagnosed UCL tear (UCL group) to
a group of age, activity, and position matched healthy
controls (CONT group). The primary hypothesis was
that baseball players with a UCL tear would have a
greater loss of passive GH-ABD ROM on their throwing shoulder when compared to healthy controls. A
secondary hypothesis was that baseball players with
a UCL tear would demonstrate similar GH-ABD ROM
in their non-throwing arm and increased side-to-side
glenohumeral abduction differences (GH-ABD Diff)
compared to the healthy controls.
METHODS
This was a retrospective case-control study; the Institutional Review Board of Texas Health Resources
approved the research procedures. A total of 134
male competitive high school and collegiate baseball
players volunteered to participate in this study from
2015 to 2017 during a 26-month timeframe. Sixtyseven baseball players with a UCL tear were compared with 67 age, experience, and position-matched
healthy baseball players (Table 1).
Participants were identified during regularly scheduled visits to the participating physician and/or
physical therapist. For both the UCL group and
CONT group, participants were considered for study
participation if they were a baseball player between
the ages of 14 and 22 years. Inclusion criteria for
the UCL tear group included the following: (1) the
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Table 1. Patient Demographics.

athlete’s ability to throw was affected by the injury,
(2) the athlete was unable to continue participating
in baseball at the same level before UCL tear, (3)
clinical examination results were positive for a UCL
tear, (4) there was confirmation of a UCL diagnosis
via MRI, and (5) the athlete was attempting to return
to sport at a competitive level. Exclusion criteria
were (1) a previous UCL reconstruction that failed,
(2) a previous shoulder surgery for labral or rotator cuff involvement, and (3) if the patient did not
plan to return to baseball after treatment. The same
exclusion criteria were applied to the control participants. Participants were enrolled and consented into
the study by an investigator in the outpatient sports
medicine facility once they were confirmed to meet
the inclusion and exclusion criteria (Figure 1).
With UCL participants, ROM testing was performed
at their initial visit to the outpatient sports medicine facility. All control participants were measured
before their season using the same methods as the
UCL group. Measurements were taken by four physical therapists all of whom had undergone training
and demonstrated good reliability (intraclass correlation coefficient [ICC]2,k = 0.98; standard error of the
mean [SEM] = 2.1). For GH-ABD, two clinicians participated in the measurement process (one to measure while one stabilized the shoulder and moved
the arm). The participant was positioned supine
while the physical therapist stabilized the scapula in
a retracted position. Once scapular stabilization was
achieved the participant’s arm was placed in neutral
rotation with the elbow in extension and the physical
therapist abducted the participant’s arm to the available range. This was defined as the point before the
participant’s scapula moved under the therapist’s stabilizing hand. The physical therapist also maintained
the participant’s arm in neutral rotation and did not

Figure 1. Diagram for Allocation of Healthy Controls vs.
UCL-Injured. GH-ABD= glenohumeral abduction

allow the arm to externally or internally rotate during this abduction movement. Measurements were
taken by a second therapist with the axis at the center of the humeral head, the stationary arm parallel to the trunk through the ASIS, and the moving
arm bisecting the humerus through the middle of the
elbow (Figure 2). GH-ABD ROM Diff was calculated
by subtracting GH-ABD ROM of the non-throwing
arm from the GH-ABD ROM of the throwing arm.
STATISTICAL METHODS
An a priori statistical power analysis was performed
using GH-ABD Diff as the outcome, and determined
that a total of 40 participants (20 in the control group
and 20 in the UCL tear group) would be needed to
detect statistically significant differences based on
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group had increased GH-ABD ROM on their nonthrowing shoulder compared to the CONT group (p
< 0.001). Additionally, the UCL group had a greater
GH-ABD Diff than the CONT group (p = 0.001).

Figure 2. FlowUse of goniometer to measure Glenohumeral
Abduction with scapular stabilization.

an 80% power calculation. Independent t-tests were
used to assess for between-group differences in GHABD ROM in the throwing and non-throwing arms
and GH-ABD Diff.
RESULTS
Table 2 provides the shoulder ROM findings between
the two groups. The UCL group had significantly
greater GH-ABD ROM on their throwing shoulder
than the CONT group (p < 0.001). Similarly, the UCL

DISCUSSION
The results of the current study indicate that those
individuals that sustained a UCL tear had significantly
greater GH-ABD ROM on their throwing shoulder (UCL
group 132.5°±8.3°, CONT group 120.19°±11.2°) and
their non-throwing shoulder (UCL group 141.2°±9.5°,
CONT group 124.1°±11.4°) compared to healthy controls. Previous data has shown that GH-ABD ROM at
SFC is one of 4 variables that contribute to elbow valgus stress.19 Specifically, baseball pitchers with lower
GH-ABD ROM values at SFC had lesser valgus stresses
at the elbow. These findings suggest that higher numbers of GH-ABD ROM in the throwing arm may lead to
greater valgus stresses at the elbow during the throwing motion. Throwing mechanics were not assessed
in the present study, and as such, a cause and effect
relationship is not able to be established. Future studies of GH-ABD ROM in the throwing athlete should
include a 3D biomechanical motion analysis of throwing to determine what effects GH-ABD ROM has on
the throwing motion. Nevertheless, the results point
to the fact that GH-ABD ROM in baseball players with
a UCL tear may need to be considered when assessing
and treating these athletes.
In addition, the results of the current study indicate
that those baseball players that had sustained a UCL
tear presented with a GH-ABD Diff of -8.7°±8.4°. To
the authors knowledge this is the first study to assess
GH-ABD ROM in a population of baseball players
with a UCL tear. Prior studies have identified shoulder adaptations present in the throwing athlete that

Table 2. GH-ABD ROM measures between UCL and CONT group.
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include GIRD, ER gain, ER loss, TRM loss, HA deficits, flexion loss, and HT1-5,8,10,11 and are commonly
included in the literature to guide the screening,
evaluation, and treatment of the throwing athlete by
sports medicine providers.22-27 With the exception of
ER gain, each one of these shoulder adaptations has
been identified as a potential risk factor in the baseball player with a UCL tear.9,14,28-30 While the current
finding of a GH-ABD Diff of -8.7°±8.4° in the UCL
group cannot be considered with the previously
mentioned risk factors, it may provide the clinician
with criteria for GH-ABD ROM changes that could
potentially place the baseball athlete at increased
risk of UCL injury.
The GH-ABD Diff noted in the UCL group could
possibly be the result of protective neuromuscular
changes in order to decrease stress along the medial
elbow during throwing. GH-ABD is a component of
the maximum shoulder ER achieved by the throwing athlete during the cocking phase and maximum
shoulder ER is correlated with increased valgus
torque at the elbow.31 Previous data in baseball players with a UCL tear suggests that these individuals
may develop neuromuscular adaptive changes to
minimize stresses across the elbow.9 In the present
case, it is possible that baseball players in the UCL
group gradually developed a loss of shoulder abduction (component of arm cocking) on the throwing
arm (when compared to the non-throwing arm) as a
means of minimizing valgus stress at the elbow.
Limitations to the current study include that,
although this study did find a GH-ABD Diff in those
with UCL deficiency, it did not determine what was
contributing to this ROM loss. Whether this ROM loss
was a result of previously mentioned neuromuscular
changes or soft tissue adaptations was not identified.
Neither throwing volume at time of measurement
nor the time of the year the measurements were
documented, both of which could have an effect on
shoulder ROM, were controlled for during data collection.32,33 The current study population was high
school and college age baseball players so further
studies will need to be performed in order to determine whether the findings of this study are seen in
professional or little league athletes. The primary
limitation to the current study is that it did not determine a cause and effect relationship but only that

baseball players with a UCL tear were more likely to
have deficits in GH-ABD Diff ROM. Now that an association has been established between GH-ABD Diff
and UCL tears in baseball players future studies can
be directed at potential methods to determine what
role this ROM loss may play on altering throwing
or pitching mechanics and how this alteration may
place additional stress on the UCL.
CONCLUSIONS
In contrast to the original hypotheses, the results of
the current study indicate that high school and collegiate baseball players that sustained an ulnar collateral ligament injury demonstrated significantly
greater glenohumeral abduction range of motion
in both their throwing and non-throwing shoulders
compared to healthy controls. However, the finding
of greater side-to-side glenohumeral abduction range
of motion (GH-ABD Diff) deficits in the ulnar collateral ligament group when compared to the matched
healthy controls confirms the secondary hypothesis.
This information supports that GH-ABD ROM may
need to be considered as part of the assessment of
baseball athletes and provides the sports medicine
professional a side to side ROM loss range that may
be related to an increased risk of UCL injury.
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ABSTRACT
Background: There is a growing incidence of foot injuries in basketball, which may be from the sport’s repetitive, forceful
multi-directional demands. Modifying midsole stiffness of the basketball shoe has been reported to alter ankle motion and
plantar forces to reduce the risk of injury; however, the effects on anatomical, in-shoe foot (metatarsal), motion is not well
understood.
Purpose: The purpose of this study was to identify differences in foot and ankle biomechanics between basketball shoes
with differing midsole stiffness values during single-leg jump landings. It was hypothesized that a stiffer midsole would
elicit lower 1st metatarsophalangeal joint (MTPJ) dorsiflexion angles, higher ankle dorsiflexion angles, and higher plantar
forces and relative loading in the distal foot.
Study Design: Experimental cross-sectional study.
Methods: Twenty high school and collegiate-aged basketball players performed a single-leg side drop jump and a single-leg
cross drop jump in a pair of standard basketball shoes and a pair of shoes modified with a fiberglass plate to increase midsole
stiffness. Three-dimensional motion analysis and flexible insoles quantified foot and ankle kinematics and plantar force
distribution, respectively. Separate 2 (footwear) x 2 (task) repeated measures ANOVA models were used to analyze differences in 1) ankle kinematics, 2) 1st metatarsophalangeal kinematics, 3) maximal regional plantar forces, and 4) relative load.
Results: The stiffer shoe elicited decreased peak ankle plantarflexion (mean difference=5.8°, p=0.01) and eversion (mean
difference=6.6°, p=0.03) and increased peak ankle dorsiflexion angles (mean difference=5.0°, p=0.008) but no differences were observed in 1st MTPJ motion (p>0.05). The stiffer shoe also resulted in lower peak plantar forces (mean
difference=24.2N, p=0.004) and relative load (mean difference=1.9%, p=0.001) under the lesser toes.
Conclusions: Altering the midsole stiffness in basketball shoes did not reduce motion at the MTPJ, indicating that added
stiffness may reduce shoe motion, but does not reduce in-shoe anatomical motion. Instead, a stiffer midsole elicits other
changes, including additional ankle joint motion and a reduction in plantar forces under the lesser toes. Collectively, this
indicates that clinicians need to account for unintended compensations that can occur throughout the kinetic chain when
altering a shoe property to alleviate a musculoskeletal injury.
Level of Evidence: 2b
Keywords: Basketball, midsole stiffness, metatarsal injury, jumping
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INTRODUCTION
The significant multi-directional demands of basketball have led to a high incidence of non-contact
traumatic and overuse injury rates.1,2 Most of these
injuries occur in the lower extremity3 with over 25%
of all injuries occurring at the foot and ankle.4 While
ankle sprains capture a majority of foot and ankle
injuries in basketball athletes, there appears to be
a growing incidence of foot fractures, specifically to
the metatarsals.5-7 Most metatarsal injuries result in
surgical intervention, followed by significant time
lost for injury,6 and basketball players are at a highrisk for re-injury after return to sport.8 Abnormal
plantar loading and/or excessive foot motion during
high-level decelerating activities like jumping, landing, and changing directions have been suggested as
contributors to the increased risk of metatarsal injuries in these athletes.7,9

with greater midsole stiffness,19 evidence for altering
midsole stiffness properties in basketball footwear is
lacking. Specifically, the effect of midsole stiffness
properties on biomechanical strategies during common basketball demands is unknown. The purpose
of this study was to identify differences in foot and
ankle biomechanics and athletes’ perceived comfort between basketball shoes with differing midsole
stiffness values during single-leg jump landings. It
was hypothesized there would be no differences in
perceived comfort and a stiffer midsole would elicit
lower 1st metatarsophalangeal joint (MTPJ) dorsiflexion angles, higher ankle dorsiflexion angles, and
higher plantar forces and relative loading in the distal foot. Additionally, this study aimed to identify differences in foot and ankle biomechanics between a
lateral- and medial- directed single-leg jump landing.

Current practice to alter loading and decrease excessive foot motion to prevent future or rehabilitate
previous metatarsal injury often includes modification of the structural properties of the shoe.10,11 While
walking, greater midsole stiffness has been reported
to lower forefoot range of motion in the sagittal
plane, decrease rearfoot inversion and adduction
angles, and increase rearfoot abduction angles.12
During running, stiffer shoes are reported to promote altered lower extremity movement strategies,
increased ankle joint moments, and overall running economy.13,14 Increasing midsole stiffness of
running shoes has also been shown to redistribute
plantar loading and improve performance during
jumping15,16 and cutting17 tasks. Collectively, these
studies justify the alteration of midsole stiffness for
isolated foot and ankle pathologies in standard running shoes.

METHODS

Numerous differences exist between sport-specific
footwear and within footwear designed for the same
sport.18 Clinicians should cautiously interpret findings from the running shoe literature prior to modifying footwear for multi-directional sport athletes.
To date, there has been diminutive investigation of
the effect of midsole stiffness on multi-directional
sport-specific footwear, especially basketball shoes.
Other than one study reporting mild to moderate
improvements in sprint and agility times and no
change in vertical jump height in basketball shoes

Subjects
Twenty-one high school and collegiate aged basketball players volunteered to participate in the study.
Upon arrival to the biomechanics laboratory, subjects were briefed on the risk and benefits of participating in the study and consent forms were
completed. One subject was excluded due to technical issues, leaving 20 for inclusion in the final analyses (age 18.0±1.8 yrs, height 185.9±6.2 cm, mass
80.6±9.2 kg, BMI 23.4±2.3 kg/m2). Inclusion criteria consisted of: 1) age 14-25 years old, and 2) current participation on an organized and competitive
basketball team. Potential subjects were excluded if
they had a history of lower extremity injury in the
previous six months. The average experience of the
participants on an organized basketball team was
10.3 years (range 3-17). Informed written consent or
parental permission was obtained from each subject
prior to data collection. The protocol was approved
by the High Point University Institutional Review
Board. Funding for the study was provided by adidas
International.
Footwear
Each participant was fitted with two pairs of identically-sized basketball shoes (adidas D Rose 5 Boost,
Portland, OR, USA) (Figure 1). One pair of shoes was
the standard off-the-shelf version, while the other
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A flexible in-shoe pressure distribution measuring
insole was inserted into the left shoe (pedar®, novel
GMBH, Munich, Germany) and sampled at 200 Hz.
Data was collected only on the left foot to double
the system constrained sampling rate and match the
kinematic measurement. Prior to data collection,
each insole was calibrated to 900 kPa. A telemetric signal from the pedar® unit was sent to a laptop
computer to allow wireless data collection. Synchronized video was used in conjunction with the pressure data to assist in identification of the appropriate
steps during data reduction.

Figure 1. Picture of the footwear used in this study with
masked regions of plantar loading.

pair was modified with a fiberglass plate to increase
midsole stiffness. Shoes were tested in a randomized
order and participants were blinded to footwear conditions. Each participant completed visual analog
scales immediately following testing that separately
assessed comfort, shock absorption, stability and
control, traction, and safety.18
Procedures:
A three-dimensional motion analysis system was
used to identify lower extremity kinematics during each trial. Lower extremity kinematics were
captured using an electromagnetic motion analysis system (trakSTARTM; Ascension Technologies,
Inc., Burlington, VT) controlled by Motion Monitor®
software (Innovative Sports Training, Inc., Chicago,
IL). Electromagnetic sensors used to measure lower
extremity movement were six degrees of freedom
sensors. As previously published,20 8 mm sensors
were secured to the lateral thigh, tibial shaft, and
the sacrum, and 2mm sensors were attached to the
foot on the medial side of 1st phalange, medial side
of the 1st metatarsal, lateral side of the 5th metatarsal, cuboid and calcaneus. Kinematic data were collected at a sampling rate of 200Hz.

Participants completed a series of jumping and
cutting tasks on a basketball court surface in a
pre-determined order. Of the six tasks, only the
basketball-specific single-leg side drop jump (SDJ)
and cross drop jump (CDJ) were included in these
analyses. These tasks were chosen because of their
combination of a single-limb landing and movement
in the frontal plane that is frequently required during basketball competition. Both the SDJ and CDJ
were initiated from a 30-cm box, with participants
completing three trials of each task. During the SDJ
(Figure 2a), participants stood on the box on their
right limb, dropped anterolaterally to their left and
landed with their left foot in a 61 x 91 cm target area.
Immediately upon landing, participants completed
a maximal vertical jump towards a basketball suspended overhead that was previously set to their
maximal reach during a standard countermovement
jump. During the CDJ (Figure 2b), participants
dropped anteromedially to their right, landing with
their left foot in the same target area and immediately performed a maximal vertical jump. All participants were familiarized to each jumping task by a
demonstration from a member of the research team
and by completing one to two practice trials.
Data reduction
All biomechanical variables were analyzed during the entire first landing of each task from initial
contact (total insole force exceeding 20N) to toe-off
(total insole force less than 20N). Kinematic data
were filtered at 12 Hz low-pass filter (fourth order,
zero-lag Butterworth filter) (Motion Monitor, Innovative Sports Training, Inc.). Ankle dorsiflexion and
first MTPJ dorsiflexion were calculated based on the
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Figure 2. Jump landing tasks performed in this study: side drop jump (A) and cross drop jump (B).

anatomically and footwear mounted electromagnetic
sensors. Ankle and first metatarsophalangeal (MTP)
joint motion were calculated from Euler angle definitions relative to the initial neutral standing position
(feet spaced 35 cm apart with toes facing forward
to determine each subject’s neutral alignment and
anatomically define each foot segment). Kinematic
data were exported and synchronized with pressure
data within MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA)
via a transistor-transistor logic (TTL) pulse that was

generated when the plantar pressure measurement
system began data collection.
A regional analysis of the foot was performed utilizing nine separate “masks”, or areas, consisting of
medial and lateral heel, medial and lateral midfoot,
medial, central, and lateral forefoot, hallux, and the
lesser toes (Groupmask Evaluation, Novel GMBH,
Munich, Germany) (Figure 1).21 Maximum force
and the force time integral for each region were
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calculated. The force time integral in each individual region was divided by the force time integral for
the total plantar foot surface to determine the relative load in each region.
Statistical analysis
Separate 2 (footwear) x 2 (task) repeated measures
analysis of variance (ANOVA) models were used to
analyze differences in 1) ankle kinematics (degrees),
2) 1st MTP kinematics (degrees), 3) maximal regional
plantar forces (N), and 4) relative load (%). Post hoc
pairwise comparisons using paired t-tests were performed to examine differences for statistically significant main effects of footwear x task interaction.
Paired t-tests were used to examine differences in
subjective footwear ratings of each shoe. The significance level was set a priori for all analyses at α=0.05.
Partial eta-squared effect sizes (ES) were calculated
for all statistically significant differences, with values 0.06-0.14 interpreted as a moderate effect size
and greater than 0.14 as a large effect size.22
RESULTS
Biomechanical differences between footwear
Ankle kinematics showed a significant footwear
main effect (λ =0.53, p=0.03), such that the stiffer
shoe elicited decreased peak ankle plantarflexion
(p=0.01, ES=0.29) and eversion (p=0.03, ES=0.23),
and increased peak ankle dorsiflexion (p=0.008,
ES=0.31) (Figure 3A). There was no significant difference between shoes in 1st MTP motion (p>0.05).
There was a significant main effect for footwear
in peak plantar force (λ=0.14, p=0.001). Lower
peak forces were seen in the lesser toes (p=0.004,
ES=0.36) in the stiffer shoe (Figure 3B). Similarly,
a significant main effect in relative load was identified (λ=0.15, p=0.002), with pairwise comparisons showing lower relative load in the lesser toes
(p=0.001, ES=0.47) in the stiffer shoe (Figure 3C).
There were no significant differences between
shoes in the participants’ subjective rating of comfort (standard: 7.7±1.5, stiff: 7.1±1.6, p=0.08),
shock absorption (standard: 7.3±1.8, stiff: 6.6±2.1,
p=0.17), stability and control (standard: 7.7±1.4,
stiff: 7.9±1.3, p=0.50), traction (standard: 7.7±1.6,
stiff: 7.9±1.2, p=0.31), or safety (standard: 8.4±1.1,
stiff: 7.9±1.8, p=0.18).

Biomechanical differences between tasks
There was a significant task main effect for ankle kinematics (λ=0.35, p=0.001). The SDJ elicited greater
peak ankle plantarflexion angles (p<0.001, ES=0.57)
and lower peak dorsiflexion (p=0.02, ES=0.24) and
eversion (p=0.009, ES=0.31) angles than the CDJ.
There was no significant difference between tasks in
1st MTP motion (p>0.05) (Figure 3A).
The peak force had a significant task main effect
(λ=0.05, p<0.001), such that the CDJ elicited
greater peak force in the lateral midfoot (p<0.001,
ES=0.53), and hallux (p=0.001, ES=0.47), and lower
peak force in the medial forefoot (p=0.01, ES=0.29),
and lesser toes (p=0.01, ES=0.29) than the SDJ (Figure 3B). Additionally, a significant task main effect
was found for relative load (λ=0.09, p<0.001). Specifically, greater relative loads were found during
the CDJ in the lateral forefoot (p<0.001, ES=0.49),
and hallux (p=0.002, ES=0.40) and during the SDJ
in the medial forefoot (p=0.007, ES=0.33), middle forefoot (p=0.004, ES=0.36) and lesser toes
(p=0.007, ES=0.32) (Figure 3C).
Footwear x Task interaction
There were no significant footwear x task interactions for ankle kinematics (λ=0.884, p=0.72),
1st MTP kinematics (λ=0.99, p=0.65), peak force
(λ=0.54, p=0.46), or relative load (λ=0.52, p=0.42).
DISCUSSION
Results of this study indicate that modifications in
midsole stiffness of a basketball shoe can alter foot
and ankle biomechanics during single-leg jump landings. This modification is commonly used in clinical
settings, as it may reduce the risk of foot injury and/
or allow for quicker return to play by reducing MTP
and interphalangeal joint motion. These results indicate the stiffer midsole had no statistically significant effects on first MTPJ motion but did decrease
force under the lesser toes. However, in the stiffer
footwear condition, the ankle exhibited increased
peak dorsiflexion, and decreased peak plantarflexion and eversion angles.
A stiffer midsole is thought to reduce the overall sagittal plane bending of the shoe during dynamic activities, potentially reducing the bending motion and
forces that occur at the MTPJ inside the shoe. While it
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Figure 3. Comparisons of biomechanical measures between task and shoe for: (A) kinematics, (B) peak force, and (C) relative
load. († signiﬁcant difference between tasks, ‡ signiﬁcant difference between shoes) (AnkPF- ankle plantarﬂexion, Ankle DF- ankle
dorsiﬂexion, Ankle EV- ankle eversion, Ankle INV- ankle inversion, M1- medial hindfoot, M2- lateral hindfoot, M3- medial midfoot, M4-lateral midfoot, M5- medial forefoot, M6- middle forefoot, M7- lateral forefoot, M8- hallux, M9- lesser toes).

is possible there were differences in the longitudinal
bending motion of the shoe between footwear conditions, the kinematics reported were true measures
of anatomical motion, as all electromagnetic sensors

were placed directly on the foot. A previous study
comparing kinematics with anatomical and footwear
placements of electromagnetic sensors on football
cleats with different midsole stiffness levels resulted
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in significant differences between shoes in footwear
referenced kinematics but not in anatomically referenced kinematics.20 Although the mechanical properties of the shoe may limit shoe motion, this does
not necessarily translate to what happens to the foot
inside the shoe. In the current study, the stiffer shoe
elicited no kinematic differences at the foot, instead
it promoted a relatively more dorsiflexed ankle. It
is possible that participants’ heels slipped superiorly in the shoe in order to overcome the stiffness
of the shoe, which is consistent with other studies
that show compensatory changes at joints proximal
or distal to a restricted joint.20,23 These unintended
consequences are important and may put the athlete at risk of a different or concomitant injury. For
example, greater dorsiflexion during landing may
simulate a greater eccentric loading of the Achilles
tendon or may increase patellofemoral joint compression forces leading to patellofemoral pain.24,25
Additionally, although increasing midsole stiffness
predominantly affects the sagittal plane, significant
reductions of ankle eversion were identified in the
stiffer shoe. Any modifications to mechanical properties of footwear should account for subsequent compensatory changes that may result in other planes or
at other local and regional joints.
Modifying midsole stiffness also altered the distribution of plantar forces. Specifically, a stiffer midsole
resulted in a reduction of force under the lesser toes.
The stiffer midsole did not bend as readily during the
landing task, shifting the center of pressure posteriorly from the toe region to the midfoot and hindfoot.
This shift in center of pressure caused a corresponding shift in forces posteriorly instead of dispersing
through the toes and forefoot. Considering these
results, a stiffer shoe may be advantageous for an
athlete at risk for or rehabilitating from a lesser toe
injury. Interestingly, this pattern was not evident at
the great toe. A statistically insignificant increase in
force was observed under the hallux in the stiffer
shoe. This may be because of the time points chosen
for analysis in this study included both the landing
and jumping phase of both tasks. The hallux endures
40% greater forces during jumping than landing and
may be driving these results.26 During jumping, a
stiffer shoe may promote a quicker anterior shift of
the center of pressure to the great hallux. These data

complement results from the kinematic analysis in
that a stiffer basketball shoe may not provide biomechanical benefits for an athlete with 1st MTPJ injury.
The tasks used in this study were novel and relevant
to the basketball athlete. Basketball is characterized
by significant jumping demands and frontal plane
movements, with constant vertical and horizontal
accelerations and decelerations.2 When done on a
single-leg, forces significantly increase, potentially
placing an athlete at greater risk for injury.27,28 Both
the SDJ and CDJ were frontal plane, single-leg landings that incorporated a maximal vertical hop, simulating a basketball game situation. Not surprisingly,
there were significant biomechanical differences
between the two tasks. The SDJ, which consisted of
a movement towards the lateral aspect of the landing foot, elicited greater plantarflexion angles and
loading of the medial forefoot and lesser toes. The
CDJ, which consisted of a movement towards the
medial aspect of the landing foot, elicited greater
dorsiflexion and eversion angles and loading of the
lateral midfoot and hallux. This movement profile that occurs during the CDJ may be of further
concern because the combination of high forces
under the base of the fifth metatarsal and greater
ankle dorsiflexion motion can lead to corresponding increases in forefoot dorsiflexion and a bending
moment across the fifth metatarsal. This has been
proposed as a mechanism for Jones fracture.29
Considering the data presented in this and other
studies that measure true anatomical foot and ankle
range of motion,20 clinicians should be cautious
when prescribing midsole modifications to athletes
with biomechanical or pathological concerns for the
metatarsals and rest of the foot. A stiffer midsole
may not produce the intended outcome of reduced
motion at the MTPJ, as attempts to reduce motion of
the shoe do not necessarily translate to reduced anatomical motion of the foot. Furthermore, if a modification to stiffness is implemented, it is crucial that
the clinician be aware of and observe potential biomechanical changes at nearby and similarly vulnerable joints. Changing the mechanical properties of
the shoe might not be the only possible intervention
for athletes with foot pathology. The strength and
activation of the foot “core”, or intrinsic foot muscles, might play an important role in foot function.30
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There were some limitations involved with this
study. First, this study included a relatively small
participant pool that represented a homogenous
population. However, the goal was to study the
effects of changing midsole stiffness in basketball
shoes on competitive basketball players, which was
deemed successful (average playing experience =
10.3 years). While the use of in-shoe electromagnetic
motion analysis sensors was novel and provided
more valid information than footwear measures of
motion, there are drawbacks with using a tethered
motion analysis system. These include a limitation to the natural athletic environment and a small
capture volume within which to perform dynamic
movements.
CONCLUSIONS
Altering midsole stiffness in basketball shoes results
in differences in ankle kinematics and plantar forces.
This modification is often used to reduce MTPJ
motion; however, this was not observed. Instead,
footwear with higher midsole stiffness caused compensatory changes at the ankle and not at the MTP
joint. Furthermore, medially-directed single leg
landings may elicit biomechanical strategies that are
potentially adverse to the 5th metatarsal. Continued
investigation of foot injuries and the effect of basketball-specific footwear and tasks are warranted.
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ABSTRACT
Background: Kinesio Tape® (KT) is an elastic therapeutic tape that is applied to the skin for treatment of sport-related
injuries. Its application has been purported to facilitate the neuromuscular system, thus altering skeletal muscle
activity to increase joint range of motion and improve performance. Due to its proposed therapeutic effect, KT may
benefit individuals with excess foot pronation in order to decrease pain and improve function. Unfortunately, current
research regarding the ability of KT to alter foot biomechanics is limited.
Purpose: The purpose of this study was to determine if the application of KT to the ankle and lower leg would alter
static foot posture, plantar pressure, and foot motion during walking in individuals with foot pronation.
Study Design: Prospective Cohort Study
Methods: Thirty participants (10M/20F) were recruited for this study. Each participant had their dorsal arch height
and midfoot width measured prior to the application of the KT. In addition, their dynamic rearfoot eversion and plantar pressure was recorded during walking using an electrogoniometer and plantar pressure system. After these measurements were collected, KT was applied to their right foot and lower leg in order to attempt to facilitate activity in
the posterior tibialis muscle. After applying the tape, the above measurements were repeated.
Results: None of the variables measured were statistically significantly different between the pre-test and post-test.
Conclusion: Application of KT did not result in a change in static foot posture, plantar pressure, and frontal plane
rearfoot motion during walking. As such, KT cannot be recommended as a treatment for reducing excessive foot
pronation where such a goal would be beneficial.
Level of Evidence: Level 3
Key words: Foot Pronation, Kinesio Tape®, Walking
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INTRODUCTION
Kinesio Tape® (KT) is a therapeutic tape that is utilized in the management of various musculoskeletal
clinical conditions in various settings such as athletic
training, sports medicine and physical therapy.1 KT
is composed of 100% cotton, which is elastic and has
an adhesive underside that is heat activated.2 This
tape is intended to mimic the qualities of human
skin, as it measures about the thickness of the epidermis and it can be stretched longitudinally to
30-40% of its resting length.3 In contrast, traditional
athletic tape (such as “Coach” cloth tape) is rigid and
non-elastic.4 Because of these properties, KT also
differs from other types of athletic tape in its proposed mechanism. Rather than being structurally
supportive, Kinesio Tape® has -instead been purported to facilitate skeletal muscle activity through
tactile and proprioceptive input, thereby improving
function and/or decreasing pain.3,5,6 The muscle
most able to supinate the foot, if facilitated, would
be the posterior tibialis.
Foot posture is commonly assessed clinically, and
findings of either excessive pronation or supination
may influence decisions about interventions such as
orthotics or taping. Foot posture has been studied in
terms of its influence on biomechanics during gait,
as well as its relationship to specific pathologies.7
Some studies have shown a link between foot posture and risks for certain lower limb injuries. Burns,
et al. showed that there was a relationship between
foot posture and overuse injuries in triathletes.8
A 2014 systematic review by Neal, et al. reported
that a pronated foot posture was associated with an
increased risk for development of lower limb overuse injuries, such as medial tibial stress syndrome,
Achilles tendinopathy and patellofemoral pain syndrome.9 Because of its proposed effect, KT may be
useful in modifying static foot posture in individuals
with excess foot pronation.10,11 However, despite its
widespread use, the current research on the ability
of KT to alter foot posture and motion is limited. In
2014, using the Foot Posture Index (FPI) to characterize the degree of foot pronation, Luque-Suarez
reported that there was no change in those individuals who had their feet taped with KT.12 In a prospective randomized double-blind study by Aguilar
et al. on amateur runners, they found that the FPI

was statistically reduced in both the KT and sham
KT groups, but more so in the KT group. They suggested that their results indicated that KT may assist
with the correction of foot posture.3 The magnitude
of the change in the FPI, however, was only +0.9.
Measurement of the pressure on the plantar surface
of the foot has been used in several studies looking
at the effect of KT on locomotion. Using a platform
plantar pressure system, Chang and colleagues studied KT and the low-dye taping technique with white
cloth athletic tape. They found an increase in peak
pressure under the 5th metatarsal and reduced peak
pressure under the toes using the cloth tape, but
no statistical change was seen with the application
of KT.13 In 2016, two other authors reported on the
effect of KT on the pressure exerted on the plantar
surface of the foot during walking. Using an in-shoe
plantar pressure system, Aguilar and colleagues
reported a reduction in the pressure-time integral
values after running for 45 minutes in both a KT
and sham condition. Pressure-time integral values
were found to be reduced the greatest in the sham
condition. In addition, they found a decrease in
the FPI for both groups with those in the KT group
decreasing statistically more than those in the sham
group.3 Finally, using a platform system, Griebert
and colleagues studied the effect of KT on time to
peak plantar pressure during walking in those with
a current or past history of medial tibial stress syndrome (MTSS). They found that time to peak plantar
pressure was increased after the application of KT
for those with a current or past history of MTSS.5
In a study by Kuni, et al., the effectiveness of KT,
non-elastic tape, and soft bracing were compared in
their ability to alter segmental foot kinematics during a drop landing task.14 They found that non-elastic taping was the best stabilizer compared to KT or
soft bracing, but KT was able to stabilize the rearfoot
in the sagittal plane. To date, there are no published
studies looking at the effect of KT on foot motion
during walking.
The purpose of this study was to determine if the
application of KT to the ankle and lower leg would
alter static foot posture, plantar pressure, and foot
motion during walking in individuals with foot
pronation. The authors hypothesized that the
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application of KT would not increase arch height,
shift plantar pressures laterally or demonstrate less
calcaneus eversion during stance.

METHODS
Participants
Because of the lack of studies or insufficient detail
in the published literature regarding the effect of
KT on our primary variable of arch height change,
an a-priori power analysis was not possible. The
authors did, however look at studies that had used
other types of tape to alter the height of the medial
longitudinal arch15,16 in order to perform an a-priori
power analysis. The result of that analysis indicated
that approximately 20 subjects would be needed to
show statistical significance with an alpha and beta
level of .05 and .80 respectively. Subsequently, a
convenience sample of 30 participants with foot pronation (per the FPI) were recruited from a general
university population to participate in this study. All
participants were evaluated by a licensed physical
therapist before enrolling in the study and excluded
from the study if: 1) they had a history of a musculoskeletal or neuro-musculoskeletal condition that
altered their ability to stand or walk normally, 2)
they had a history of injury or surgery to either foot
or lower extremity within the prior six months, and
3) they did not have at least 10 degrees of talocrural
dorsiflexion, 20 degrees of talocrural plantarflexion
and 45 degrees of first metatarsal phalangeal extension. The range of motion measurements for these
screening tests were performed bilaterally in a nonweightbearing position. Because this study investigated whether KT could alter static foot posture and
dynamic foot motion, participants were required to
a pronated foot posture at the start of the study as
indicated by the FPI. The FPI was used to ensure
each subject met this criteria. The FPI involves rating six different features of the foot that are associated with either a pronated or supinated foot posture
in standing. Positive values are indicative of pronation and negative values are indicative of supination.
The score from the six features are then summed. 17
As such, subjects were required to have an FPI value
of at least +4, which is considered “pronated”.18 The
FPI has been shown to have good intra-rater reliability, moderate inter-rater reliability, and acceptable

validity.3,19 The Institutional Review Board at Northern Arizona University approved the study and all
participants read and signed a written informed consent prior to participation.
Procedure
After signing the informed consent, their gender,
height, and weight was recorded. Their FPI of both
feet was assessed and recorded by one of the authors
(MWC) using the methods described by Redmond,
et al.17
Foot Posture. The dorsal arch height (DAH) and midfoot width (MFW) was then measured using the methods described by McPoil, et al.20 DAH and MFW were
measured on the right foot of each participant at 50%
of their overall foot length while standing relaxed
using a digital caliper with a resolution of 0.01 mm
(Mitutoyo America Corporation, Aurora, IL). All DAH
and MFW measurements were performed by the
same individual (SH). These measurements have
been shown to have excellent intra-rater reliability.21
Foot Motion. Following the foot posture measurements, a twin axis electrogoniometer (Biometrics
Ltd, Newport, UK) was afﬁxed to the participant’s
right lateral ankle and leg. They were then asked to
walk at their self-selected speed along a 3m walkway
which included the EMED-SF plantar pressure platform (Novel Electronics Inc., St. Paul, MN). The platform has a 475 mm x 320 mm sensor area with 6,080
sensors that are sampled at 100Hz. All walking trials
were observed for “targeting” of the platform and
any trial in which the subject appeared to alter their
walking speed or step length was repeated. During
walking, the electrogoniometer measured the magnitude of the participant’s frontal plane calcaneal
inversion and eversion motion. The data was sampled at a rate of 100 Hz and then smoothed using a
low-pass butterworth ﬁlter of 12 Hz. The mean of at
least three walking trials were averaged and interpolated to represent 100% of the stance phase at each
percentage point using a custom Matlab computer
program (MATLAB version R2016b. Natick, MA).
Using the same Matlab program, the following variables were calculated from the resulting kinematic
patterns of calcaneal motion; 1) calcaneal eversion
angle at heel strike (HSEVR) 2) maximum calcaneal
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eversion angle (MAXEVR) 3) total calcaneal eversion excursion (TOTEVR) and 4) time to maximum
calcaneal eversion angle (TMAXEVR).
Plantar Pressure. The EMED-SF ﬂoor-mounted pressure platform (Novel Electronics, Inc, St Paul, Minnesota) was located at the midpoint of the 3m walkway. Plantar pressures were therefore measured
simultaneously with the motion data during each
walking trial. Using the “Gaitline” analysis software
(Novel GmbH, Munich, Germany), the force and
area medial and lateral to the resulting gait line of
each participant was calculated. The following variables were calculated from the resulting plantar pressure; 1) the ratio of the difference between the medial
and lateral contact areas to the total area over time
(LMAI), 2) the Center of Pressure Index (COPI),
which is the lateral area divided by the medial area,
3) the Lateral-Force-Time-Integral (LFTI) which is
the area under the force-time curve for the lateral
side of the foot, 4) the Medial-Force-Time-Integral
(MFTI) which is the area under the force-time curve
for the medial side of the foot, and 5) the LateralMedial-Force-Time-Integral-Index (LMFTII), which
is an index to represent the difference between LFTI
and MFTI. These variables were selected because if
KT is effective, the area or force under the foot should
shift laterally because of decreased pronation.
Kinesio Tape Application. At the conclusion of the
walking trials, participant’s right foot and lower leg
were taped using a technique described by Kase, et
al.22 To ensure consistency, Kinesio Tape® - Classic
(Kinesio USA Corporation, Albuquerque, NM) was
applied to each participant by a Certiﬁed Kinesio
Tape Practitioner (TJ). The tape was applied in order
to facilitate the tibialis posterior muscle. For the taping procedure, each participant sat in a long-siting
position on a taping table with their right ankle in
neutral or zero degrees of dorsiﬂexion. The base of
the ﬁrst strip of tape was placed on the proximal
third of the medial tibia with the tail terminating
under the medial longitudinal arch of the foot. No
tension was applied on the base and tail of the tape,
while a light to moderate tension (25-50% of available length) was applied to the middle of the tape. A
second Y-strip was applied to do the space correction
by pulling the skin away from the medial border of

Figure 1. Illustration of KinesioTape® Application in the
current Study. A) Medial View, B) Lateral View.

the tibia (Figure 1). This was done to create additional space between the skin and superﬁcial structures, thereby reducing pressure on the tissues.22
The patient’s foot was dorsiﬂexed between 5 and 10
degrees during the application of the Y-strip, with
little or no tension applied at the tails of the Y to
limit the tension on the skin.
The participant then walked 10 meters along the
walkway, striking the plantar pressure plate at the
mid-point of the walk with their right foot. Each subject walked at least three times and the trials were
averaged to obtain post-tape calcaneal motion and
plantar pressure data. With the tape still applied,
MFW and DAH were measured. After the second set
of measures, the tape was removed and any previous
markings were wiped clean with isopropyl alcohol.
Descriptive statistics (mean and standard deviation
[SD]) were calculated for foot posture (DAH, MFW)
and each of the dependent variables derived from
the plantar pressure and motion analysis measurements. Comparison between the taped and nontaped conditions were made using paired t-tests.
Because of the relatively large number of tests performed, an alpha level of 0.01 was selected to reduce
the possibility of committing a Type II error. In addition, the effect size for each variable was measured
using the Cohen’s d statistic.23 All statistical tests
were performed using SPSS® software package, version 22 (IBM, Armonk, New York).
RESULTS
The demographic information for the participants
who participated in this study is found in Table 1.
The mean FPI for the subjects who participated in
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Table 1. Demographic characteristics of the study participants, reported as mean
± standard deviation.

Table 2. Mean (standard deviation), effect size, and power for the pre- and post-KinesioTape® condition.

this study was +6.8, which is considered “pronated”
and almost two standard deviations above the mean
reported by Redmond et al.18 Table 2 shows that the
mean pre-tape DAH and MFW measurements for the
subjects in this study was 60.0mm and 81.6mm respectively. These values are approximately two-thirds of
a standard deviation below that reported by McPoil,
et al in their study of normative foot posture values.20
Foot Posture. The results of the paired t-tests for the
foot posture variables are shown in Table 2. None of
the variables were statistically signiﬁcantly different
(p > 0.01) between the pre- and post-KT conditions.
The Cohen’s d statistic for DAH and MFW was 0.28
and 0.36 respectively, which is considered to be a
small effect.
Foot Motion. Figure 2 shows the magnitude of frontal
plane rearfoot motion during the stance phase of walking for each of the tape conditions. The results of the

Figure 2. Frontal Plane Motion of the rearfoot during the
stance phase of walking [(solid line (mean), dashed line (+/-1
standard deviation)]

paired t-tests for the kinematic variables measured in
this study are shown in Table 2. None of the variables
were statistically signiﬁcant (p > 0.01) between the
pre- and post-KT conditions. The Cohen’s d statistic
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for these four variables was small and ranged from
0.05 to 0.1 with a mean value of 0.07 (sd = 0.02). Such
values are considered extremely small.
Plantar Pressure. The results of the paired t-tests for
the plantar pressure measured in this study are
shown in Table 2. As with the other variables measured in this study, no statistically signiﬁcant differences (p > 0.01) were found in any of the plantar
pressure measurements used in this study. The
Cohen’s d statistic for these ﬁve variables were small
and ranged from 0.02 to 0.25 with a mean value of
0.13 (sd = 0.09). These values are considered small.
DISCUSSION
KT application has become a popular intervention
to manage pain and skeletal muscle dysfunction.
Despite the popularity, KT has not been evaluated
to determine the effects on static and dynamic measures of the foot. The purpose of this study was to
assess the effect of KT in participants with pronated
feet with static foot posture, foot motion, and plantar
pressure. The results of this study indicate that the
application of KT to the foot and leg had no effect on
foot posture, plantar pressure, and rearfoot motion.
Post-hoc power values for the variables tested in this
study are found in Table 2. The inability to detect
differences between the pre- and post KT conditions
may be attributable to the low power in our study.
From post-hoc power analysis, the number of subjects required to have sufficient power ranged from
63 for MFW to 19,625 for LMAI. Assuming that the
sample studied in the current study was representative of the population, if additional subjects were
recruited, the magnitude of change observed in
the variables would likely remain unchanged. For
example, the mean change in MFW from the preto the post-KT condition was very small (0.65mm)
and well below the minimum clinical difference of
1.6mm reported by McPoil, et al.20 Adding additional
subjects to increase statistical power may change the
calculated effect size, but would likely not alter the
magnitude of the change seen in the current study.
As such, the results from the current study indicate
that KT has no appreciable or clinical effect on the
variables studied. The authors therefore believe
that the findings of this study further support the
conclusion that there is no immediate effect of the

application of KT foot posture, plantar pressure, and
rearfoot motion.
The outcomes of the present study agree with other
recent studies that KT appears to have minimal
effect on foot posture, plantar pressure and foot
movement.3,12-14 The two papers that investigated the
effect of KT on foot posture used the FPI as their
dependent variable, which is a fairly subjective measure and consists of categorical rather than scalar
measurements. In contrast, this study used scalar
measures of both DAH and MFW, but did not find a
significant change after the application of KT.3,12 The
current study measured plantar pressure to assess
differences in foot loading during walking as the
result of the KT application. If the KT was able to
facilitate activity in the posterior tibialis muscle and
thus limit excess foot pronation a lateral shift in the
plantar contact area or force relative to the person’s
gait line during walking would have been expected.
However, this expected shift was not seen. These
results are consistent with that reported by both
Chang, et al13 and Aguilar, et al3 who reported no
statistically significant effect of KT on plantar pressure measurements. The only study looking directly
at foot motion following application of KT was conducted by Kuni, et al. who reported that KT was
only able to alter rearfoot movement in the sagittal
plane, but not the frontal plane.14 The results of the
current study are therefore in agreement with their
study in that no effect of KT application on frontal
plane rearfoot motion was found during walking.
This result is also consistent with studies by other
researchers who investigated whether KT was able
to facilitate underlying muscle activity and found
that it did not.10,24,25 In particular, Kim et al. reported
no change in the Hoffman reflex of the quadriceps
muscle as a result of applying KT.26
There are several limitations that must be taken
into account in this current study. First, the study
looked only at the immediate effect of applying KT
since reassessment of the dependent variables were
conducted within 5-10 minutes after application
of the tape. It is perhaps possible that there would
have been an effect on foot posture, plantar pressure, and rearfoot motion, if the KT had remained
in place for a longer time before repeating the measurements. Certainly, future research would need to
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be conducted to determine if this would be the case.
Another limitation to the current study was that it
investigated only a single method of KT application. Again, additional studies would need to be conducted looking at other methods of applying the tape
in order to alter foot posture, plantar pressure, and
rearfoot motion. In the current study, the tape was
applied only to the right foot. Although the authors
have no reason to expect that taping both feet would
have altered the results of the study, such a possibility could be explored in future research. Finally,
repeating the present study with a larger number of
subjects would be beneficial to confirm whether the
effect of KT on foot posture, plantar pressure and
rearfoot motion is small and clinically irrelevant.
CONCLUSION
The results of the current study failed to demonstrate that KT statistically alters frontal plane rearfoot motion or plantar pressure during walking or
static foot posture. Because the effect size on the
difference between KT and no KT condition was so
small, KT is not recommended to modify either foot
posture or motion.
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ABSTRACT
Background: Hamstring weakness is a contributor to lower extremity pathology. Influence of knee flexion
and tibial rotation on hamstrings muscle activation and knee flexion force has not been documented in the
literature.
Hypothesis/Purpose: The purpose of the study was to determine the angle of knee flexion and tibial rotation that elicits the greatest knee flexion force and hamstrings activation in healthy, physically active
adults.
Study Design: Descriptive, observational cohort study
Methods: Eighteen young healthy adults were recruited for study participation. Each individual performed
maximal voluntary isometric hamstrings contractions at six different knee flexion angles (15°, 30°, 45°,
60°, 75° & 90°), each positioned at three different tibial rotation positions (internal rotation, neutral rotation and external rotation). Electromyographic activity of the medial and lateral hamstrings and knee
flexion force production were recorded.
Results: On average, greatest force production was recorded at 30° knee flexion with tibia either in neutral
rotation (124.1% of max) or in external rotation (123.5% of max). This same lower limb orientation also
produced the highest amount of lateral hamstring activation (156.4% of max). Results also showed that
force production and lateral hamstring activation decreased as knee flexion angle increased. Muscle activation for the medial hamstrings was not affected by knee flexion angle but did show higher activation in
neutral or tibial internal rotation.
Conclusion: The results of the current research describe the relationship between knee flexion and tibial
rotation and their effect on overall knee flexion force production and hamstrings activation. This research
provides key insights about the specific knee joint angles and tibial orientation that may be preferred in
exercise prescription for maximizing hamstring activation.
Level of Evidence: Level III
Key Words: Hamstrings, EMG, force production, muscle activation
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INTRODUCTION
Hamstring weakness has been proposed as a contributor to lower extremity pathology.1-6 Hamstring
strains, traumatic anterior cruciate ligament (ACL)
rupture and patellofemoral pain syndrome (PFPS)
comprise a large percentage of musculoskeletal
injuries incurred during sports.2-16 These injuries are
extremely disruptive and disabling to athletes. Weakness of the hamstring musculature is considered a
likely contributing factor to many of these musculoskeletal injuries.1,9,12-24 The exact mechanism by
which hamstring muscle dysfunction contributes to
tears of the muscle itself, ACL rupture and PFPS is
poorly understood.
Several authors have described the role of the proximal hip musculature for frontal and transverse
plane kinematic control of the lower extremity and
the resultant positional consequences at the femur
and tibiofemoral joint.17, 20-22,25-26 This contributes to
dynamic valgus positioning and altered tibial rotation relative to the femur. Factors influencing the
distal element of the tibiofemoral joint have not
been as clearly defined.

hamstring created greater torque at more extended
knee angles and medial hamstring produced higher
torque values at more flexed knee angles.30 He did
not use tibial rotation to bias the musculature.
Mohamed et al. looked at tibial rotation at 70° of knee
flexion only and found statistically greater torque
production and electromyography (EMG) activation
of the medial hamstrings with prepositioning into
internal tibial rotation and significantly increased
lateral hamstrings activation with prepositioning of
the tibia into external rotation.29 However, only one
knee flexion angle was tested. Both studies results
demonstrated statistically significant differences in
torque production and muscle activation depending
on changes in either joint angle or tibial rotation, but
did not look at which degree of knee flexion coupled
with tibial rotation that elicited the greatest force
production and activation of the medial and lateral
hamstrings.
The purpose of the study was to determine the angle
of knee flexion and tibial rotation that elicits the
greatest knee flexion force and hamstrings activation in healthy, physically active adults.

In addition to knee flexion and hip extension, the
hamstrings also act to rotate the tibia. Rotation of
the tibia has been used to isolate the strength of the
medial and lateral hamstrings during manual testing
of the knee flexors as described by Kendall in the
principles of manual muscle testing.12,13,17,18,22-24,27-29
External rotation of the tibia is thought to bias the
lateral hamstring musculature, the long head of the
biceps femoris muscle. In addition, internal rotation
of the tibia is thought to bias the medial hamstrings,
the semitendonosus and semimembranosus. These
muscle testing modifications for medial and lateral
hamstring isolation are based on clinical experience
and anatomical information, but have not been confirmed through scientific study.

This study also set out to establish normative activation data of medial versus the lateral hamstrings
in order to better appreciate possible implications
muscular imbalance at the hamstrings may have
on tibial orientation and injuries associated with
excessive or abnormal tibiofemoral joint motion in
the transverse plane. It was hypothesized that peak
hamstring activation would be greatest at more
extended knee flexion angles and that lateral hamstrings would demonstrate greater peak activation
with external tibial rotation and medial hamstrings
would demonstrate greater peak activation with
internal tibial rotation.

Given their function in tibial rotation, the medial
and lateral hamstring musculature may have an
effect on lower extremity pathology. In order to
more accurately assess medial or lateral hamstring
strength or weakness, it is important to understand if
it is possible to biomechanically bias the medial and
lateral hamstring musculature. Onishi et al. reported
that by altering the knee flexion angle, the lateral

Subjects
A convenience sample of 18 healthy subjects (10 male
and 8 female) participated in this observational study.
Subject mean age was 24.4 years (range, 18-34). Mean
height was 68.9 inches (range, 65-73) and mean weight
was 159.2 pounds (range, 110-195). Subjects reported
regular activity participation, defined as a minimum
of thirty minutes per day, for a minimum of three

METHODS
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days per week. Subjects were excluded if they were
experiencing a current lower extremity injury, or if
they had a history of low back pain, hip pathology,
radicular symptoms, surgery on their dominant lower
extremity, systemic disease or current pregnancy. The
study was approved by the University of Minnesota
Institutional Review Board, and informed consent was
obtained from all subjects prior to participation.
Procedure
The study took place at the Human Sensorimotor
Control Laboratory at the University of Minnesota.
Surface electrodes were placed onto the medial and
lateral hamstrings per the standardized Surface EMG
placement protocol.31 Each subject performed a fiveminute warm up jog at a self-selected pace. Each
subject was then asked to lie in the prone position
on a plinth and positioned with a hip flexion angle of
0°, and their knee flexed to 90° and in neutral tibial
rotation. Their hips were secured using a standard
stabilization belt fixed to the plinth, and tibial rotation was confirmed by placing the patient into maximal dorsiflexion to lock out the talocrural joint, with
a member of the research team stabilizing the foot
with two hands at all times. For internal and external tibial rotation, maximal manual rotation was
performed by the researcher until firm end-feel was
present. Subjects were asked to perform two separate, three-second maximal voluntary isometric contractions in the standardized manual muscle testing
position (90 degrees of knee flexion) against a force
transducer attached to a fixed apparatus designed by
the authors (Figure 1). All study data was normalized
against the maximum output of these two trials. The
fixed force transducer was used to obtain quantitative measurements of isometric torque production.
The experimental protocol consisted of two consecutive, three-second isometric contractions, randomized at angles of 30°, 45°, 60°, 75°, 90°, and 105° of
knee flexion, coupled with maximal internal, external and neutral tibial rotation. EMG activity (peakto-peak muscle activation) and maximum force
output were recorded.
To eliminate a potential order effect, knee flexion
angles were randomized. A minimum of 30 seconds
of rest was required between individual trials, and
midway through the testing (after approximately 18

Figure 1. Overhead view of the isometric hamstring contraction apparatus attached to a portable plinth.

contractions), subjects had a 20- to 30-minute rest to
eliminate effects of possible muscle fatigue.
At the start of each session, two separate 1-repetition
maximum contractions in 90° of knee flexion with
neutral tibial rotation were performed. Following
this, two trials at each knee flexion/tibial rotation
combination were performed in randomized order,
with the larger of the two maximum peak-to-peak
activation and force output values used for further
data analysis. Raw EMG data was filtered with a
20-500Hz band pass Butterworth filter and then rectified. In order to normalize the data, all maximum
outputs of EMG muscle activation and force production were converted to a percentage of the initial,
90-degree 1-rep max contraction.
Statistical Analysis
Two-way, repeated measures ANOVAs were utilized
to determine the effect of knee angle and tibia orientations. One-way ANOVAs were used to determine
differences in tibia rotation for each hamstrings muscle group. Post-hoc t-tests were then performed to
determine where the significant differences existed.
Statistics were performed with SPSS v.21 (SPSS, Inc,
Chicago, IL).
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Results
Medial Hamstrings
Peak muscle activation of the medial hamstrings
at each angle of knee flexion and tibial rotation is
shown in Figure 1. There was no significant effect
of knee flexion angle (p=.123) on peak medial hamstrings activation. Thus, muscle activation was statistically the same regardless of the angle at which
the knee was flexed. However, a significant effect
was seen for tibial rotation, with a higher amount
of muscle activation seen while the tibia was internally rotated or in the neutral position as compared
to externally rotated (p<.001).
Finally, there was a significant interaction between
knee flexion angle and tibial rotation (p=.048). This
revealed that as the angle of knee flexion increased,
the difference in muscle activation between an internally and externally rotated tibia was decreased,
if not eliminated (Figure 2). Based on descriptive

statistics, 60 degrees of knee flexion with the tibia
in the neutral position elicited the maximum medial
hamstrings activation (119% of max).
Lateral Hamstrings
There was a significant effect of knee flexion angle
(p<.001) on peak lateral hamstrings activation, with
greater activation seen as the angle of knee flexion
decreased (i.e. as the leg was further extended) (Figure 3). A significant effect of tibial rotation was also
seen (p<.001), with a higher amount of activation
seen while the tibia was externally rotated or in the
neutral position as compared to internally rotated
(p<.001). Further, there was a significant interaction between knee flexion angle and tibial rotation
(p<.001). This revealed that as the angle of knee
flexion increased, the difference in muscle activation between an internally and externally rotated
tibia was decreased, if not eliminated (Figure 3).

Figure 2. Medial hamstrings activation at differing degrees of knee ﬂexion and tibial rotation.

Figure 3. Lateral hamstrings activation at differing degrees of knee ﬂexion and tibial rotation.
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Figure 4. Maximum isometric force output at differing degrees of knee ﬂexion and tibial rotation.

At 30 degrees of knee flexion, lateral hamstrings
peak muscle activation differed non-significantly
(p=.129) between internal tibial rotation (120% of
max), neutral tibia (141% of max) and external tibia
rotation (156% of max).
At 45 degrees of knee flexion, a significant difference
(p=.022) was seen in lateral hamstrings peak muscle
activation across tibial rotation conditions: internally
rotated tibia (115% of max), neutral tibia (140% of
max) and externally rotated tibia (153% of max). Further analyses revealed that internal rotation of the
tibia elicited significantly lower lateral hamstrings
muscle activation than external rotation of the tibia
(115% vs. 153%, p=.007), while muscle contractions
performed in internal rotation trended toward being
significantly lower than when performed with the
tibia in neutral (115% vs. 140%, p=.069).
At 60 degrees of knee flexion, a non-significant, yet
clinically relevant difference (p=.107) was seen in
lateral hamstrings peak muscle activation between
internally rotated tibia (108% of max), neutral tibia
(130% of max) and externally rotated tibia (136% of
max).This pattern of results was not seen at any of
the three highest degrees of knee flexion.
Descriptive statistics showed maximum lateral hamstrings peak muscle activation was seen at 30° knee
flexion, while the tibia was externally rotated (156%
of max).
Force Output
There was a significant effect of knee flexion angle
(p<.01) on peak force production, with significantly

less force produced as the knee became more flexed
(Figure 4). A significantly higher effect of tibial rotation was also seen, with greater muscle activation
seen while the tibia was externally rotated or in the
neutral position as compared to internally rotated
throughout the ranges tested (p<0.01).
With the tibia internally rotated, a significant
decrease in peak muscle activation was seen as knee
flexion angle increased (p<0.01). Further, peak
force output was significantly lower at a knee flexion angle of 105° compared to all other degrees of
knee flexion (p<.01) (Figure 4).
With the tibia in neutral rotation, a significant
decrease in peak muscle activation was seen as the
knee became more flexed (p<0.01). Peak force output
was significantly lower at a knee flexion angle of 90°
compared to all other lesser degrees of knee flexion
(p<0.01). Furthermore, peak force output was significantly lower at a knee flexion angle of 105° compared
to all other degrees of knee flexion (p<0.01).
With the tibia in external rotation, a significant
decrease in peak muscle activation was seen as knee
flexion angle increased (p<0.01). Peak force output
was significantly lower at a knee flexion angle of
105° compared to all other degrees of knee flexion
(p<0.01).
Maximum force production was seen at 30° knee
flexion, while the tibia was in the neutral position.
All normalized percentages are based on the mean
data for maximum values across subjects, which are
presented in Table 1.
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Table 1. Mean raw data values for maximum EMG and force output.

DISCUSSION
For hamstring musculature, EMG activity and force
is influenced by knee flexion and tibial rotation
angles during maximal voluntary isometric contractions. These findings reveal the degree of knee
flexion and tibial rotation that elicits maximal force
production and activation of the hamstring muscles.
Supporting the hypothesis, this study found that
peak force and peak lateral hamstrings muscle activation were greatest at 30° with the tibia in neutral
and maximal external rotation, respectively. Peak
medial hamstring muscle activation was seen at 60°
of knee flexion, with the tibia in the neutral position.
When looking at medial hamstring muscle activation, there was no significant effect of knee flexion
angle. Muscle activation was statistically the same
regardless of the angle at which the knee was flexed.
The significant finding of note was the decreased
medial hamstrings muscle activation seen with the
tibia externally rotated as compared to both neutral
and internal rotation. Other authors have shown
there to be a fewer degree of tibial internal rotation
anatomically present in the human body compared
external rotation, therefore coupling knee flexion
with incremental degrees of internal tibial rotation
may not produce a significant effect on medial hamstring activation.32,33
Conversely, with lateral hamstring activation (as well
as overall force output), the overall magnitude of
peak muscle activation continued to decrease as the
knee angle became more flexed throughout the testing range, with the greatest activation and force being
generated at the most extended knee angle tested
(30°). This held true for all three orientations of the
tibia, and to the author’s knowledge is the first time
this has been shown in a controlled experimental setting. This likely occurs due to the length tension relationship of the hamstring musculature and the force
they are capable of generating at varying lengths.

These results supported the hypothesis that at
more extended knee angles, hamstring force would
be greatest and internal rotation of the tibia would
elicit greater medial hamstrings activation, while
external rotation of the tibia would elicit greater
lateral hamstrings activation. The statistically significant differences in activation found in this study
are in agreement with Mohamed and Onishi.24-25,29-30
Mohamed et al. felt the findings in their study were
not clinically relevant since altering the tibial rotation angle only altered average maximal activity by
13%. However, they only investigated this at 70°
of knee flexion. The present study examined several positions of knee flexion and showed a range
of 31%-74% greater maximal activation, depending on the angle of knee flexion and tibial rotation.
These differences are clinically relevant for eliciting
greater muscle activation during strength testing, as
it appears that activation of medial and lateral hamstring musculature may be biased by altering knee
flexion angles and tibial rotation.
The findings of this study give clinicians a method to
more specifically assess medial versus lateral hamstring strength. The results allow clinicians to make
better judgments about how to selectively bias the
varied portions of the hamstrings during an assessment or evaluation and may provide insight regarding
how best to isometrically strengthen the hamstrings.
For future research, implementing these findings
may allow clinicians to more accurately evaluate differences between pathologic patients and healthy
individuals to see if hamstring weakness does or does
not contribute to lower extremity pathology. Future
studies should also include the investigation of possible differences in strength assessments of medial and
lateral hamstrings with and without hip stabilization.
Limitations to this study include the accuracy and
validity of surface electrodes to record true muscle
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activation. Electrodes were positioned according to
previously recommended anatomic positions for
recording the medial and lateral hamstrings independent of each other, however, there still may be
an undefined amount of shared signal (cross-talk)
due to the proximity of the leads. The exact amount
of internal and external tibial rotation was also
unable to be controlled for due to the nature of the
study. Although the investigator did secure the foot
in the most internally or externally rotated position, this obviously varied among participants. In
addition, upon the onset of maximum contraction,
the tibia has a natural tendency to rotate into the
neutral position, which had to be manually counteracted by the investigator. Finally, with the experimental setup requiring 36 maximal contractions of
three to four seconds, a certain level of fatigue was
assumed to have occurred. This was addressed by
randomizing the knee angle condition throughout
the experiment, and also by the incorporation of a
20-minute break after the completion of the first 18
contractions.
Future research studies looking at injured populations, particularly those with knee and hip pathology, should be further explored. Additionally,
looking at muscle activation during strength specific
(therapeutic) exercises and comparing those results
to static contractions could give clinicians a better
understanding of lower extremity biomechanics as
pertaining to the hamstrings. It could also be beneficial to see how muscle activation is altered immediately following a series of therapeutic sessions
incorporating certain exercises that isolate specific
lower extremity muscle groups.
CONCLUSION
The results of the current study report the activation
and force production of the hamstring musculature
in varied conditions. In healthy subjects, maximum
force production of the hamstrings was seen at 30°
knee flexion, while the tibia was in the neutral position. Peak lateral hamstrings muscle activation was
greatest at 30° with the tibia in maximal external
rotation. Peak medial hamstring muscle activation
was seen at 60° of knee flexion, with the tibia in
the neutral position. The results also demonstrate
that as the knee became more flexed, the muscle
activation and torque production decreased. This

research provides insights about the specific knee
joint angles and tibial orientation that may be preferred during strength assessment for maximizing
hamstring activation.
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ABSTRACT
Background: Lower extremity injuries in soccer players are extremely common. Implementation of group
injury prevention programs has gained popularity due to time and cost-effectiveness. Unfortunately, players with greater number of risk factors are most likely to sustain an injury, yet less likely to benefit from a
group injury prevention program. The purpose of this study was to determine if targeting these high risk
players with one-on-one treatment would result in a reduction in the number of risk factors they possess.
The authors hypothesized that fifty percent or more of subjects receiving one-on-one intervention would
have a reduction of ≥1 risk factor(s).
Study Design: Quasi-experimental pretest-posttest design.
Methods: Division I men’s and women’s soccer players were screened for modifiable risk factors using a
battery of tests which assessed mobility, fundamental movement pattern performance, motor control, and
pain. Players with ≥3 risk factors (“high risk”) received one-on-one treatment from a physical therapist via
an algorithm twice per week for four weeks. Players with <3 risk factors (“low risk”) did not receive oneon-one intervention.
Results: The proportion of treatment successes in the intervention group was 0.923 (95% CI 0.640-0.998).
A significant proportion of high risk subjects (0.846) became low risk at posttest (p=0.003). A significant
between group difference was noted in risk factor change from pretest to posttest (p=0.002), with the
median risk factor change in the intervention group being -3.
Conclusion: Utilizing one-on-one interventions designed to target evidence-based risk factors is an effective strategy to eliminate LE musculoskeletal injury risk factors in high risk individuals.
Levels of Evidence: 2b
Key words: injury prevention, injury risk, soccer, movement system
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INTRODUCTION
Injuries to the lower extremity (LE) are common in
collegiate soccer players, with injuries to the ankle,
knee and thigh having the highest incidence.1 Identification of risk factors presents a challenge to clinicians and coaching staffs. Many modifiable risk
factors, or those factors that respond favorably to
common rehabilitation techniques, have been identified for musculoskeletal injuries in soccer players
and analogous populations. The volume of modifiable risk factors is overwhelming; thus many injury
prevention programs, like Sportsmetrics™ or the
Prevent Injury and Enhance Performance program,
have focused on addressing the risk factors associated with a single joint or injury. This program specialization is not comprehensive and leaves athletes
vulnerable to injuries at adjacent joints. Therefore,
a battery of tests examining risk factors common to
several LE injuries may provide a more comprehensive approach to injury prevention.
With the limited resources available to many clinicians and coaching staffs, tests to identify common
risk factors should be field-expedient and cost-effective. Testing should also provide clear, fundamental
impairments for clinicians to address. In a movement hierarchy, basic range of motion (ROM), flexibility, strength, balance, and movement pattern
competency precedes development of higher level
skills like running and jumping.2 Many commonly
administered tests, such as the drop jump or Landing
Error Scoring System, require athletes to use higher
level skills. While these tests have demonstrated
some utility in injury prediction,3 4 it may be more
effective and efficient to establish basic movement
competency prior to performing higher level tests.
Risk factors can be categorized into three domains:
mobility, fundamental patterns, and neuromuscular
control.
Mobility: Mobility deficits, particularly in the hip
and ankle, have been identified as risk factors for
LE injury.5 6 Verrall et al found that hip external rotation (ER) ROM was significantly lower in athletes
that went on to develop groin pain.5 Not only has
total ankle dorsiflexion ROM shown a relationship
to injury, but an asymmetry of ≥6.5 degrees was
associated with a four-fold increase in risk for future
musculoskeletal injury in a population of warrior

athletes.7 Though deficits in trunk or core neuromuscular control has been identified as a risk factor
for LE injuries, limited attention has been paid to
trunk mobility. To date, no study has examined the
relationship between thorax mobility and LE injury.
The role of the trunk during walking and running
tasks has long been documented biomechanically.8
Recently researchers have observed that trunk
mobility is increased in subjects with chronic ankle
instability during lower limb reaching tasks.9 Given
that peripheral deficits can influence trunk mechanics, it is plausible that limitations in thorax mobility
could influence LE mechanics thereby contributing
to overall injury risk.
Fundamental Patterns: Asymmetry in fundamental
patterns has also been associated with an increase
in injury risk. For example, asymmetry identified
by the Functional Movement ScreenTM (FMSTM) has
been associated with an increased odds for a timeloss musculoskeletal injury in athletes.10,11 Presence
of pain during this movement testing also increases
risk for injury. In a population of Army soldiers, the
presence of pain with performance of fundamental
patterns led to ORs (odds ratios) ranging from 1.50 to
3.51 for future musculoskeletal injury.12
Neuromuscular Control: Deficits in neuromuscular
control have also been identified as a risk factor for
LE injuries. Zazulak et al identified an association
between knee injuries and increased trunk displacement measures following an unanticipated trunk
perturbation in collegiate athletes.13 Wilkerson et al
reported ORs for core or lower extremity strain of up
to 4.17 in American football players with decreased
trunk flexion hold times (<161 seconds).14 Finally,
low composite score on the Lower Quarter Y Balance Test (YBT-LQ), a measure of dynamic neuromuscular control, has also been associated with
increased risk of injury in athletic populations.15
Asymmetry in the anterior direction on the YBT-LQ,
defined as >4 cm difference in reach distance, has
been shown to increase risk for LE injury in active
populations.15,16
While evidence suggests that overall injury rates in
soccer players have declined in recent years, noncontact injuries—which are largely preventable—are
on the rise.1 Individual athletes will differ on the
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presence of risk factors and deficits, all in varying
degrees of severity, leaving some to reap the benefits of consistent performance of an injury prevention program while others do not. This is concerning
because recent evidence suggests a somewhat linear relationship in regards to number of risk factors
and risk for future injury. In a population of warrior
athletes, the odds of sustaining an injury increased
significantly in the presence of three to five risk factors compared to two or less, with ORs ranging from
4.60-6.70.7 Additionally, collegiate athletes with the
greatest number of risk factors were 3.4 times more
likely to sustain a non-contact LE injury than those
athletes with the least number of risk factors.17
Taken collectively, these results suggest that athletes with a greater number of risk factors are at the
highest risk for injury, and may benefit from a more
individualized approach to decrease risk. Identifying
these high risk individuals using tests designed to
capture risk factors common to multiple LE injuries
would allow for more efficient resource allocation,
giving clinicians the opportunity to focus injury
prevention efforts on the individuals that need it
most. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to
determine if targeting these high risk players with
one-on-one treatment would result in a reduction in
the number of risk factors they possess. The authors
hypothesized that fifty percent or more of players
treated with one-on-one interventions will have a
reduction of ≥1 risk factors.
METHODS
Data Collection Procedures
The study utilized a quasi-experimental pretest-posttest design. Returning men’s and women’s division
I soccer players at a local university were recruited
in March 2017 for this study. Study volunteers were
issued and signed an informed consent. Informed
consent and all study procedures were approved by
the Institutional Review Board of the University of
Kentucky and the University of Evansville. Players
were excluded from the study if any of the following were present: current musculoskeletal injury
resulting in practice or workout restrictions from a
healthcare provider; recent (within 3 months) surgery; other non-musculoskeletal issue resulting in
practice or workout restrictions from a healthcare

provider; current recipient of musculoskeletal care
from other healthcare provider.
All data collection procedures took place in a laboratory classroom on campus. Players completed a
demographic form, which included gender and player
position, as well as medical, surgical, and injury history information. Height and weight were measured
using a standard beam scale with height rod. Subjects
were then measured for limitations in active ROM in
three areas: closed chain ankle dorsiflexion, hip ER,
and thorax rotation. All ROM values were captured
as a continuous measurement, then dichotomized
as “risk factor present/risk factor absent” based on
normative values for each measurement. All definitions for risk factor presence are summarized in
Table 1. Closed chain ankle dorsiflexion was measured in degrees using an inclinometer at the most
distal aspect of the tibial tuberosity, with the subject
in a half-kneeling position. Hip ER was measured
passively in degrees using an inclinometer placed
just superior to the lateral malleolus with the subject in prone. Finally, thorax rotation was measured
in degrees with an inclinometer, with the subject in
a lumbar locked position (full hip and knee flexion,
full lumbar flexion). The subject’s non-testing elbow
was placed at his or her midline on the testing surface, with the dorsal aspect of the testing hand placed
in the lumbosacral area. The inclinometer was centered at C7 interspace and the subject was asked to
upwardly rotate toward the testing arm and ceiling.
Neuromuscular control was assessed next using the
YBT-LQ and YBT-UQ, using procedures as described
by Plisky et al18 and Gorman et al,19 respectively.
Briefly, the YBT-LQ requires subjects to stand on one
leg on the testing kit and push an indicator box as far
as possible with the contralateral leg in the anterior,
posteromedial, and posterolateral directions. For the
YBT-UQ, subjects were in a push up position on the
testing kit and instructed to push the indicator box
in the medial, inferolateral and superolateral directions, respectively, as far as possible. All procedures
were performed bilaterally.
Finally, fundamental movement was measured
using three tasks: active straight leg raise, hurdle
step, and in-line lunge. These fundamental tasks
are components of the FMSTM, and were performed
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Table 1. Risk factor deﬁnitions and criteria for pass or fail (absent or present).

and scored as previously described.20,21 A risk factor
was considered present if a subject scored a zero or a
one. Additionally, a continuous measure of hip flexion ROM accompanied the active straight leg raise
task, with an inclinometer placed at the superior
aspect of the patella.
Raters
Nine raters were used during the screening process, each assigned to a specific station. Height and
weight, upper and lower extremity length were measured by physical therapy students, while all other
measurements were collected by licensed physical therapists with 1-15 years of experience. Those
raters with the fewest years of experience were
enrolled in a sports residency, and those raters with

the most experience were board certified in either
sports or orthopedics. Each rater was trained in data
collection procedures for his or her assigned station
with verbal instructions and demonstrations. Each
rater then performed data collection procedures on
10 individuals in front of the primary investigator to
ensure procedures were followed and results were
interpreted accurately.
Groups
Determination of risk factor presence was performed
by the primary investigator after data collection was
complete, based on previously established criteria.
Subjects with ≥3 risk factors were in the intervention group, and were treated one-on-one by a physical therapist according to the algorithm in Figure 1
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where risk factors are treated according to rank. All
treatments were provided by one of two physical
therapists (PTs) based on the availability of subjects.
Both PTs were assistant professors in a doctor of
physical therapy program and have certifications in
strength and conditioning (CSCS). Both have board
certifications, one in sports and one in orthopedics,
with eight and ten years of experience, respectively.
All identified risk factors were treated according to a
treatment algorithm, where risk factors were ranked
from top to bottom, and left to right (Figure 1). For
example, all mobility deficits were treated first before
addressing any deficits in fundamental patterns or
neuromuscular control. Additionally, deficits within
each category were treated according to rank: therefore, ankle dorsiflexion limitations were treated prior
to hip ER or thorax rotation restrictions. Each deficit
has an associated treatment “package” that includes
manual therapy treatment and corrective exercises
designed to reinforce manual treatment and improve
neuromuscular control (Figure 1; NOTE: descriptions
and pictures of all interventions are included in the

Appendix). Treatment sessions lasted approximately
20 minutes and occurred in addition to regular practice and games. All treatments provided during
one-on-one sessions were performed in the athletic
training room and were documented in a treatment
log, and compliance with one-on-one sessions was
defined a priori as attendance of ≥90% of scheduled
sessions. Players were treated 1-2 times per week for
five weeks, and were instructed in home exercises to
be performed independently between sessions.
Subjects with <3 risk factors were placed in the control group and did not receive one-on-one intervention. Additionally, subjects that met the criteria to
receive one-on-one intervention but declined treatment were also placed in the control group. The
control group returned for posttesting only.
Statistical Methods
The null hypothesis assumed that 5% of players will
experience a reduction in one or more risk factors
by chance, with an alternative hypothesis of ≥50%

Figure 1. Intervention algorithm and associated treatment “packages”. Risk factors are ranked from top to bottom and left
to right.
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of players receiving the intervention program will
experience a reduction in one or more risk factors.
With a 2-tailed alpha level of significance equal to
0.05, seven players were needed in the intervention
program to have >80% power to detect the hypotheses described above based on a one-sample binomial test. Compliance, defined as attendance of 90%
or more of the scheduled one-on-one sessions, is
required to assess the effectiveness of the program.
It is expected that 15% of players enrolled in the
study will be non-compliant and another 15% will
experience an injury, both excluding them from per
protocol analysis. Therefore, three additional subjects were enrolled for a total of 10 in the intervention program to retain adequate power.
All data were analyzed using SPSS statistical software (IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows, Version 23.0.
Armonk, NY). Descriptive statistics will be calculated for all subjects. The primary outcome variable
is the proportion of treatment successes, defined as
a reduction in one or more risk factors in a single

athlete, which will be estimated with a 95% confidence interval. Secondary outcomes including the
number of risk factors changed during the intervention as well as pre to post change in assessment
outcomes were evaluated using paired t-tests with
associated 95% confidence intervals.
RESULTS
Fifteen subjects received one-on-one intervention.
Ninety-three percent of treatments were provided
by one PT. Two subjects in the intervention group
were lost to follow up (Figure 2). Seven subjects
were “true controls”, having <3 risk factors at pretest. Four additional subjects originally allocated to
the intervention group declined one-on-one intervention and returned only for follow up testing. The
data from these four subjects was combined with the
“true controls” to form the control group utilized in
the final analysis. Finally, one subject in the control
group was treated two times due to error. This subject was excluded, leaving 10 subjects in the control
group for final analysis.

Figure 2. CONSORT ﬂowchart. *Subjects were originally allocated to the intervention group, but declined treatment and attended
posttesting only. These subjects’ data was combined with the “true controls” in the ﬁnal analysis.
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There were 13 subjects in the intervention group
(8 males, 5 females) with a mean height of 70.58 ±
4.30 and a mean weight of 171.85 ± 20.36. The control group had 10 subjects (9 males, 1 female) with
a mean height of 70.10 ± 2.44 and a mean weight
of 169.80 ± 18.10. There were no significant differences observed between groups at pretest. The
frequency of risk factors present at pretest and posttest both for the intervention and control groups are
summarized in Figures 3-5.
The primary outcome was proportion of treatment
successes in the intervention group, which was
defined a priori as a reduction of ≥1 risk factors. Of

the 13 subjects treated with one-on-one intervention, 12 had a reduction of at least one risk factor at
posttest, therefore the proportion of treatment successes was 0.923 (95% CI 0.640-0.998). All 13 subjects in the intervention group had ≥3 risk factors at
pretest (“high risk”) and at posttest, 84.6% had <3
risk factors (“low risk”). A McNemar’s test, a form of
the Chi-square statistic where subjects act as their
own control,22 was used to determine significant
changes in risk category. The 2x2 contingency table
for the intervention group is presented in Table 2.
The number of subjects changing from a high risk
category at pretest to a low risk category at posttest
was statistically significant (p=0.003). Finally, only

Figure 3. Frequency of mobility risk factors at pretest and posttest by group. Abbreviations: Closed kinetic chain dorsiﬂexion
(CKC DF); Range of motion (ROM); External rotation (ER).

Figure 4. Frequency of asymmetry in fundamental pattern risk factors at pretest and posttest by group.
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Figure 5. Frequency of neuromuscular control risk factors at pretest and posttest by group. Abbreviations: Lower quarter Y
Balance Test (YBT-LQ); Anterior (Ant); Upper quarter Y Balance Test (YBT-UQ).

Table 2. 2x2 table for McNemar’s analysis.

10 of the 13 subjects treated with one-on-one intervention were compliant with treatment (attending
≥90% of sessions). Of the 10 compliant subjects,
100% had a reduction of at least one risk factor at
posttest. The proportion of treatment successes for
compliant subjects was 1.00 (95% CI 0.69-1.00).
Because the number of painful patterns and total
number of risk factors were not normally distributed, a Mann-Whitney U test was performed to
determine differences between groups (Table 3).
The median number of painful patterns (or tests) in
both groups was zero, and changes from pretest to
posttest between groups was not statistically significant (p=0.278). The median reduction of risk factors was -3 and -1 for the intervention and control
groups, respectively. The difference in change in
risk factors between groups was statistically significant (p=0.002).
DISCUSSION
The purpose of this study was to determine if oneon-one treatment—with interventions matched to

address the specific deficits of each subject—was
effective at reducing the number of risk factors for
LE musculoskeletal injury. The interventions prescribed to each subject followed an algorithm consisting of soft tissue and joint mobilizations followed
by corrective exercises to improve fundamental
movement patterns and neuromuscular control.
The results of this study indicate that one-on-one
treatment with matched interventions is an effective
approach to reduce the presence of risk factors in
collegiate soccer players. While individualized treatment for every athlete would be ideal, most clinicians
and coaching staffs have limited resources. Group
injury prevention programs are used commonly to
decrease injury risk due to the time and cost efficiency. Unfortunately many group programs have a
limited scope of prevention, as they tend to address
risk factors for only one joint or injury.23 Additionally, emerging research indicates that individuals at
the highest risk for injury, or those with the greatest
number of risk factors, are also less likely to respond
to group injury preventions.24 Therefore, a systematic approach is needed to not only identify these
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Table 3. Mann Whitney U results. (*)=statistically signiﬁcant.

high-risk individuals, but to provide targeted interventions as well. This system may provide a more
economical alternative to group injury prevention
programs by allocating resources to the individuals
who need them most.
This individualized approach to injury prevention
programs has been successful in other athletic populations. Kiesel et al utilized individualized corrective
exercises in professional football players to improve
fundamental movement patterns.25 Movement deficits for each player were identified using the FMSTM,
and prescribed exercises included self and partner
soft tissue work and stretching, followed by exercises
to improve core function and movement patterns.
Additionally, Bodden et al utilized a similar individualized program in mixed martial arts athletes by
combining self-mobility and corrective exercises, in
an intervention group and compared to controls.26
Taken collectively, programs targeting an individual’s specific deficits with soft tissue and mobility
interventions, followed by corrective exercises reinforcing fundamental movement patterns and neuromuscular control can be a successful approach to
injury prevention.
Mean changes are often used to determine effectiveness of interventions. However, the effectiveness of the one-on-one, deficit-matched program
could be lost if limited to this type of comparison.
For example, in this study only two subjects in the
intervention group had limitations in closed kinetic
chain dorsiflexion ROM. Though both subjects experienced an increase in ROM (and an elimination of
this risk factor), a significant difference in group
mean change scores was not observed because so
few subjects had a dorsiflexion deficit. Therefore,

examining effectiveness on an individual level may
provide a more useful way of measuring success
than comparing mean changes.
One of the many challenges in injury prevention is
the dichotomization of continuous variables. Cutoff scores for continuous variables are developed to
determine presence of a risk factor. This presents
a challenge for researchers and clinicians, as some
athletes may score very near the cutpoint. Given
the error associated with each measurement, when
the value is close to the cutpoint, the true presence
or absence of these risk factors is questionable. The
most conservative interpretation was to consider this
risk factor to be present in order to avoid underestimation of injury risk. Unfortunately, small changes
in these measurements resulted in crossing of the
dichotomous threshold, translating to an elimination
of that risk factor without exceeding minimal detectable difference (MDD). Minimal detectable difference (also known as minimal detectable change)
is the amount of change in a variable that exceeds
measurement error, and represents a true change.22
This phenomenon is illustrated in Figure 5, where
the control group demonstrates a reduction in the
presence of the YBT-UQ risk factor. One female subject had low composite scores on the YBT-UQ on the
right and left sides at pretest, with scores of 80.1 and
83.5, respectively. The cutoff for passing the YBTUQ composite score (thereby removing this risk factor) for females was 83.9. At posttest, the right and
left composite scores for this subject were 84.80 and
86.40, respectively. The MDD for the YBT-UQ composite score has been reported as 6.10-8.10.19 Though
the posttest scores crossed the threshold for this risk
factor, because the change scores for this subject
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fell below the MDD, the change observed may be
due to measurement error and not a true change in
the risk factor. A modified analysis was performed
requiring the observed change for each risk factor to
cross the operationally defined threshold as well as
exceed MDD to qualify as a risk factor change. Even
when a more conservative estimate was used, the
Mann-Whitney U test revealed a statistically significant difference between the intervention and control groups with a p value of 0.003 (Table 3).
LIMITATIONS
Strength of Evidence
Limited consistency exists in the literature regarding which factors contribute to LE injury in soccer
players. The purpose of this study was to combine
risk factors common to multiple LE injuries to have
a broader effect in injury reduction. The risk factors selected for the study have an association to
LE injury in soccer players or other athletic populations, though the strength of evidence supporting
each factor varies. For example, hip ER deficit was
the most prevalent risk factor amongst both groups,
with 82.6% of all subjects having at least one hip that
failed to clear the 40 degree threshold. However, the
strength of evidence supporting the ability of limited
hip ER to predict LE injury is less robust than other
factors. In 58.3% of cases, the interventions selected
were successful at eliminating limited hip ER as a
risk factor. Still, it is possible that elimination of this
risk factor does not translate to a meaningful reduction in LE injury risk. Other studies have combined
risk factors and stratified subjects using a weighted
algorithm, where the most robust risk factors carry
greater weight than less robust risk factors.17 Weighting risk factors would allow resources to be allocated
to those individuals that need it most and injury
prevention efforts to be focused on areas that would
produce meaningful reductions in injury risk.
Subject Compliance
Three subjects received one-on-one treatment but
were considered non-compliant due to poor attendance of treatment sessions. One subject attended
only one treatment session and no change in risk
factors was noted from pretest to posttest. The
remaining non-compliant subjects attended three

one-on-one sessions each, with reductions in risk
factors of -1 and -5. These findings suggest that significant improvement may be possible in fewer treatments, though more than one treatment session is
likely needed. Additionally, compliance with independent performance of prescribed home exercises
is uncertain. Subjects in the intervention group were
asked to perform prescribed exercises at least once
daily and record performance in a journal supplied
to them. Unfortunately only one subject returned
an exercise journal one time during the intervention
period. Therefore compliance with independent
performance of prescribed exercises, and dosage of
interventions cannot be determined.
Follow up
Long term follow up was not feasible for this study,
therefore maintenance of risk factor reduction and
impact on future LE risk is unknown. Most of the
subjects in this study were returning home for the
summer to train or compete on local travel teams.
Without continued performance of corrective exercises during training, it is possible that the risk factors would return and injury risk would increase.
Additionally, it is unknown if removal of these risk
factors translates to a decrease in injuries. It is recommended that future studies utilize a long term
follow up, preferably following players through inseason play, to determine changes in number of risk
factors over time as well as translations to injury rate
reduction.
CONCLUSIONS
Utilizing one-on-one interventions designed to target evidence-based injury risk factors is an effective
strategy to eliminate LE musculoskeletal injury risk
factors and potentially mitigate injury risk. The interventions included in the algorithm were selected
based on current evidence and clinical expertise of
the treating physical therapists. Clinically and pragmatically, of greatest importance is that identified
deficits are matched with interventions designed to
improve them. These impairments should be reassessed after the treatment to determine the effectiveness of the technique. This study may be used as
a template for injury prevention efforts, allowing clinicians to allocate resources where they are needed
most.
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APPENDIX
MOBILITY INTERVENTIONS
Ankle Dorsiﬂexion
Half kneeling mobilization with movement
Details: The subject begins
in half-kneeling, with knee
and ankle flexed to 90
degrees, and ankle to be
treated forward. The therapist provides a posterior
force to the subject’s talus
as the subject shifts his or her weight forward with
an upright trunk, advancing the tibia to produce
closed kinetic chain dorsiflexion.
Instrument Assisted
Soft Tissue Mobilization
(IASTM)—Soleus
Details: An instrument was
used to mobilize soft tissue
trigger points or painful
areas in the soleus.
Ankle Dorsiflexion Home Exercise Program (HEP)
Foam rolling—Gastroc-soleus
Details: The subject places
the leg to be treated on top
of the foam roller, crossing the contralateral leg on
top. Lifting the hips off the
floor, the subject then rolls
over the soft tissue of the
gastroc-soleus complex to mobilize trigger points or
painful areas.
Half kneeling dorsiflexion
Details:
The
subject
begins in a half kneeling
position, with knee and
ankle flexed to 90 degrees,
and leg to be treated forward. The subject shifts
his or her weight forward
with an upright trunk,
advancing the tibia over
the toes to produce closed kinetic chain dorsiflexion.

Downward dog
Details: The subject begins
in a modified push up
position, with hips raised
toward the ceiling, bearing weight through hands
and feet. The subject then
pushes through the floor
with his or her hands, keeping the knees extended,
to produce a stretch in the gastrocnemius muscles.
Hip External Rotation
Anterior capsule mobilizations
Details: The subject lies in
prone with the hip to be
treated slightly abducted
and knee flexed. With the
subject’s foot supported
by a pillow, the therapist
applies an anterior glide to
the posterior aspect of the
femoral acetabular joint.
IASTM to Rectus femoris
Details: The subject lies
in supine while the therapist uses an instrument to
mobilize trigger points or
painful areas in the rectus
femoris.
Hip External Rotation HEP
Foam rolling—Rectus femoris
Details: The subjects lies
prone with the leg to be
treated in direct contact
with the lateral edge of the
foam roller, and the contralateral hip flexed and
abducted off to the side.
The subject then rolls over the tissue of the rectus
femoris to mobilize trigger points or painful areas.
Single leg lumbar locked bridging
Details. Start: The subject begins in hooklying
position with the foot of the leg to be treated flat on
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therapist mobilizes trigger points or painful areas in
the obliques.

the table and contralateral knee flexed up toward
the chest. Finish: The subject holds the knee tightly
toward the chest using his or her hands, while lifting
the hips toward the ceiling by pushing through the
heel.
Windmill
Details. Start: The subject
starts in half kneeling,
with hip to be treated forward and contralateral leg
externally rotated so that
the feet are perpendicular
to each other.
Finish: The subject shifts weight away from the forward leg, lowering contralateral hip toward contralateral heel until contralateral palm contacts the floor.
Thorax Rotation
Seated J stroke
Details: The subject is
seated on the edge of a
plinth with arms crossed
over chest. The therapist
wraps his or her arms
around the subject, with
hands clasped over the
subject’s elbows. The therapist applies a posterior and inferior force through
the subject’s elbows before providing a superior distraction thrust, using a “J” shaped maneuver.
IASTM to Obliques
Details: The subject is
positioned in sidelying,
with side to be treated
toward the ceiling. A pillow or bolster was placed
between the contralateral lower ribs and iliac
crest. The arm of the side to be treated is abducted
overhead to increase tissue stretch while the

Thorax Rotation—HEP
T-spine extension over foam roller
Details: The subject is in
hooklying, with the foam
roller positioned at the
mid-thoracic spine. After
lifting the hips, the subject
rolls over the foam roller and performs extension segment by segment throughout the thoracic vertebrae.
Sidelying rib grab

Details. Start: The subject starts in sidelying with the
side to be treated toward the ceiling and ipsilateral
hand draped over the stomach, grasping the contralateral ribs. Finish: The subject then rotates posteriorly,
retracting the ipsilateral scapula toward the table.
Tall kneeling rotations with kettlebell
Details. Start: The subject
begins in tall kneeling, with
knees abducted slightly
wider than hips and heels of
both feet touching. Finish:
While holding the kettlebell
directly behind him or her,
the subject rotates towards
one side, maintaining an upright trunk and retracted
scapulas before rotating toward the opposite side.
FUNDAMENTAL PATTERN INTERVENTIONS
Active Straight Leg Raise (ASLR)
IASTM to Rectus femoris
Details: The subject lies
in supine while the therapist uses an instrument to
mobilize trigger points or
painful areas in the rectus
femoris.
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IASTM to Hamstrings
Details: The subject lies
prone while the therapist uses an instrument to
mobilize trigger points or
painful areas in the hamstring muscle group.

is extended, with the knee flexed, and the subjects
posteriorly rotates through the thoracic spine to
grasp the foot with the contralateral hand to produce
a stretch through the rectus femoris and iliopsoas.
Doorway ASLR
Details

Proprioceptive Neuromuscular Facilitation
(PNF) to Rectus femoris
Details: The subject lies in
a modified prone position,
with the contralateral floor
flat on the floor and the leg
to be stretched on the table
with the knee flexed to 90
degrees. The therapist stabilizes the ipsilateral hip
with one hand, while grasping the ipsilateral distal tibia with the other. The subject is asked to perform knee extension into resistance provided by the
therapist, resulting in an isometric contraction. The
therapist then passively flexes the knee to produce a
stretch to the rectus femoris.
PNF to Hamstrings
Details: The subject lies
in supine, both knees
extended, with the leg to be
stretched supported by the
therapist’s shoulder. The
subject performs hip extension with the ipsilateral leg into resistance provided
by the therapist, resulting in an isometric contraction,
while the therapist provides stabilization to the contralateral leg to maintain full knee extension. The therapist then passively flexes the ipsilateral hip with the
knee extended to produce a stretch to the hamstrings.

Details. Start: The subject lies in supine with the leg
to be treated supported by a door frame or table, with
hips as close to the door frame as tolerated. Finish:
Maintaining full knee extension on both legs, the subject then lifts and lowers the contralateral leg.
Single leg dead lift
Details: The subject begins
in standing with the contralateral arm holding a
kettlebell. After shifting
his or her weight to the leg
to be treated, the subject
balances on the ipsilateral
side and hinges forward to
lift the contralateral leg toward the ceiling, keeping
a straight line from the head to the foot. The subject
then returns to standing position.
In-Line Lunge
IASTM to Rectus femoris
Details: The subject lies
in supine while the therapist uses an instrument to
mobilize trigger points or
painful areas in the rectus
femoris.

ASLR—HEP
Sidelying Brettzel
Details: The subject begins in sidelying, with the leg to be stretched
down on the table. The contralateral hip is flexed toward the chest
and the subject grasps it with the
ipsilateral hand. The ipsilateral hip

IASTM—Gastroc-soleus
Details: The subject lies
in prone while an instrument was used to mobilize
soft tissue trigger points
or painful areas in the gastrocnemius and soleus.
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PNF to Rectus femoris
Details: The subject lies in
a modified prone position,
with the contralateral floor
flat on the floor and the leg
to be stretched on the table
with the knee flexed to 90
degrees. The therapist stabilizes the ipsilateral hip
with one hand, while grasping the ipsilateral distal tibia with the other. The subject is asked to perform knee extension into resistance provided by the
therapist, resulting in an isometric contraction. The
therapist then passively flexes the knee to produce a
stretch to the rectus femoris.
Half kneeling dorsiflexion
Details: The subject begins
in a half kneeling position,
with knee and ankle flexed
to 90 degrees, and leg to be
treated forward. The subject shifts weight forward
with an upright trunk,
advancing the tibia over
the toes to produce closed kinetic chain dorsiflexion.

toward the chest using his or her hands, while lifting
the hips toward the ceiling by pushing through the
heel.
Hurdle Step
IASTM to Iliopsoas
Details: The subject lies in
supine while the therapist
palpates the medial surface of the pelvis, mobilizing trigger points or tender
areas noted in the iliacus
or psoas muscles.
IASTM to Rectus femoris
Details: The subject lies
in supine while the therapist uses an instrument to
mobilize trigger points or
painful areas in the rectus
femoris.

Sidelying Brettzel
Details: The subject begins in
sidelying, with the leg to be
stretched down on the table.
The contralateral hip is flexed
toward the chest and the subject grasps it with the ipsilateral hand. The ipsilateral hip
is extended, with the knee
flexed, and the subjects posteriorly rotates through the
thoracic spine to grasp the
foot with the contralateral hand to produce a stretch
through the rectus femoris and iliopsoas.
Single leg lumbar locked bridging
Details. Start: The subject begins in hooklying position with the foot of the leg to be treated flat on
the table and contralateral knee flexed up toward
the chest. Finish: The subject held the knee tightly

PNF to Iliopsoas and Rectus femoris

Details. Iliopsoas: The subject lies in a modified
prone position, with the contralateral floor flat on
the floor and the leg to be stretched on the table
with the knee flexed comfortably. The therapist stabilizes the ipsilateral hip with one hand, while grasping the ipsilateral distal femur. The subject is asked
to perform hip flexion into resistance provided by
the therapist, resulting in an isometric contraction.
The therapist then passively extends the hip to produce a stretch to the iliopsoas muscle group. Rectus
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Femoris: The subject and therapist positions are the
same, except the therapist is grasping the distal tibia
rather than distal femur. The subject is asked to perform knee extension into resistance provided by the
therapist, resulting in an isometric contraction. The
therapist then passively flexes the knee to produce a
stretch to the rectus femoris.
Hurdle Step—HEP
Pigeon stretch
Details: The subject stands facing
the end of a plinth with the leg to
be treated supported by the plinth
and positioned in 90 degrees of
knee flexion and full hip external
rotation and abduction. The subject is instructed to keep knee and
tibia parallel with the plinth surface and a stretch should be felt in
the posterior hip.

MOTOR CONTROL INTERVENTIONS
Lower Quarter Neuromuscular Training
Planks

Details. Traditional: The subject holds a “plank” position by propping up onto elbows and toes, keeping
trunk and hips off the surface and maintaining a
straight line from head to heels. Side: The subject
holds a “side plank” position by propping up onto
one elbow, keeping trunk and hips off the surface
and maintaining a straight line from head to heels.
This is repeated on the opposite side.
Pilates—Reverse Planks

Single leg lumbar locked straight leg bridge
Details. Start: The subject
lies in supine with the leg
to be treated extended and
supported on a bolster, and
the contralateral knee flexed
to his or her chest. Finish:
Keeping contralateral knee
held tightly toward chest,
the subject lifts the hips off
the table, keeping ipsilateral knee extended.

Details. Start: The subject begins in a reverse plank
position, propping up on hands and heels while
lifting the hips off the plinth surface. Finish: The
subject then alternates lifting one leg off the plinth
surface, without dropping hips toward the plinth.
Pilates-Single leg stretch

Single leg Oscillatory Technique for
Isometric Stabilization (OTIS)
Details: The subject begins
standing on the leg to be
treated, with the contralateral leg raised approximately 6 inches off the
floor and both arms grasping a resistance band.
While maintaining balance
on the ipsilateral leg, the
subject rapidly and repeatedly flexes and extends the arms in a limited range
to provide a perturbation to single leg balance.

Details: The subject lies in supine with his or her
head elevated from the plinth surface. One knee
is flexed toward chest while the other is extended
approximately 45 degrees from the plinth surface.
The subject alternates bringing one knee to chest
while extending the other.
Pilates—Bicycle
Details. The patient begins with head raised slightly
off the plinth surface, with one leg extended and one
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Turkish Get Ups

knee flexed to chest. The subject alternates flexing
and extending legs while twisting the contralateral
elbow toward the flexed knee.
Pilates—Sidelying leg lift

Details: The subject begins in sidelying with hips
perpendicular to ceiling and knees extended. Anterior: The subject lifts the top leg toward the ceiling,
then advances it forward before dropping toward the
front edge of the table. Posterior: The subject then
raises the top leg toward the ceiling again, before
reaching backwards and dropping the leg toward the
back edge of the table. This is repeated on the opposite leg.
Single leg dead lift
Details: The subject begins
in standing with the contralateral arm holding a
kettlebell. After shifting
weight to the leg to be
treated, the subject balances on the ipsilateral
side and hinges forward to
lift the contralateral leg toward the ceiling, keeping
a straight line from the head to the foot. The subject
then returns to standing position.

Details: The subject begins in supine with the ipsilateral knee bent and the ipsilateral arm is flexed to 90
degrees holding a kettlebell with a neutral wrist. The
contralateral leg and arm are slightly abducted (A).
The subject rolls up to the contralateral elbow (B),
then extends the elbow to prop up into a modified
long sitting position (C). The patient then lifts the hips
toward the ceiling (D) before placing the contralateral
knee under the hips (E). The subject then pushes the
weight up toward the ceiling and rotates the contralateral leg so that he or she is now in a half kneeling
position (F). Finally, the subject stands up (G), before
reversing the sequence to return to a supine position.
Upper Quarter Neuromuscular Training
Planks

Kettlebell Swings
Details: The subject begins
with feet shoulder width
apart in a squat position
and hands grasping the
handles of the kettlebell on
the floor. Keeping elbows
straight, the subject pulls
the kettlebell through the
legs posteriorly (A), before quickly extending the
hips (B) to swing the kettlebell toward the ceiling.

Details. Traditional: The subject holds a “plank” position by propping up onto elbows and toes, keeping
trunk and hips off the surface and maintaining a
straight line from head to heels. Side: The subject
holds a “side plank” position by propping up onto
one elbow, keeping trunk and hips off the surface
and maintaining a straight line from head to heels.
This is repeated on the opposite side.
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Supine arm bar; (aka) Bottoms up arm bar

(A). While maintaining an upright trunk, the subject
presses the weight overhead (B).
3 position kettlebell carry

Details. The subject begins in hooklying with arm to
be treated holding a kettlebell at 90 degrees of shoulder flexion. Supine: The bell rests against the forearm while the wrist is neutral, and the scapula is in
a retracted and depressed position. Bottoms Up: The
bell is facing the ceiling, balancing over the shoulder. The wrist is neutral and the scapula is retracted
and depressed.
Sidelying arm bar
Details: The subject begins
in sidelying with hips and
knees flexed to 90 degrees
and arm to be treated
abducted to 90 degrees.
The kettlebell is balanced
directly over the shoulder,
with the bell resting against the forearm. The wrist is
neutral and the scapula is retracted and depressed.

Details: The subject begins in a standing position
with the kettlebell held directly overhead (A). The
subject walks forward in a straight path until he
or she is unable to hold the kettlebell overhead, at
which time it is lowered to the “rack” position (B).
The subject continues to walk in a forward path until
he or she is unable to hold the bell in the “rack” position, at which time the kettlebell is lowered to the
side (C). The subject continues walking until he or
she is unable to hold the kettlebell the side, at which
time the kettlebell is lowered to the ground and the
set is complete.

Half kneeling press up
Details: The subject begins
in half kneeling with the
contralateral leg forward,
knee and ankle flexed to
90 degrees. The kettlebell
is held in a “rack” position, held with a neutral
wrist at shoulder height
and resting on the forearm
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SELF-ASSESSMENT DURING JUMP SHOT DRILLS
TRANSLATES TO DECREASED VERTICAL GROUND
REACTION FORCES DURING SINGLE LIMB DROP
JUMP LANDING
Erin Hartigan, PT, DPT, PhD, ATC, OCS1
Kelly Coleman, PT, DPT2,3
Jaclyn Brooks PT, DPT2,4
Hailey Frisbee PT, DPT2
Michael Lawrence, MS5
Katie Hawke, MS6
Gwenyth Breslen, ATC7

ABSTRACT
Background: Prevention programs reduce hard and stiff landings associated with risk of anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) injury, yet cost and
time are barriers to implementation. Providing feedback about landing mechanics during shooting drills at practices using minimal resources
and time may improve adherence to educating athletes how to avoid risky mechanics associated with ACL injury when landing. Implementing
video, auditory, written, and pictorial feedback into basketball practices to cue athletes on landing mechanics after taking a jump shot may
soften the landing.
Purpose: The purpose of this study was to test whether implementing video, auditory, written, and pictorial feedback into a basketball practice
jump shot drill (i.e., double limb drop jump landing task) will result in lesser vertical ground reaction force (vGRF) during a single limb drop
jump landing without decreasing maximal jump height.
Study Design: Observational, Case-control Study
Methods: During a summer league, 16 female high school basketball players were assigned to an intervention (Int) or control (Con) group.
The Int group (n=8) utilized delayed video feedback and task cards (written and pictorial cues) at six practices while the Con group (n=8)
received typical coaching only. Cost and compliance with the intervention were measured. Pre- and post-season data collections included five
single limb drop jumps from a 31 cm high box onto force plates. The vGRF impulses over the first 10% of landing were calculated for each limb.
Data did not differ between limbs, thus data for both limbs were pooled. Two mixed model ANOVAs were used to compare groups over time
(p<0.05) for vGRF and maximum jump height, respectively.
Results: Compliance with the intervention was 100% and did not increase the time of drills. The implementation cost was less than $10. A
time*group interaction (p=0.04; Int significantly decreased vGRF over time), main effect of time (p=0.004), and no main effect of group
(p=0.412) were found for vGRF during single limb drop jump landings. A time*group interaction (p=0.03; Int significantly decreased max
jump height over time), no main effect of time (p=0.10) and no main effect of group (p=0.32) were found for max jump height.
Conclusion: Athletes landed more softly and jumped less high during a single limb drop jump landing task after receiving feedback during jump
shot drills. High team compliance may occur since the intervention required minimal resources and addressed different learning styles.
Level of Evidence: Level 3b
Keywords: ACL, injury prevention, knee, movement system, soft landing, video feedback
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INTRODUCTION
An anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) injury is one of
the most serious and costly lower extremity injuries an
athlete can experience.1 Young (15-25 year old) athletes
account for more than half of the estimated annual
250,000 ACL injuries.2 Young female athletes are twice
as likely to suffer an ACL injury compared to their
male counterparts.3 Neuromuscular training programs
that include cues to land more softly have been proven
to reduce ACL injury occurrence.4,5 However, barriers
to implementing neuromuscular training programs
include cost and lack of time.6 Compliance with neuromuscular training programs is low, and decreased compliance is associated with decreased effectiveness of
the program.2,6 Utilizing a paradigm to educate athletes
on proper landing techniques using minimal time and
resources may increase compliance with the training
program and in turn decrease risk of ACL injury.
Combining different types of feedback appears superior to use of a singular type of feedback for learning
and retention of a new skill.7 Though multiple forms
of feedback can alter biomechanics, enhance sports
performance, and improve learning,8-10 how to best
cue athletes during movement training is unclear.
Concurrent feedback is effective at error correction
and can improve performance, yet conflicting findings exist about the benefits of concurrent feedback
on learning.11,12 Delayed feedback offers an athlete
the opportunity to reflect on and incorporate the
feedback, whereas concurrent feedback (i.e., sound
heard when impacting the ground) does not. Thus,
the learning and retention of a skill may be enhanced
with delayed feedback.13 Viewing oneself has been
found to be an effective tool for learning a skill as
individuals try to imitate what they see on a screen
or on a task card by the use of mirror neurons.14
Athletes may also resonate with cues that are corrective compared to avoidance or vice versa. Written cues on a task card can direct learners on how
to properly perform a movement as well as what
to avoid to inform different learning styles. For
example, a “hard” landing may include unfavorable
mechanics such as decreased hip and knee flexion.4,5
Thus, cues to avoid a “hard” landing and to land with
increased hip and knee flexion would be a mix of
avoidance and corrective cues. Another example
could include cues to avoid inward knee collapse

(dynamic limb valgus), as this may be a compensatory strategy used to land more softly. Avoiding
dynamic limb valgus is important as this position
is related to increased risk of ACL injury in young
female athletes.5 Also, cues to promote limb symmetry may reduce asymmetrical ligament and soft tissue loading, and in turn reduce the risk of injury.15
Correlations between poor landing biomechanics,
increased ACL injury rates, and recurrent injury
rates imply that educating female athletes to land
properly is necessary and bears good results; yet,
barriers to implementation limit the educational
exchange.2,16 When considering training tasks, it is
suggested that female basketball athletes participate
in landing tasks,17 with researchers proposing double
as well as single limb jump training due to deficient
landing mechanics during single limb landing tasks.3
Additionally, female basketball players land with
riskier movement patterns during single leg landing
compared to male players.18 However, it is uncertain
if feedback provided during double limb landing
transfers to single limb landing tasks.19 If an intervention includes only training a double limb jump
landing task instead of double, right, and left jump
landing tasks, then the training time is reduced by
two-thirds. Additionally, incorporating training time
into an already existing jump shot drill eliminates
the need for added training time.
The purpose of this study was to test whether implementing video, auditory, written, and pictorial feedback into a basketball practice jump shot drill (i.e.,
double limb drop jump landing task) would result in
lesser vertical ground reaction force (vGRF) during
a single limb drop jump landing without decreasing
maximal jump height. The hypotheses were that the
intervention would: 1) be implemented into practice
with use of minimal time and resources; 2) result
in athletes landing more softly [i.e., decreased vertical ground reaction force (vGRF) over time] during a single limb drop jump landing task; and 3) not
decrease maximal vertical jump height over time
compared to the control group.
METHODS
Research Participants
Pilot data from collegiate female basketball players (unpublished data IRB#082416-011) was used to
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power this study. DSS research online sample size
calculator was used to perform an a priori calculation for the main variable of interest, vGRF impulse.
Alpha error level was set at 5% and Beta Error level
at 80%. Pre vGRF values (2.5±0.49 N/kg) and post
vGRF values (2.2±0.82 N/kg) over the first 10%
of stance during a drop jump landing resulted in
a sample size estimate of seven. The feasibility of
self-assessing landing was also tested with the collegiate athletes. A task card was created (Figure 1)
to illustrate the essential aspects of proper landing
and what to avoid based on biomechanical profiles
expected to reduce risk of ACL injury.2,5,18,20,21 Pictures
chosen from a Google image search were copied into
PowerPoint 2016, cropped, and red lines were added
to highlight wanted and unwanted positions. Eight

Figure 1. This task card was designed to use written, pictorial, and auditory (i.e., don’t land loud) cues of what to do to
land properly and what not to do upon landing after taking a
jump shot. Athletes were instructed to use this task card to
systematically self-assess their landing performance when
viewing the delayed video feedback of their jump shot.

written cues were included to match these images
to cue soft landings, symmetrical loading, and frontal plane trunk and lower limb control. Collegiate
players reported that viewing the task from a frontal angle was preferred over a sagittal angle to selfassess the “Do’s and Don’ts” on the task card.
Sixteen female high school basketball players (Table
1) were recruited as a sample of convenience due
to increased risk of ACL ruptures in young female
basketball players.3 Inclusion criteria were high
school-aged female athletes who participated in a
summer basketball league for their respective high
schools and available for pre and post data collections. Criteria for ineligibility included a current
injury that would prohibit or cause pain when landing from a drop jump or prior drop jump training.
The coach of the intervention team expressed interest in implementing this feedback paradigm. Thus a
sample of convenience was used to recruit athletes
from this team to comprise the intervention group.
Of the 20 players on this team, eight met eligibility criteria, volunteered for the study, attended a
data collection session before and after the summer
league, and received the intervention. Control players were recruited from teams in the same league
as the intervention group to match the high-school
age and level of sport. Controls (n=8) consisted of
four players from one team and four players from
two other teams. This study was approved by the
University of New England’s IRB (# 050117-001) and
signed assent/consent forms were obtained from
each research participant and her parent/guardian.
Participants were then scheduled for the pre-intervention data collection session, which occurred at
the university’s motion analysis lab.
The pre-intervention data collection was performed
during the first week of the summer basketball season (i.e., first week of July, 2017). Athletes in both
groups were instructed to not alter training during the intervention phase (i.e., between pre and
post data collections), so no new strength or fitness
routine was started. The post-intervention data collection occurred within one week of completion of
the summer season (i.e., last week of July 2017).
During the summer league, practices occurred biweekly at the team’s high school gymnasium for
three weeks.
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Table 1. Descriptive / Demographic Data of Intervention and Control Group: means (± SD).

Data Collections
When the participants first arrived at the motion
analysis lab, they were given a questionnaire to
ascertain demographic information (Table 1). Participants were instructed to wear low ankle sneakers
without braces or ankle tape during data collections.
Participants were led through a short warm up: fast
feet (15 seconds), double leg jumps (15 seconds),
dominant and non-dominant single leg jumps (randomized, 15 seconds each limb), then five maximum
height jumps from the floor.
After the warm-up, participants were told that they
would be allowed drop jump practice landing on
both legs and landing on one leg. The drop jump
landing protocol was similar to Hewett and colleagues’ protocol.9 Participants stepped onto a 31 cm
box positioned 15.24 cm posterior to the force plate
(BP600 1200, AMTI, USA) embedded in the ground.
The bony prominence of the 5th metatarsal heads
were palpated and a retro-reflective marker was
placed on the participant’s footwear to mark this
location. Participants were positioned with their
toes off the box so the marker over the 5th metatarsal
head aligned with the front edge of the box. The drop
jump instructions included: lean forward to drop off
the box, do not jump off the box; once contact is
made with the ground, then immediately jump as
high as possible while attempting to rebound the
basketball hanging from the ceiling. The basketball
was attached to a pulley and a researcher raised or
lowered the position of the ball’s height to facilitate

best effort and promote maximal vertical jump
height after landing.
Participants’ drop jump landing mechanics were
recorded using an eight camera three-dimensional
(3D) motion capture system (Qualisys AB, Gothenburn, Sweden) set at 150Hz. Practice trials were given
to instruct proper initiation of dropping off the box,
landing cleanly on the force plate, and immediately
jumping up once contracting the ground. Participants
started with double limb drop jumps and completed
two at 50% maximum effort and two at 100% maximum effort with rests as needed. Then the start leg
was randomized for single drop jump landing trials.
All participants reported that their right limb was their
dominant limb defined as the leg they typically would
use to kick a ball. Participants were then given two
single limb practice drop jump landings at 50% maximum effort prior to collecting 100% maximum effort
trials with rests as needed. A good trial was operationalized as properly dropping off the box, landing with
clean foot contact on the force plate (AMTI, Watertown, MA, USA), and immediately jumping upon
contacting the ground. Data were collected until eight
good trials were completed during the single limb
drop jump landing task. Lastly, participants repeated
the single limb drop jump landing protocol on the contralateral limb until eight good trials were collected for
this limb. Ground reaction forces and maximal jump
height information collected during data collections
were not shared with the participants until after the
post-intervention data collection was completed.
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Intervention Phase
After completion of the pre-intervention data collection, implementation of the intervention began
at the next scheduled practice. The players in the
intervention group received typical coaching and
the feedback paradigm (i.e., viewed video of one’s
landing immediately after taking a jump shoot and
used the task card to self-assess performance) during their high school summer league practices;
whereas the players in the control group received
typical coaching only. The orientation and intervention occurred during regularly held summer league
basketball practices at the high school gymnasium
twice weekly throughout the summer league.
The orientation to the intervention was provided by
two individuals: a licensed physical therapist/ athletic trainer and an athletic training student who
received a summer research stipend. The licensed
physical therapist/ athletic trainer had 20-plus years
of clinical experience and a PhD in Biomechanics
and Movement Science. The athletic training student
was in the 3rd year of her undergraduate education,
had academic knowledge in kinesiology, knowledge of dysfunctional movement and how it related
to injury, and practicum experience with noted
skill in building rapport with high school athletes
and educating them on self-assessing movements
using knowledge of performance. The orientation
consisted of familiarizing athletes to the task card
(Figure 1), describing how to self-assess landing
mechanics during a jump shot using the task card,
and how to systematically assess performance while
viewing their landing with the delayed video application. Players were instructed to listen to the sound
upon landing and try to land soft and symmetrically
without letting the knees fall inwards. Players were
given strategies to self-assess such as when to listen
to their landing, to view themselves from the ground
up when watching the video feedback, and to use
the task cards to prioritize one cue to implement at
a time. Prior to starting the feedback paradigm, each
athlete confirmed that she understood the information on the task card and how to use the different
types of feedback to analyze her performance.
An Apple iPad® Mini 4 32GB (released in late 2015)
was borrowed from the high school of the intervention team as it was not being used over the summer.

The iPad® Mini specifications included a 7.9” Retina
Display, 2048 x 1536 Resolution, Dual-Core A8 Chip
with Quad-Core Graphics, 8 MP iSight Camera, and
1080p HD Video (30 frames per second [fps]). The
application, BaM Video Delay application (Orange
Qube), was purchased for $7.99 from the iTunes App
store. This BaM Video Delay application was used
to capture real time video simultaneously while replaying captured video after a set delay. For example,
the athlete who just completed the jump shot could
go to the iPad® Mini to view her performance while
the app captured video of a second athlete currently
taking the jump shot. The iPad® Mini was positioned
to capture a frontal view of the participant completing a jump shot. The number of seconds of delay
was set to approximately 10 seconds to ensure that
the athlete had time to move to the iPad® Mini and
be in position to view herself before the video replay
started. The video replay speed was shown at the
normal collection rate (30 fps) and the slow motion
feature of the BaM Video Delay application was not
used nor was the Slo-mo (120 fps) feature of the iPad
mini® used.
The start of the drill was modified to have a teammate positioned under the basket to rebound the ball
for the person starting the shooting drill. The shooter
then proceeded directly to the iPad® to self-assess her
landing while another player took a shot, and a third
waited their turn in the shooting line. Sequentially,
the athlete completed the shot, proceeded immediately to view the screen on the iPad®, and watched
the video of herself to assess her landing mechanics during the jump shot. She compared her actual
mechanics to the written and pictorial cues on the
task card to determine whether she did or did not
meet proper landing mechanics. After she finished
viewing herself, she would go to the rebound line,
then to the shooting line to take another jump shot.
The athlete would reflect on her performance while
in line. As the drill ended, the last player viewed the
iPad® and took a moment to reflect on performance
while another player retrieved her ball. Thus the
inherent down time in line offset the time to reflect
on the feedback gained during the self-assessment
of the landing after the jump shot.
Each player continued this pattern three times (take
a jump shot, go to the iPad®, self-assess performance,
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retrieve a ball, and get back in line for the shooting
drill). This feedback paradigm occurred during the
jump shot drills at the beginning and end of every
practice session (twice per week) over a three week
period. Therefore, players viewed performance a
maximum of 36 times: six practices with six views
per practice. A member of the research team (i.e.,
licensed clinician or athletic trainer student) was
present at each practice to document the number of
times the intervention was completed throughout the
season. The researcher oversaw each practice drill
for the intervention group to verify that the feedback
paradigm was implemented as designed, including
ensuring that the athlete viewed the video of her
landing and used the task card to self-assess her performance. The licensed clinician was present for the
initial orientation, the first practice, and the last practice. The 3rd year athletic training student attended
the initial orientation and all practices except the last
practice. There was 100% compliance with the intervention completed as described for all practices.
Data Analysis
The vGRF impulse, which is the vGRF over time,
was calculated using Visual 3D software (C-Motion,
Inc., Germantown, MD) during the first 10% of the

landing phase.16 Video analysis of ACL injuries sustained during basketball games indicates the time
of injury can occur 50 milliseconds after initial contact, indicating that injury likely happens soon after
landing.22 Additionally, the vGRF impulse provides
greater detail than one instant in time (e.g., initial
contact, peak vGRF). For example, the vGRF impulse
captures data about the rate and attenuation of force
soon after landing (Figure 2). Eight clean trials were
collected during the single limb drop jump task for
each limb and were viewed to assure the force plate
data were usable. A 3D analysis of a standing / static
trial was used to measure the distance from the floor
to the pelvis via a marker cluster taped to the base
of the sacrum and to measure participant’s height
by measuring the distance from the floor to a retroreflective marker placed on the top of her head.
This pelvis cluster was then used to track maximal
vertical jump height. A custom written software
program chose five random trials from the clean,
usable options which were then used for data analysis. Average values for the vGRF impulse over first
10% of stance and maximum jump height data were
calculated using five trials for the dominant and five
trials for the non-dominant limbs during the single
limb landing task.

Figure 2. Data in this graph illustrates the vertical ground reaction forces (Newtons normalized by kilogram) when dropping
from a 31 cm box and landing on one limb. The entire landing phase is shown for each limb (dominant and non-dominant sides)
for each group (control and intervention) for each data collection (before and after the intervention phase).
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Statistical analyses were conducted using SPSS (IBM
SPSS Statistics for Windows, Version 21.0. Armonk,
NY: IBM Corp). This study was not powered to account
for covariates; yet descriptive statistics were calculated for demographic and background variables for
each group. (Table 1) Comparisons were performed
to test whether dominant and non-dominant limb
data could be combined. Two mixed model ANOVAs
were used to compare differences between groups
(intervention and control) and time (pre-intervention and post-intervention) for vGRF impulses and
maximum jump height during the single limb drop
jump landing tasks with limb data combined. Bonferroni confidence interval adjustments were used
to further examine interaction effects. A p-value of
p<0.05 defined statistical significance.
RESULTS
Implementation of the feedback paradigm in the
high school practice setting was feasible with
minimal cost (i.e., less than $1 to color print and
laminate the task card, $8 for BaM video delay application in the iTunes App store, iPad® was borrowed
from the high school). If purchased, the iPad® mini
would have cost $329. Athletes who participated in
the intervention did not take longer to complete the
drill, nor did they have less attempts/ shots taken
during the shooting drill. Since the feedback paradigm took less than 10 seconds, the intervention
was efficiently incorporated into the “wait” time in
line for the drill. Thus, the athletes obtained various types of feedback about their landing mechanics
without adding time to complete the drill or disrupting the flow of practice. Additionally, the inherent

down time in the rebound and shooting lines was
utilized to efficiently reflect on their landing performance during the jump shot.
There were no statistically significant differences
between limbs for the single limb drop jump landing
task (i.e., vGRF impulse over 10% of stance: p=0.097;
max jump height: p=0.201), thus data for the dominant and non-dominant limbs were combined. (Table
2) Findings for vGRF impulse during the first 10% of
the landing phase included a group by time interaction (p=0.04), main effect of time (p=0.004), and
no main effect of group (p=0.412). Post hoc analysis
revealed a decrease of 0.32 Ns/kg (a decrease of 32%
bodyweight) over time for the intervention group
and no change in the control group. (Table 3)
Findings for maximal vertical jump height included
a group by time interaction (p=0.03) and no main
effect of time (p=0.100) or group (p=0.320). Post
hoc analysis revealed a decrease of 0.023 m (2.3 cm;
0.91 inches) over time for the intervention group and
no significant change in the control group. (Table 4)
DISCUSSION
The main purpose of this study was to test the feasibility of providing varied types of feedback on
landing mechanics to female high school basketball
players using minimal time and resources. Findings indicate that delayed video feedback and task
cards can be implemented within scheduled practice times without financial burden. The immediate
effects of the intervention on the movement system
were juxtaposed as vertical ground reaction forces
(vGRF) during the early phase of landing from a

Table 2. Vertical ground reaction forces (Ns/kg) for biomechanics for single limb landings for group and limb over time; means (SD).
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Table 3. Vertical ground reaction forces (Ns/kg) for single limb landings for groups
and times with data for dominant and non-dominant limbs collapsed
Means (standard error) and lower – upper bound of the 95% conﬁdence interval.

Table 4. Maximal vertical jump height (m) for single limb landings for groups and times
with data for dominant and non-dominant limbs collapsed
Means (standard error) and lower – upper bound of the 95% conﬁdence interval.

single limb drop jump decreased, yet the maximal
vertical jump height decreased. Although the reduction in vGRF are promising, altered cueing appears
warranted to have athletes land softer without compromising jump height performance immediately
after landing.
The novelty of this study is that it provides a platform
for coaches and sports specialists to use combined
cues to educate female athletes about proper landing mechanics. Feedback was chosen purposefully to
accommodate different learning styles (i.e., visual/
spatial, auditory, verbal). Feedback included task
cards (i.e., corrective and avoidance cues using pictures and written instruction, and an auditory cue to
focus attention to sound on impact) as well as use of a
delayed video application (i.e., video of oneself landing after a jump shot was immediately viewed and
athletes self-assessed landing mechanics). Integrating a feedback paradigm into the flow of the scheduled practice setting that required minimal financial
resources was also purposeful. Since this intervention

was implemented without increasing practice time
and with minimal cost, this intervention shows promise for high compliance rates with coaches and athletes.2,6,23 Evidence already supports that coach-led
prevention programs can be effective at reducing
the risk of ACL injuries in athletes.24,25 Also, a recent
meta-analysis reported that in-season training alone
is not as effective at lowering risk of knee injury
when compared to pre-season training.26 Though this
intervention was implemented during the summer
league and not pre-season, training athletes to land
more softly during a low-stakes league may allow prioritization of learning to improve a skill compared to
prioritization of other goals when in-season.
The implications that cueing athletes how to land
properly during a common shooting drill may translate to a provocative single limb drop jump task
improves the likelihood for coaches to utilize this
educational paradigm. The transference of altered
performance during a single limb drop jump landing task after training using a feedback paradigm
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during a double limb landing task (i.e., jump shot)
is a desired effect for two reasons. First, the significant decrease in vGRF during single limb landings
suggests that training athletes to land softly during
a single limb task is not required in addition to task
training when landing on both limbs. Others27 have
found that movement training during jump landing
tasks transferred to cutting tasks. Second, the statistically significant decrease in vGRF impulse over time
for the single limb drop jump (i.e., decrease of 0.32
Ns/kg) is likely clinically meaningful as it equates
to a 15% difference from pre- to post-intervention
(i.e., [{Post vGRF - Pre vGRF}/Pre vGRF] * 100).
Though there is greater vGRF during a single compared to double limb landing,28 more is known about
risk of injury and magnitude of vGRF during double
limb landings. For example, Hewett and colleagues
reported that those who went on to rupture their
ACL exhibited 20% larger peak vGRF (i.e., 208 N)
than those who did not get injured (1266 N vs 1058 N,
respectively).5 The cumulative effects of softer landings are also noteworthy as game analysis of professional basketball players indicate players average 70
jumps per game, though this is position dependent.29
The benefits of reduced vGRF immediately upon
landing are clear, yet the reduction in maximal
jump height over time in the intervention group
was unwanted. The primary goal is to keep athletes
healthy; however, vertical jump height performance
is desirable regardless of playing position.30 Comparisons between vertical jump height in female junior
elite athletes (e.g., mean 15.2 years old) based on
rank and position (i.e., point guard, shooting guard,
forward, and center) indicated that only the best
ranked point guards jumped significantly higher
(i.e., 7.8 cm) than point guards with lower ranking.31
It is unclear whether this study’s finding of a 2.3 cm
(i.e., 0.91 inches) decrease in maximal jump height
influences performance.
The decline in maximal jump height may be due
to several reasons. First, athletes in the intervention
group spent three weeks learning how to land from a
jump and may have switched their focus during the
post-intervention data collection. Perhaps the preintervention data collection drop jumps were automatic, then switched to controlled processing at the
post-intervention data collection to jump correctly

which requires attention.13 The two-task focus (e.g.,
attention to a movement pattern and maximum
jump height) may interfere as attention is a limited
resource. Second, attention to maximal jump height
performance was never cued during the intervention. During the intervention, cues were given to
land correctly and likely contributed to decreased
vGRF; whereas cues to maximize jump height were
only given during the pre- and post- intervention data
collections. Third, the task card included primarily
internally focused cues that directed attention to
body position with only one externally focused cue
(i.e., don’t land loud). Evidence suggests that feedback directed at one’s movements (i.e., explicit cues
with internal focus) may worsen performance.10
Since performance declined (i.e., reduced maximum jump height) in the intervention group, recommendations to change cues to counteract this
unwanted effect are provided. A staggered intervention approach may be beneficial: first cues to
land properly, then switch attention to land properly while maximizing jump height. Borrowing from
existing evidence, including externally focused cues,
to improve jump height performance also appears
warranted.32-34 Motivational and attentional cues
have also been shown to improve jump height performance,32 thus follow-up studies should use cues
to increase jump height. Since internal cues may
worsen performance10 and external cues have been
shown to improve kinematics during jump training,
perhaps the cues on the task card should focus the
athlete’s attention externally and not internally.27,32
For example, keeping the externally focused cues
(i.e., land quietly) and changing internally focused
to externally focused cues may augment learning to land softly without decreasing jump height
performance.35 Evidence also suggests that twodimensional external cues (i.e., keep markers on
knees apart) may help avoid a dynamic limb valgus
position.36 Others propose cueing hip muscles to
decrease dynamic limb valgus to make the athlete
more aware of muscle activation during landing.37
Further research is needed to ensure that young
female athletes are cued to learn how to land safely
while also optimizing performance.
Though modification of the cues have been proposed, the recommendation to use varied sources
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of feedback to cater to different styles of learning
among athletes on one team remain.23 Concurrent
auditory cues (i.e., sound at the impact of the landing) and delayed feedback (e.g., written, pictorial,
visual, video of oneself doing the task) allow for different mechanisms to process the information. Of all
types of feedback, delayed feedback may be preferable to instantaneous feedback because of the opportunity for the athlete to learn and self-correct.38 The
feedback paradigm used simple observation, selfassessment, and reflection to mitigate high impact
forces. This paradigm supports the notion that
including more technical components (e.g., observing one’s force vectors, joint angles, and moments in
real time) in to a training paradigm was not associated with better outcomes.26 Additionally, providing
enhanced expectations for performance (e.g., comparative feedback such as your performance was
better than average or better than others), autonomy
support (e.g., have the athlete decide on the type
of feedback or how the feedback is delivered), and
an external focus of attention (e.g., exert less force
on the ground) in combination may lead to superior
motor learning.39 Therefore, since female basketball
players are at high risk for ACL injuries,40 coaches
should consider a multi-modal approach to train
athletes to avoid risky landing mechanics associated
with ACL injury.41
When considering these findings, it is important to
consider the limitations. This study was not a prevention study and effects on limb position cannot be
inferred as the sample size was small and not powered to investigate measures of dynamic limb valgus.
Additionally, it is unknown which forms of feedback
each participant primarily used. Though the written
and pictorial cues were provided to self-assess frontal plane motion, the effects of these specific cues
on limb kinematics are unknown. Although statistically significant and large magnitude of change
was found in vGRF for the intervention group which
may reduce risk of ACL injury, not all risky biomechanics were tested (e.g., knee and trunk mechanics
and limb asymmetries during landing).41
Participants were high school-aged female basketball
players; thus the generalizability of results is limited to this demographic. The high school summer
league’s short season with few practices limited the

dosage of the intervention (e.g., 36 exposures over
three weeks). In addition, practice plans may have
differed between teams and time spent for drills
and scrimmage were not controlled. Shooting percentages during games were not tracked during the
summer league, thus this study was not designed to
ascertain whether scoring was affected by the intervention. Feedback was not faded over time. There
was also no follow-up data collection to test retention and confirm that the athletes would maintain
movement patterns once cuing ceased.
CONCLUSIONS
Providing female high school athletes with varied
feedback during a jump shot drill is feasible and
uses minimal time and resources. The feedback paradigm was provided during a double limb landing
task at basketball practices but reductions in vertical ground reaction forces were noted when landing from a single limb drop jump. This intervention
was easily integrated into the flow of practice. Combined auditory, written, pictorial, and delayed video
feedback may be beneficial to learn proper movement techniques during jump landing for female
basketball athletes at risk for ACL injury. Further
investigation is needed to determine optimal cues
to maintain performance and retention as cues are
faded and removed.
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ABSTRACT
Background: The Lower Quarter Y-Balance Test (YBT-LQ) is used by sports medicine professionals to
measure an athlete’s dynamic balance. The YBT-LQ is used by clinicians to track recovery during clinical
rehabilitation, assess an athlete’s readiness to return to sport after injury, and to identify athletes potentially at-risk for a time-loss injury. Normative data for the YBT-LQ are lacking for female collegiate volleyball (VB) players. The purpose of this study was to examine preseason YBT-LQ scores and their relationships
to level of competition, starter status, player position, and prior lower quadrant (i.e., low back and lower
extremities) injury history.
Methods: One-hundred thirty-four female collegiate VB players (mean age = 19.3 ± 1.1 years) representing athletes from three levels of competition (D II = 32, D III = 77, NAIA = 25) participated in this study.
Athletes reported their prior injury history and performed the YBT-LQ testing protocol.
Results: NAIA and D III athletes demonstrated significantly greater reach measures on the YBT-LQ than D
II athletes in several directions. Starters demonstrated significantly greater reach measures in five out of
eight reach directions. Liberos/defensive specialists/setters demonstrated significantly greater posterolateral and composite reach measures bilaterally. There was no difference in reach measures based on prior
history of lower quadrant (low back and lower extremities) injury.
Conclusion: This study provides normative data for YBT-LQ in female collegiate volleyball players. The
data presented in this report may be used by coaches and rehabilitation professionals when evaluating
dynamic balance in healthy volleyball players and by clinicians to compare an injured athlete’s recovery
to norms.
Level of Evidence: 3b
Keywords: balance, college, functional test, Movement System, volleyball, Y-Balance Test-Lower Quarter
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INTRODUCTION
The Lower Quarter Y-Balance Test (YBT-LQ) is used
by sports medicine professionals to measure an athlete’s dynamic balance.1 The YBT-LQ is a relatively
new test inspired by the star excursion balance test.2
The YBT-LQ is used by clinicians to track recovery
during clinical rehabilitation, assess an athlete’s readiness to return to sport after injury, and to identify
athletes potentially at-risk for a time-loss injury.2-12
Assessing a patient’s balance, as measured by the
YBT-LQ, during clinical rehabilitation may help
clinicians identify side-to-side asymmetries and/
or general deficits when compared to normative
data.3,4,7,13 It is important to note that several studies have reported normative data for the YBT-LQ in
various athletic and military populations.14-23 YBT-LQ
scores may differ between athletes based on sport
participation, gender, or competition level; therefore a clinician should compare their patient’s scores
with those from a homogeneous sample.16,18,24
Only two studies have reported normative data for
collegiate VB players with each study marked by
limitations.14,25 Hudson et al collected YBT-LQ measures in a population of National Collegiate Athletic
Association (NCAA) Division I (D I) female collegiate VB players.14 The authors reported YBT-LQ
composite scores (a score that sums each reach distance normalized to limb length); however, they did
not report individual reach measures.14 Stiffler et al
also collected measures using the shape of the “Y”
(using the star excursion balance test and not the
YBT test) from a population of D I female VB players reporting individual reach measures; however,
the data represented measures from only 22 athletes
and they did not use the YBT-LQ device.25 There is
also paucity in the literature regarding individual
and composite YBT-LQ scores for female collegiate
VB players from other divisions. In addition there
is paucity regarding YBT-LQ scores for collegiate VB
players based on player position, starter status, level
of competition, and prior injury history. To address
the aforementioned gaps in the literature additional
studies are warranted.
The purpose of this study was to examine preseason
YBT-LQ scores and their relationships to level of competition, starter status, player position, and prior

lower quadrant (i.e., low back and lower extremities)
injury history in female collegiate VB players. There
were five hypothesis explored in this study. 1) NCAA
D II and NAIA would have significantly greater YBTLQ reach measures than NCAA D III VB players. 2):
Starters would have significantly greater YBT-LQ reach
measures than their non-starter counterparts. 3): VB
athletes who play positions that require more vertical
jumps (e.g., outside hitter, middle blocker, opposite
hitter) would have significantly shorter YBT-LQ reach
measures than their counterparts (e.g., setters, libero,
defensive specialist). 4): D II and NAIA VB players
would have significantly greater YBT-LQ scores, per
position, than their D III counterparts. 5): VB athletes
with prior history of time-loss lower quadrant (LQ =
lower extremity and low back region) injury or prior
history of time-loss lateral ankle sprain injury would
have significantly shorter reach measures than those
with no prior history of injury.
METHODS
Participants
Recruitment of VB players occurred in a two-step
process. First, an investigator from each region contacted the team’s head coach via either phone or
email to recruit team participation. Next, if the head
coach agreed to allow his/her team to be tested then
an investigator from each region recruited team
members, via email, to be tested at the investigators’ labs. The data for this study was collected over
a three-year period with testing occurring at two
locations: George Fox University and Azusa Pacific
University. The majority of athletes were tested in
the George Fox University lab (n = 118). Investigators from each institution reviewed the standardized testing protocol prior to data collection.1 One
hundred and thirty-four female collegiate volleyball players, representing athletes from NCAA D II,
NCAA D III, and NAIA teams, were tested over a
three-year period. Informed consent was obtained
from each subject prior to testing. The Institutional
Review Boards of George Fox University and Azusa
Pacific University approved this study.
Procedures
Collection of YBT-LQ measures occurred at the start
of preseason as part of a larger study investigating
the relationship between performance measures
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and time-loss injury. Specific to this study each athlete performed a dynamic warm-up prior to testing,
reported demographic information and prior injury
history to the lower quadrant region (i.e., low back
and lower extremities), and completed the YBT-LQ
protocol.
Dynamic Warm-Up
Each athlete performed a five-minute dynamic
warm-up prior to testing. Subjects performed the following movements at their own pace: forward walking, backward walking, heel walking, tip toe walking,
marching, and hip flexion with opposite arm reach.
Demographic information collected from each athlete included age, year in school, and age starting
sport. Athletes also reported prior sport related
injury history including injury location, diagnosis,
and the date the injury occurred (month/year).
Y-Balance Test – Lower Quarter Protocol
The YBT-LQ protocol consisted of two steps: 1) test
instruction and 2) test performance. Prior to performing the YBT-LQ each subject was provided test performance instruction and completed six warm-up trials
per lower extremity (LE).1 When performing the test
an athlete would stand barefoot on the weightbearing
platform with toes positioned behind the red indicator line. Next, the athlete would reach their nonweightbearing LE into one of the three components
of the “Y” [anterior (ANT); posteromedial (PM); posterolateral (PL)] to slide the reach indicator (aka the
moveable platforms). The anterior reach trials were
performed first with the athlete performing three
on the right (i.e., right LE weightbearing) followed
by performing three reach trials on the left (i.e., left
LE weightbearing).1,26 After successfully completing
three trials, per LE, in the ANT direction three trials
per LE (right followed by left) were performed in the
PM direction followed by the PL direction.1,26
A reach trial would be repeated by the athlete if she
demonstrated any of the following common technique errors: loss of balance, maintaining one’s balance by using the non-weightbearing limb, failing to
slide the reach indicator under control (e.g. flicking
it or kicking it forward), or moving the reach indicator forward by applying contact to the indicator outside of the red target region.1,26 A successful trial was
measured and recorded by the investigator.

YBT-LQ reach distance is normalized to the athlete’s
limb length. Limb length measurements were collected by the investigator after the athlete completed testing. The limb length measurements were
obtained bilaterally with the athlete in supine measuring the distance from the anterior superior iliac
spine to the distal aspect of the medial malleolus.1,2
The following formula was used to calculate normalized reach distance measurements: ([reach distance /
limb length] x 100) [note: right limb measurements
were used to normalize right sided reach distances
and left limb measurements were used to normalize
reach distances on the left].1,2 The composite reach
score was calculated using this formula: ([mean
ANT + mean PM + mean PL] / [limb length x 3]) x
100.1,2 The intrarater reliability (0.85 – 0.91) and the
interrater reliability (0.99 – 1.00) for the YBT-LQ
have been previously reported.1
Statistical Analyses
Mean (± SD) scores were calculated for demographic variables and individual YBT-LQ reach
measures. Independent t-tests were used to compare reach distance measures per starter status and
per prior history of injury. Analysis of variance
(ANOVA) was performed to compare demographic
measures per level of competition and to compare
YBT-LQ measures per level of competition, per
player movement categorization (e.g., grouping
based on vertical movements versus horizontal or
lateral movements), and per player position. Statistical analyses was performed using SPSS 24.0 (Chicago, IL) for all calculations.
RESULTS
The mean age was 19.3 (± 1.1) years with NAIA athletes significantly older than D III players (Table 1).
The mean number of years in school was 2.2 (± 1.1)
years; the NAIA population of athletes had been in
school significantly more years than D II or D III
athletes. The mean age starting for this sport was
11.7 (± 2.1) years.
Individual and composite reach measures per
level of competition and for the entire population
are presented in Table 2. Several significant differences in reach distance, per level of competition,
were found. NAIA athletes had significantly greater
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Table 1. Demographic Characteristics (Mean ± SD) for Female Collegiate Volleyball Players.

Table 2. Comparison of Normalized Y-Balance Test – Lower Quarter Reach Measures (Mean ± SD)
per Level of Competition and Starter Status.

(R) posteromedial, (R) posterolateral, (L) anterior,
(L) posteromedial, and (L) posterolateral reach distances than D II athletes. Division III athletes had
significantly greater (R) posterolateral and (L) posteromedial reach distances than D II athletes.
Table 2 also presents YBT-LQ measures per starter
status. A review of team statistics identified 52
athletes as starters (note: two athletes who were
starters did not participate in testing). Analysis of
YBT-LQ measures between starters/non-starters
was performed for the entire population; comparisons per level of competition were not performed
due to sample sizes. There were several reach directions where starters had significantly greater YBTLQ measures than their non-starter counterparts
(Table 2). Starters had significantly greater reach
measures in the following directions: (R) anterior,

(R) posteromedial, (L) anterior, (L) posteromedial,
and (L) posterolateral.
There are six primary positions in volleyball: setter (S), defensive specialist (DS), libero (L), outside
hitter (OH), middle blocker (MB), and opposite side
hitter [OPP (aka right side hitter)]. Player positions
were identified from team statistics. Some players
were identified as having two player positions. The
following frequencies per position were: L only =
1; DS only = 13; L/DS specialist = 10; setter S =
27; OH = 43; OPP = 8; MB = 21; MB/OPP = 11.
Normalized reach measures per player movement
categorization are presented in Table 3. Two player
position groups were formed for the purpose of this
research, based on movement categorization (e.g.,
grouping based on vertical movements versus horizontal or lateral movements): Group 1 consisted of
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Table 3. Normalized Reach Distance (Mean ± SD) per Player Movement Categorization.

L, DS, S; group 2 consisted of OH, MB, OPP. Athletes
in Group 1 (L, DS, S) had significantly greater right
and left sided posterolateral and composite reach
measures than their counterparts in Group 2.

test measures for D II, D III, and NAIA levels of
competition. The data presented in this study may
be of benefit to clinicians who use this test to evaluate patient status during rehabilitation.

Analysis of normalized reach distance per level of
competition and player position are presented in
Table 4 (note: many athletes were designated as
playing two positions; specifically libero/defensive
specialist and middle blocker/opposite hitter; therefore liberos and defensive specialists were combined
into one group and middle blockers and opposite hitters were combined into one group). NAIA L/DS had
significantly greater (R) anterior, (R) posterolateral,
(L) posteromedial, and (L) posterolateral reach measures than their D II counterparts. D III L/DS also
had significantly greater (R) posterolateral and (L)
posteromedial reach measures than D II athletes. No
other significant relationships were found.

There were five hypothesis explored in this study. It
was hypothesized (H1) that D II and NAIA VB players would have greater reach measures than D III
athletes. This was hypothesized because D II and
NAIA schools can offer scholarships; therefore they
may be able to recruit athletes who score better on
physical performance tests.27,28 However, there were
several reach directions where NAIA athletes had
significantly greater measures than D II athletes. In
addition, D III athletes had some greater reach measures than D II athletes. It could be speculated that
differences in YBT-LQ performance in this study
may be related to the significant differences in age
between NAIA/ D III athletes and D II athletes.
However, a prior study of high school, collegiate,
and professional level baseball players reported that
high school athletes (i.e., younger athletes) had significantly greater anterior reach measures.18 The
differences in scores between competition levels in
this study may not be a result of athlete age; rather it
may reflect differences in training programs between
schools. A future study would be warranted to compare training programs and YBT-LQ performance.

There were no significant differences in YBT-LQ
reach measures based on prior history of injury
(Table 5). In addition to the data presented in Table 5
a comparison between athletes with or without prior
history of anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction
(ACLR) was also performed. There were a total of
eight athletes with prior history of ACLR (right = 4;
left = 4). There were no differences in reach measures between groups based on ACLR history or
based on involved limb.
DISCUSSION
This study presents the largest set of YBT-LQ data for
female collegiate VB players and the first to present

It was hypothesized (H2) that starters would have
greater reach measures than non-starters. In five out
of eight measures starters had significantly greater
scores than non-starters. This finding confirms our
hypothesis that athletes who earn more playing time
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Table 4. Comparison of YBT-LQ Scores per Player Position(s) and Level of Competition.

(i.e., starter) would have statistically better reach
scores. It is currently unknown if dynamic balance, as
measured by the YBT-LQ, is correlated with sport performance. This finding of greater reach distance measures in VB starters warrants further investigation.

It was hypothesized (H3) that athletes who play positions that require more vertical jumps would have
significantly lower YBT-LQ measures than athletes
who play positions that require more horizontal and
lateral movements. OH, MB, and OPP are VB player
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Table 5. Comparison of YBT-LQ Scores (Mean ± SD) per Prior History of Time-Loss Lower Quadrant
Injury, Lateral Ankle Sprain History, and Lateral Ankle Sprain within the Past 12 Months.

positions that frequently require vertical jumps (e.g.,
hitting, blocking). Prior research has suggested that
there is no correlation between jump performance
and balance.29,30 In contrast to the aforementioned
“jumping” positions, S, DS, and L are player positions that require horizontal and lateral movements
(e.g., laterally lunging to dig the ball) and therefore
may require greater levels of dynamic balance. In
this study there were four reach measures that were
significantly greater in the L/DS/S group including
both posterolateral reach measures.
It was hypothesized (H4) that D II and NAIA VB athletes would have greater scores per player position
than D III athletes. Similar to the findings associated
with H1 there were some instances where NAIA and
D III athletes had greater reach measures, per the
combined L/DS group, than D II athletes. The difference in reach measures between D II and NAIA/D
III athletes may reflect differences in training programs between volleyball teams. In most cases,
there were no significant differences in reach measures per level of competition. This was likely due to
some smaller player position subgroups and therefore requires future investigation.
It was hypothesized (H5) that VB athletes with a
prior history of injury would have significantly
lower YBT-LQ measures than those without prior
injury history. There are numerous examples in the

literature identifying residual deficits in patients
post-ACLR or post-ankle sprain despite having been
discharged from clinical rehabilitation.31-39 There
were no differences in reach measures based on
injury history in this study. This finding may be the
result of one or more of the following reasons: 1)
formerly injured athletes may have been adequately
rehabilitated and/or 2) the YBT-LQ is not an effective test for identifying deficits in “healthy” athletes
who had prior history of injury.
There are several strengths to this study. First,
this study measured a large sample (n = 134) and
included VB athletes from several levels of collegiate
competition. Second, this study provides normative
data for VB players based on level of competition,
starter status, and player position. This normative
data may be useful to rehabilitation professionals
when tracking a patient’s progress during therapy
and to guide decision making as to whether an athlete is able to return to sport. There are a few limitations to this study. First, although athletes were
recruited from several collegiate competition levels,
there were no D I athletes assessed in this study.
As previously mentioned there are two studies that
have reported some YBT-LQ data for the D I population.14,25 While a statistical comparison between the
D I YBT-LQ measures in Hudson et al14 and Stiffler
et al25 and the scores in the current study cannot
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be made it is interesting to note similarities and
differences in composite scores between groups.
Hudson et al14 reported composite scores, based on
dominant/non-dominant limb and player position
ranging between approximately 92 to 95 percent of
limb length. In the current study composite scores
were 106.9 (± 12.8) on the right and 107.0 (± 11.4)
on the left with variations based on level of competition and player position. One must be cautious
though when comparing the results from this study
with those in Stiffler et al.25 Stiffler et al25 had subjects reach into each direction of the “Y”; however,
they did not use the YBT-LQ device (essentially the
subjects performed the star excursion balance test
in the anterior, posteromedial, and posterolateral
directions).25 One might assume that performance
on the YBT-LQ would be similar to performance on
the SEBT; however, subjects reach further into the
anterior direction during the star excursion balance
test than when performing the YBT-LQ.40,41
CONCLUSIONS
The results of the current study provide normative
YBT-LQ data for DII, DIII, and NAIA female collegiate volleyball players. This study found that NAIA
and DIII athletes had several reach measures that
were significantly greater than their DII counterparts. Also, starters had significantly greater reach
scores than nonstarters. There were also significant
differences in reach scores based on player positions. The descriptive data presented in this study
may help coaches and sports medicine professionals
when assessing a female volleyball player’s dynamic
balance and when evaluating and tracking balance
during a course of rehabilitation.
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ABSTRACT
Background/Purpose: Movement quality is commonly assessed to identify movement limitations and guide exercise prescription.
Rapid growth in the movement assessment landscape has led to the development and utilization of various movement quality
assessments, many without reliability estimates. MovementSCREEN is a novel, tablet-based, video-recorded movement assessment tool, currently without published reliability information. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to determine the intra and
inter-rater reliability of the MovementSCREEN, including the impact of rater experience, and provide estimates of measurement
error and minimal detectable change.
Study Design: Cross-sectional design; reliability study.
Methods: Thirty healthy young adults (14M:16F, mean age 28.4 yrs, SD 9.1) were video recorded completing the nine MovementSCREEN assessment items on two occasions, two weeks apart. Each individual movement was assessed against objective
scoring criteria (component items: yes/no) and using a 100-point sliding scale. To create an overall score for each movement, the
scale score is weighted against the objective items to provide a score out of 100. At the completion of all nine individual movements, a mean composite score of movement quality is also established (0-100). The first recording was scored twice by two expert
and two novice assessors to investigate inter- and intra-rater reliability. The second recording was scored by one expert assessor to
investigate within-subject error. Inter- and intra-rater reliability was calculated using intraclass correlation coefficients (ICCs) and
Kappa statistics. The standard error of measurement (SEM), and minimal detectable change (MDC95) for the overall score for each
movement, and the composite score of movement quality, were calculated.
Results: Intra-rater reliability for the component items ranged from κ = 0.619 – 1.000 (substantial to near perfect agreement) and
0.233 – 1.000 (slight to near perfect agreement) for expert and novice assessors, respectively. The ICCs for the overall movement
quality scores for each individual movement ranged from 0.707 – 0.952 (fair to high) in expert and 0.502 – 0.958 (poor to high) in
novice assessors. Inter-rater agreement for the component items between expert assessors ranged from κ = 0.242 - 1.000 (slight to
almost perfect agreement), while for novice assessors ranged from 0.103 – 1.000 (less than chance to almost perfect agreement).
ICCs for the overall scores for each individual movement from expert and novice assessors ranged from 0.294 – 0.851 (poor to good)
and 0.249 – 0.775 (poor to fair), respectively. The SEM for the composite score was 2 points, while the MDC95 was 6 points, with an
ICC 0.901.
Conclusions: The MovementSCREEN can assess movement quality with fair to high reliability on a test-retest basis when used by
experienced assessors, although reliability scores decrease in novice assessors. Comparisons between assessors involve greater
error. Therefore, the training of inexperienced assessors is recommended to improve reliability.
Level of Evidence: 2b
Keywords: functional movement screening, movement dysfunction, movement quality, movement system
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INTRODUCTION
The assessment of movement quality has become
commonplace in both sport and recreational fitness
settings, often as tools to predict injury risk.1,2 While
the association between movement quality and
injury risk has been inconclusive,3,4 these assessments can provide coaches, trainers, and rehabilitation practitioners with valuable information
regarding areas of muscular weakness, tightness,
and movement dysfunction.1 This information can
therefore play an important role in guiding exercise
prescription to meet the individual needs of an athlete or client.1,5
Increasing interest in assessing movement quality
has led to the development and widespread utilization of several movement screening tools in both
research and practical settings.1,2 These tools have
largely been developed for use in specific populations with relatively specific objectives, although
their overreaching goal is to assess movement quality through the appraisal of an individual’s capacity
to perform fundamental movements.1,5,6,7 The inability to complete these movements may be indicative
of movement dysfunction, while their successful
completion demonstrates a higher level of movement quality.5,8
MovementSCREEN is a new electronic-based, videorecorded movement quality assessment tool that
assists in gathering information necessary to guide
individualized exercise interventions; providing a
clear starting point from which an athlete or individual can commence gym-based resistance exercise. MovementSCREEN evaluates the performance
of nine fundamental movements. Each individual
movement is scored against objective criteria in combination with an overall movement quality indicator
to provide an indication of global movement quality.
This tool is further stated to assist coaches and practitioners track changes in movement quality that occur
in response to individualised exercise interventions.
Although its assessment items share many similarities with other movement assessment tools, MovementSCREEN provides a novel, tablet-based method
of assessing movement quality that offers simple
usability in exercise prescription settings. Additionally, it uses a 100-point scale to provide a composite
movement measure: thereby attempting to improve

upon a criticism of existing movement quality assessments in their use of basic Likert-type scoring systems (i.e. 0-3), in which a lack of sensitivity has been
observed.9 While the use of these Likert-type scoring systems may have the potential to increase the
tools’ ease of use, the lack of sensitivity could limit
the depth of information gathered, mask potential
associations with physical performance and injury
risk, and inhibit the ability to track training induced
changes in movement quality.9
To allow the confident assessment of changes in an
individual’s movement quality, the tool needs to be
reliable. As assessor experience has also been shown
to influence the reliability of movement quality
assessments,10 it is important to include raters with
different levels of experience when determining reliability. This has implications for increasing the utility of the tool in the field and establishing relevant
training of inexperienced assessors. Moreover, while
assessing the same movement performance on two
separate occasions (via video capture) provides reliability information pertaining to the technical error
associated with use of the tool itself, it doesn’t provide any information about within-subject error.
Within-subject error is likely to be introduced when
an individual performs the movement assessment at
two different time points, where small variations in
movement may be observed.7 Subsequently, reliability measures that have relevance to clinical practice
such as minimum detectable change (MDC95) and
standard error measurement (SEM) should be established accounting for within-subject error.
The first aim of this study was to determine the intra
and inter-rater reliability of a novel, tablet-based movement quality assessment tool (MovementSCREEN),
including estimates of typical measurement error
and minimal detectable change. The second aim was
to determine the impact that assessor experience has
on reliability estimates
METHODS
Participants
Participants qualified as apparently healthy in
accordance to the Exercise and Sport Science Australia (ESSA) pre-exercise screening tool,11 were free of
musculoskeletal and neurological disease, and were
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physically able to perform the nine movements
within the assessment protocol. A sample size calculation was performed and indicated that with each
subject measured two times, a target ICC of 0.9, an
ICC of 0.75 or higher to be minimally acceptable,
α=0.05 and 80% power, 26 subjects were required.
Ethical Approval
This study was approved by the University of
South Australia human research ethics committee
(0000036268). All participants were informed of the
risks and benefits of the investigation prior to signing an institutionally approved consent document to
participate in the study. Reporting for this study was
conducted in accordance to COSMIN checklist for
reliability studies.12
MovementSCREEN Assessment Tool
Further detail surrounding the application of MovementSCREEN and the rationale of its included movement assessments are provided in supplementary
digital content 1. In short, MovementSCREEN was
designed to provide coaches, trainers, and exercise
professionals a movement quality assessment that
indicates an individual’s current capacity for gymbased exercise. This information may guide exercise
prescription, while also providing a way to quantify
changes in movement quality that occur in response
to exercise interventions.
The MovementSCREEN protocol involves the assessment of both video-recorded lower-body and upperbody dominant movements, which include: squat,
lunge, deadlift with bent over row, single leg squat,
overhead reach, thoracic rotation, four-point with
opposite arm/leg lift, push up, and active straight
leg raise. These nine movements (Figures 1, 2, and
3) are scored individually (Table 1), and they provide an indication of trunk and hip stability, hip,
ankle, and thoracic range of motion, and bilateral
and unilateral movement control. The movements
themselves, and the assessment criteria of those
movements (Table 1), provide a means of identifying movement dysfunction. Additionally, as they are
movements commonly trained within a gym setting
with the intent to improve physical performance
and functional capacity, they are relevant to guiding
gym-based exercise prescription.13,14,15 Limitations in

Figure 1. Side view of start and ﬁnish position of the
1) Squat, 2) the Lunge, and the 3) Deadlift with bent over row.

movement quality have been suggested to present
through an inability to complete a given movement
in accordance to its set scoring criteria 1 (Table 1).
Dependant on that scoring criteria, these limitations
will be indicative of the site and severity of potential
movement dysfunction. This information can then
provide a basis for further assessment if required,
guiding subsequent exercise prescription.13,14,15
Within this assessment, each movement contains
specific criteria that are presented as component
items and are scored as a ‘yes’ or ‘no’ response
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Figure 2. Side view of start and ﬁnish position of the
1) Single leg squat, 2) the Overhead reach, and the 3) Thoracic
rotation.

Figure 3. Side view of start and ﬁnish position of the
1) 4-Point with opposite arm/leg lift, 2) the push up, and the
3) active straight leg raise.

(Table 1). The component items relate to important aspects of each movement and are based on
elements of control required for safe and effective
movement. The quality of each individual movement is also scored using a 100-point sliding scale
with associated cues (with a score of 100 being
indicative of perfect movement quality). To create
a final movement quality score for each movement,
the subjective score is weighted against the sum of
the component items to provide an overall score
out of 100 (100 being the highest achievable score).

For unilateral movements, each side is scored separately, and a mean score of the two sides is provided
for the overall movement quality score for that specific movement. At the completion of all nine movements, a mean composite score is calculated from
the overall scores of each induvial movement to provide a global measure of movement quality (0-100).

Protocol
Participants were video recorded completing the
MovementSCREEN assessment protocol twice,
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Table 1. MovementSCREEN assessment protocol.
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Table 1. MovementSCREEN assessment protocol. (continued)

two weeks apart. The participants performed the
MovementSCREEN protocol in the sequential order
outlined in Table 1 and illustrated in Figures 1-3.
Participants were given specific instructions on how
to perform each movement, while also observing a
filmed demonstration of the movements performed
with optimal technique. A short warmup was performed prior to the assessment which included a
five-minute bout of jogging, followed by some bodyweight exercises (walking lunges with arms overhead, leg swings, and overhead reaches). Feedback

during the movement tasks was prohibited. The
entire assessment, including the warmup, took
approximately 30 minutes per participant.
Each testing session was video recorded using two
Apple iPads (30 frames per second, 1080p) mounted
on tripods and positioned four meters from the participant. Cameras were positioned orthogonal to
each other, where one camera recorded the sagittal
plane of movement and one the frontal plane from
the anterior aspect. Each participant performed this
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protocol on two individual occasions separated by
14 days.
Two expert and two novice assessors assessed the
first video recording twice, 14 days apart to investigate intra- and inter- rater reliability. The expert
assessors were university-qualified exercise science
graduates, each with over five years of experience
working clinically as exercise physiologists, and
strength and conditioning specialists. The novice
assessors were current clinical exercise physiology
students in their final year of study, with knowledge
of exercise prescription practices, but relatively little practical experience assessing and prescribing
exercise. The video footage of the second session
was also assessed by one of the expert assessors to
investigate the reliability estimates for within-subject error. In this manner, the assessment of the two
time points accounted for both the technical error of
assessment and the performer’s variability in movement from one test to another, which cannot be considered when only assessing video footage from a
single time point. All assessments for all assessors
were performed under the same conditions, with the
filmed video footage being re-watched on an 18-inch
computer monitor independently.
Statistical Analysis
Descriptive statistics were calculated for both the
overall and component scores for each tester and
session. All descriptive data are presented as mean
and standard deviations, where appropriate. Paired
t-tests were performed on both the movement and
composite scores for one expert and one novice
assessor to assess for systematic error. The intra- and
inter- rater reliability of each individual assessment
item within each movement (binary data: Yes/No)
were determined with the Kappa statistic. Intraclass
correlation coefficients (ICC) were used to measure
the agreement between the two groups for the overall scores. Intra- and inter-rater reliability was calculated with a two-way mixed ICC for the overall
scores between expert and novice raters separately.
Within-subject error was established using ICC to
measure the agreement between testing sessions
one and two, as scored by an expert assessor.
Response stability of the overall scores of each individual movement, and the composite scores was

calculated using the standard error of the measurement (SEM) at the 95% level of confidence.16
The minimal detectable change (MDC95) values
at the 95% level of confidence were calculated to
determine the lowest level of change that can be
considered ‘true’ change and not likely due to measurement error 19. ICC’s were interpreted according to the following criteria: high (0.90–0.99); good
(0.80–0.89); fair (0.70–0.79) and poor (0.00–0.69).17
Kappa statistics were interpreted according to Landis and Koch:18 slight agreement (0.01-0.20), fair
agreement (0.21- 0.40), moderate agreement (0.410.60), substantial agreement (0.61-0.80), and almost
perfect agreement (0.81-1.00).
Data were analysed using the statistical package
SPSS version 24.0 for Windows, PC (IBM, Chicago,
IL). Alpha was set at the 0.05 level.
Results
Thirty apparently healthy adults (m = 14, f = 16;
mean age 28.4 years, SD 9.1; mean height 171.3 cm,
SD 9.4; mean weight 70.5 kg, SD 12.7) participated
in this study. All 30 participants recruited into the
study that met the inclusion criteria completed data
collection, with no dropouts.
Table 2 provides the mean scores for both novice and
expert assessors for each movement, and demonstrates the intra- rater reliability for both the component items and movement quality scores. Kappa
scores for the component items within the expert
raters ranged from 0.619 – 1.000, suggesting substantial to near perfect agreement, while the novice raters demonstrated slight to near perfect agreement
(0.233 – 1.000). ICCs for the final movement quality
score demonstrated fair to high intra-rater reliability
in expert assessors (0.707 – 0.952), and poor to high
intra-rater reliability (0.502 – 0.958) in novice assessors. Paired t-test across all movement and composite
scores demonstrated non-uniform differences across
both expert (p = .022 - .729) and novice assessors
(p = .039 - .998), indicating no systematic difference
in scores between the first and second assessments.
Table 3 outlines inter- rater agreement between
expert and novice assessors. Component items comparisons between expert assessors showed Kappa
ranged from 0.242 - 1.000, suggesting slight to almost
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Table 2. MovementSCREEN movement scores (mean and standard deviation), and intra-rater reliability for component
items and movement quality scores, for novice and expert assessors.

perfect agreement. Novice agreement ranged from
0.103 – 1.000, suggesting less than chance to almost
perfect agreement. ICC for the final movement quality scores in expert (0.294 – 0.851) and novice (0.249 –
0.775) assessors demonstrated poor to good and poor
to fair reliability, respectively.
Within-subject error between testing sessions one
and two for the final movement quality scores varied from poor to good (ICC 0.631 – 0.919). The SEM
ranged from 10 to 18, while MDC95 ranged from 14
to 26 (Table 4). The ICC for the composite score of
global movement quality was 0.901, while SEM was
2 points, and MDC95 was 6 points.

DISCUSSION
The assessment of movement quality has the capacity to provide coaches and exercise professionals with valuable information that can advise the
development and application of exercise interventions.1 There has been a rapid increase the number of assessment tools used in practice, although
many do not have evidence of their reliability.
MovementSCREEN is a novel tablet-based movement assessment tool that appears to have practical
merit, but no published reliability estimates to support its use. Therefore, the aims of this study were
to determine the intra and inter-rater reliability of
MovementSCREEN, including estimates of typical
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Table 3. Inter-rater reliability for component items and movement quality scores in novice
and expert assessors.

measurement error and minimal detectable change,
and to determine the impact of assessor experience
on those reliability estimates. Data collected as part
of this study demonstrated that MovementSCREEN
can assess movement quality with fair to high reliability on a test-retest basis when used by experienced assessors, although reliability scores decrease
in novice assessors. Subsequently, standardized
training looks to be necessary to improve reliability
in inexperienced assessors. Moreover, the reliability
estimates provided can determine whether ‘true’
changes in movement quality have occurred, and
are essential to inform the interpretation of assessment results in the field and future research studies.

Kappa statistics demonstrated substantial to nearperfect agreement on a test-retest basis for the
component items within expert assessors, while
ICCs for the movement quality scores were fair to
high in the same group. Agreement was generally
lower in novice assessors for nearly all movements
(Table 3). This information alone suggests there is
likely to be a learning effect associated with the
assessment of movement quality, with experience
assessing movement leading to more consistent
scoring.10 Interestingly, the range of scores allocated
for each movement were greater in expert assessors than their novice counterparts when viewing
the same video. This suggests that with assessment
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Table 4. Within-subject error of the movement quality assessment, as assessed by a
single expert assessor.

experience, there is likely to be an increased exposure to large variations in movement quality. This
exposure may result in a greater learned ‘spectrum’
of movement quality, causing greater discrimination during observation and explaining the increased
confidence in expert assessors to score an individual
either lower or higher than novice assessors.
The reliability estimates for the MovementSCREEN
are comparable to other pre-existing movement quality assessment tools that have been evaluated in the literature.1 The current investigation demonstrated that
the inter-rater reliability for the individual component
items demonstrated fair to almost perfect agreement
in expert assessors, and poor to almost perfect agreement in novice assessors. Comparatively, the movement quality scores demonstrated poor inter-rater
reliability in both expert and novice assessors. This
suggests that although the 100-point movement quality score may offer a way to capture smaller variations
in movement quality, it might be too subjective for
the system to be used interchangeably between assessors without appropriate assessment standardization
and education, irrespective of their experience. It is
possible that coordinated and standardized training
may assist in this regard to improve the utility of the
system among assessors.19 The objectivity associated
with the component items appears to improve reliability between both novice and expert assessors. As the
information gathered from these specific assessment
items is arguably more valuable in terms of exercise
prescription guidance, this will likely have positive
implications in practical settings.
Although ICC’s and Kappa statistics provide a good
indication of the tool’s reliability, SEM and MDC95

may be more useful in practical settings.20 Additionally, as the SEM and MDC95 scores within this
study have been established from two separate testing occasions, they also account for both withinsubject error and technical error. The MDC95 of the
overall movement quality scores of each individual
movement varied between 14 and 26 points (Table
4). While this variability in some cases may appear
quite large, at its highest it represents a 26% change
in the movement quality score to confidently suggest that a ‘true’ change has occurred within an individual movement. This is comparable to observing
a one-point change in a given movement within
the FMS™, which utilises a four-point ordinal scoring scale.5 The MDC95 for the composite score was
substantially lower at six points, suggesting any
changes beyond this would represent a ‘true’ change
in global and whole-body movement quality. It is
important to note that while the MDC95 value for
the composite score was markedly less than those
established for the individual movements, there
is explanation for this. As the composite score is
derived from a mean of the individual movement
scores, it is likely to smooth out the variances seen
between those scores, resulting in tighter reliability measures. Therefore, taking into consideration
both the composite score and overall score for each
individual movement is integral when assessing and
tracking changes in movement quality.
The study has several identified strengths. Reliability measures were established in both expert
and novice assessors to determine how rater experience affects assessment reliability. Both the SEM
and MDC95 were established using two individual
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testing sessions to account for both the technical
error of assessment and within-subject error. This
better represents how the tool is used in practical
settings, and may provide useful information surrounding the interpretation of any changes in movement quality observed from one test to another.
There are also limitations that should be considered
when deciphering the results of this study. The participant group consisted of apparently healthy young
adults. While variations in movement quality were
observed, these were likely to be less than those seen
in clinical practice. As such, the reliability results
described may not be equivalent for higher level athletic or clinical populations, with further reliability
studies required in this area. Nonetheless, it was first
necessary to determine reliability in a healthy population before progressing to more specific groups. It
is also important to note that while assessing video
recorded footage of the MovementSCREEN offers a
convenient means to establish inter- and intra rater
reliability, it does slightly restrict the overall visual
information provided to the assessor when compared to real time assessment scenarios. In real time
assessment, the assessor has the capacity to move
around the subject as they perform the movement
to gather further information if required. Therefore,
the reliability measures described may not necessarily depict those obtained in real time assessments.
Finally, while the participants did receive thorough
instructions and demonstrations surrounding the
correct performance of the individual movement
assessments, they did not receive any feedback during the movement. As both feedback and knowledge
of the grading criteria have been shown to influence
movement assessment outcomes,21 this study implemented the protocol according to intended use in the
field in individuals naïve to the criteria. The impact
that different levels of cueing and prior knowledge
has on reliability and movement quality with this
tool would require further investigation.
CONCLUSIONS
The MovementSCREEN was developed to meet
the needs of coaches, exercise, and rehabilitation
professionals working within gym-based exercise
prescription environments. The results from this
analysis suggest that the tool can assess movement

quality with fair to high reliability on a test-retest
basis when administered by experienced practitioners. Fair to almost perfect inter-rater agreement
was observed for the component items of the assessment tool, although the inter-rater reliability for the
subjective movement quality score was poor. This
suggests that the scores from the tool may not be
reliable enough for confident application between
different practitioners without standardized training
surrounding its use. The MDC95 for the composite
score of global movement quality is approximately
six points, while it varied between 14 and 26 points
for the component assessment items. This information is integral to any future research examining the
capacity of MovementSCREEN to identify changes
in movement quality that occur over time or after
interventions. Further research is required to validate its capacity to guide exercise prescription and
track associated changes in movement quality.
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ABSTRACT
Background & Purpose: The number of youth participating in sport increases yearly; however, the evaluation of youths’ movement ability and preparedness for sport remains inadequate or neglected. The Functional Movement Screen (FMS™) is an assessment of an individual’s movement quality that has been utilized to evaluate risk of injury in collegiate and professional sport;
however, there is minimal support regarding the predictive value of the screen in youth sport. The purpose of this study was to
evaluate the mean and distribution of FMS™ performance in sport participants age 11-18, and to evaluate the existence of a composite FMS™ score proficiency barrier to predict injury risk.
Study Design: Prospective cohort study.
Methods: One hundred, thirty-six participants (63 male, 73 female) age 11 to 18 years (16.01 + 1.35) were recruited from local
schools and sport organizations. The FMS™ was administered prior to each participant’s competitive season and scored by researchers who demonstrated reliability in assessments derived from the screen (κw = 0.70 to 1). Injury data were collected by the participants’ Athletic Trainer over one season. An injury was defined as any physical insult or harm resulting from sports participation
that required an evaluation from a health professional with time modified or time lost from sport participation.
Results: Females scored significantly higher than males for mean FMS™ composite score (t=14.40; m=12.62; p < 0.001), and on
individual measures including: the hurdle step (t=1.91; m=1.65; p < 0.001), shoulder mobility (t=2.68; m=2.02; p < 0.001), active
straight leg raise (t=2.32; m=1.87; p < 0.001), and the rotary stability components (t=1.91; m=1.65; p < 0.05). Two FMS™ composite scores (score <14 and <15) significantly increased the odds of injury (OR=2.955). When adjusting for sport, there was no
score relating to increased odds of injury.
Conclusion: Dysfunctional movement as identified by the FMS™ may be related to increased odds of injury during the competitive
season in youth athletes. Consideration of an individual’s movement within the context of their sport is necessary, as each sport
and individual have unique characteristics. Addressing movement dysfunction may aid in injury reduction and potentially improve
sport performance.
Level of Evidence: 1b.
Key Words: Functional movement screen, injury prevention, movement system, movement quality, youth sport
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INTRODUCTION
Sport provides opportunities for millions of youth
to be active and healthy,1 though musculoskeletal
injury remains a potential hazard to many participants.2,3 While pre-participation and physical
screenings evaluate an individual’s general health
status, these assessments do not determine preparedness for sport’s intense physical demands,
and often do not include an evaluation of functional
motor competence (i.e. one’s ability to coordinate
and control movement to attain a goal). Evaluations
of functional motor competence aid in determining
an individual’s functional and physical capacity, as
well as injury potential.4-10 The Functional Movement Screen (FMS™) is a screen of functional motor
competence that evaluates qualitative movement
coordination patterns and may be able to identify
individuals who may be at risk for injury.4 The FMS™
consists of the following seven tasks: overhead deep
squat, hurdle step, inline lunge, shoulder mobility,
active straight leg raise, trunk stability pushup, and
rotary stability. Each task is scored from 0 to 3, 0
indicating pain with movement and 3 indicating
optimal function in that task. Summing each task
score yields the FMS™ composite score (maximum
21). This assessment has been utilized in collegiate
and professional sports to predict injury risk and
shows promise to address the same issue for youth
sport.4,11-18 The ability to evaluate the risk for injury
based on an individual’s functional motor competence and address potential movement limitations
prior to participation may be critical to alleviating
injury prevalence.
FMS™ and Youth Sport
Although the FMS™ was developed for use in high
school athletes, initial research addressed athletes
in collegiate and professional sports.4,11,13,19 For
example, two studies found collegiate athletes composite FMS™ scores ranging from 12.53 to 16.07.13,19
In general, FMS™ data on youth (high school, 18 &
under) demonstrates a range of composite FMS™
score means from 12.1 to 16.44.18,20-24 Bardenett et
al.18 assessed high school sport participants and
noted their mean composite FMS™ score 13-13.1.18
In response to these low scores, the authors called
for further evaluation in youth sport.18 Overall, there
are limited data on FMS™ scores in youth sport.

FMS™ and Risk of Injury
In order to determine an individual’s risk of injury
based on the FMS™, there needs to be a composite
FMS™ score that is predictive of future injury. In
1980, Seefeldt proposed the idea of a movement
skill “proficiency barrier”,25 which may be viewed
as a threshold, above which an individual will be
able to successfully transition movement skills into
more complex movements (e.g., sport skills). The
application of a proficiency barrier for injury risk
has also been explored with the FMS™ assessment
in adults in sport (collegiate and professional). Data
from multiple studies has demonstrated that FMS™
levels have been able to predict injury and these
data have identified a potential proficiency barrier
level.11,13,15,18,19
The proficiency barrier determined from multiple studies has been a composite FMS™ score
≤14.11,13,15,18,19 This composite score was initially established using the data from professional American
football players,11 and has been used in subsequent
studies.13,15,18,19 Examining the predictive utility
of this score in youth sport is important as it may
establish the need to address movement deficiencies at a young age, when youth are still physically
maturing and have a greater adaptational window
for skill development. Thus, using the FMS™ screening to help alleviate future injury potential may be
of greater significance if injury risk can be identified in youth sport. Unfortunately, with the varying
definitions of injury throughout youth studies (e.g.
excluding contact injury), it is difficult to determine
if this score is applicable in youth sport.18,21,23 In the
adult sport setting, a composite FMS™ score of 14 or
below increased the odds of injury (3.85 to 11.67)
compared to those scoring above 14.11,13,15,19 In collegiate sport, this composite FMS™ score has been
strongly correlated with overall injury incidence
(r=0.761) and lower extremity injury (r=0.952 without the shoulder score).13
While literature on FMS™ and injury in youth is
increasing, current studies do not show evidence
of a proficiency barrier relating to injury in youth
sport.11,13,15,18,19 The previously established proficiency
barrier for a FMS™ composite score of <14 was not
significantly associated with an increased risk of
injury in youth (ages 8 to 21 years) who participated in
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multiple sports.18,21,23,26 A limitation of these studies is
that the majority of studies evaluating this proficiency
barrier were only evaluating one specific sport or
position, with large age ranges.21,23,26 Furthermore, the
one study evaluating a potential barrier across multiple sports had a low injury rate, as they only included
injuries which were musculoskeletal in nature.18 This
is important as other types of injuries (i.e. neurological, concussions, etc.) may have an etiology related
to an individual’s functional motor competence, specifically as it relates to developing athletes with a limited training background (i.e. falling on the playing
surface).27 Thus, studying the FMS™ across multiple
youth sports, with an inclusive injury definition, may
identify individuals at risk for future injury based on
their functional motor competence.11,19,21,23 The purposes of this study were to a) describe normative data
on FMS™ performance in sport participants age 11-18
and b) evaluate if there was a composite FMS™ score
proficiency barrier that was predictive of increased
odds of injury in this sample.
METHODS
Participants and procedures
A prospective cohort observational design was utilized. A total of 136 participants (63 male, 73 female)
age 11-18 (16.01 + 1.35) years were recruited from
local high schools (public and private) and local
sport organizations. Exclusion criteria included: participants with a musculoskeletal injury within the
past six months that limited participation or movement capability at the time of testing, or did not have
current medical clearance for participation in sport.
Individuals completed informed consent and were
required to have parental consent before participating. Data were collected prior to the beginning of the
individual’s respective sport competitive season (fall
sport August – September; spring sport January –
February). The FMS™ was administered during data
collection sessions at each sports setting prior to
the competitive season, and injury information was
received at the end of each sports respective season.
Measures
The FMS™ consists of seven tasks that are tested in
the following order: overhead deep squat, hurdle
step, inline lunge, shoulder mobility, active straight

leg raise, trunk stability pushup, and rotary stability. All tasks are completed bilaterally except for
the overhead deep squat and the trunk stability
push up. Participants were given standardized verbal instruction (per the FMS™ manual).4 Each task
of the FMS™ is ranked on a scale of 0 to 3 relating to
an individual’s capability to perform each suggested
movement.28,29 Participants who experienced pain
during any portion of the FMS™ or during clearing
tasks associated with three skills (shoulder mobility, trunk stability pushup, rotary stability) received
a score of ‘0’ for the task they were performing.
Tasks which are completed bilaterally were scored
per side, then received the lower of the two scores
as the final score for that task. The final scores of
each task were summed for a composite score with a
maximum of 21 points. Participants were videotaped
or live coded (dependent upon time of enrollment)
performing a maximum of three trials of each FMS™
task. If participants met the criteria for a “3” prior
to completion of all trials of one task, we moved to
the next task as further screening is not needed.4
The FMS™ was coded by individuals trained in the
assessment. Inter/intra-rater coding reliability was
established prior to the study and was adequate for
all raters for both video (κw = 0.73 to 1) and live coding (κw = 0.70 to 1).30
A Certified Athletic Trainer employed by each site
tracked participant injuries using their preferred
tracking software. Injury was defined as any physical insult or harm resulting from sports participation
that required an evaluation from a health professional and time modified or time lost from sport
participation.13,19,21,31 Due to inconsistencies in the
definition of injury in the literature, this definition
of injury was utilized to unify the definitions in the
literature.15,18,19,21,23 Individuals who sustained injury
from any source outside of the school sport in which
they were participating were excluded from injury
analyses. Both contact and non-contact injuries were
collected. Injury data were collected data on all participants at the end of their respective sport seasons,
with six participants injury data lost to follow up.
Statistical analysis
An a priori power analysis was performed, determining that a sample of 129 was needed to achieve adequate power (1-ß = 0.80). An alpha < 0.05 was used
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to determine significance. Data was double entered
and checked for consistency prior to analysis. Independent t-tests were performed to detect differences
in male and female height, mass, age, and FMS™ performance. The probability of sustaining injury was
modeled as a function of composite FMS™ score via
logistic regression.11,18 Additional, logistic regression
analyses were used to assess if there was a certain
composite FMS™ value which was associated with an
increased odds of injury after controlling for sport
participation.
RESULTS
Descriptive statistics (means and standard deviations) for participants (height, mass, age) are shown
in Table 1, and FMS™ performance is shown in Table 2.
The ethnic breakdown of the sample was: 81.6%
white, 16.2% black, and 2.2% other. Participants
were recruited based on study site, and individuals in the sample participated in football (40 male),
soccer (23 male; 39 female), volleyball (18 female),
lacrosse (10 female), and other (6 female).
There were significant differences between the sexes
for height and mass, with males having greater mass
(t=6.56, p<0.001) and height (t=8.810, p<0.001;
Table 1). Youth sport participants demonstrated a
mean composite FMS™ score of 13.54 + 2.66. The
distribution of sport participants FMS™ scores are
presented in Tables 2 and 3.
There were two composite FMS™ scores significantly related to increased odds of injury (composite FMS™ <14, and <15) without addressing sport
(Table 4). A composite FMS™ score of <14 or <15

Table 1. Descriptive Statistics.

was associated with an increased risk of sustaining
injury (OR=2.99). As 74% of injuries occurred in
football, no significant differences were observed
after adjusting for the sport being played. A breakdown of injury by sex and sport is shown in Table 5.
DISCUSSION
The first purpose of this study was to provide normative data for FMS™ scores in youth sport. Youth
sport participants tested at the beginning of their
sport season demonstrated a mean composite FMS™
score of 13.54 + 2.66, which is similar to other
studies examining youth sport that demonstrated a
range of composite FMS™ scores ranging from 12.1
to 16.44.18,21-24,26 Males from the sample demonstrated
a FMS™ composite mean of 12.26, while the females
demonstrated a FMS™ composite mean 14.4.
In a previous study, normative findings in youth
(males and females, age 10 to 17) demonstrated
that males outperformed females regarding the
composite FMS™ score;20 however, the results indicate that females significantly outperformed males
(t= -3903, p<0.001; Table 2). Individual task scores
from the general population normative youth data
from India demonstrated that males outperformed
females on the inline lunge, trunk stability pushup,
and the rotary stability tasks.20 Data from the sample
demonstrate that females outperformed their male
counterparts on tasks relating to their active range
of motion (active straight leg raise, shoulder mobility) and core and lower extremity coordination and
control (hurdle step, rotary stability). Previous studies on sex differences in more general functional
motor competence assessments also reveal conflicting results with reports of higher scores for males,32
females,33 or no differences between the sexes.33-35
The specific differences in FMS™ in the current data
set may be due to the differences between males
and females joint range of motion (ROM) which
has been previously identified in the literature.36,37
Unfortunately, specific joint ROM was not assessed
in this study. Alternatively, the equivocal findings
in the literature may be a function of the sport composition represented in the data set. There was a
higher proportion of football players in this male
sample, with only eight uninjured. However, compared to the normative composite FMS™ values of
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Table 2. Functional Movement Screen™ Scores.

Table 3. FMS™ Composite Score by Sport.

youth (general population), the male football players demonstrated lower composite scores than the
established youth male mean (male mean = 14.93,
male football mean = 12.37).20 In addition to being
taller and heavier, the males may have been closer
to experiencing peak height velocity (i.e. maturation) than females, which may influence flexibility
and coordination as growth in long bones precedes

development of tendons and ligaments.38-41 Corroborating this idea, females out performed males on
three of the four skills that involve measuring the
length of the involved limb (i.e., hurdle step, shoulder mobility, leg raise). Subsequent studies should
account for previous injury and perhaps maturational timing to account for other potential factors
related to injury risk.
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Table 4. Proﬁciency Barrier Analysis of Composite FMS™ Score Predicting Injury.

p

Table 5. Sample Injury Breakdown.

Overall, the composite FMS™ scores from youth
sport participants represent an individual score of
‘2’ per task. Thus, it is clear these youth participants
demonstrate compensated movement patterns as
evaluated by the FMS™. Improved functional motor
competence may have a protective effect on future
injury incidence because motor competence is associated with multiple aspects of physical fitness (e.g.,
muscular strength, power, endurance and cardiovascular endurance) in youth,5,42,43 which is linked to
injury risk.10 As FMS™ scores demonstrated by youth
sport participants had a similar range to collegiate/
adult FMS™, these data speak to the fact that global
functional motor competence is developed early in
life and may not necessarily improve across age or
with sport participation. Furthermore, sport practice

early in youth may place too great an emphasis on
sport-specific skills (i.e. tactics, game play) and deemphasize the learning, retention, and growth in
foundational and functional movement.44 Thus, promoting functional motor competence in children
before they transition into high-level youth sport is
warranted as childhood and early adolescence is a
critical time where foundational and functional skill
should be developed. Longitudinal testing also would
be important to provide stronger evidence relating to changes, or lack thereof, in functional motor
competence. As long term declines in functional
motor competence have been noted in recent literature,45 these data provide additional evidence for the
importance of learning how to move effectively in
childhood, as functional movement is important for
performance as well as providing a potentially protective effect against injury.
FMS™ and Injury
The second purpose of this study was to evaluate if
there would be a proficiency barrier of a composite
FMS™ score, which would be related to increased odds
of injury. We evaluated odds of injury across different composite FMS™ scores and found that individuals scoring below 15 had a higher risk of injury (Table
4). When controlling for injury by sport most individuals who sustained injury were males participating in football (74%). Even with the high proportion
of injuries in football, our injury rate was comparable to another study evaluating youth (case rate/100
players = 31.6; Powell & Barber-Foss, mean =
26).46 These injury data may be related to not only
to the participants inherent functional movement
issues, evidenced by football players demonstrating
the lowest mean composite FMS™ scores (composite
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FMS™ = 12.37), but also to the nature of the sport;
specifically with regard to the frequency of direct
collisions that occur during football and the necessary coordination and control to effectively maneuver their body during and after collisions. Previous
literature shows the composite FMS™ score may be
useful for evaluating injury potential in adults;11,15,19
however, this study reaffirms previous research in
youth sport that demonstrates there may not be an
appropriate proficiency barrier in youth.18,23,26 This
finding is consistent with Cook et al., who present
the position that the FMS™ alone may not adequate
for the prediction of injury, and that the screen
should be supplemented with other measures of
sport readiness (i.e. power, endurance, etc.).28,29
There are limitations that should be addressed. The
intent was not to evaluate FMS™ and injury within
each sport; therefore, this study was not powered to
adequately address a proficiency barrier by sport.
The inclusions of few male sports were due to team
availability at each site. The authors acknowledge
missing data within this sample due to participant
and site access, and loss to follow up. Attempts were
made to collect missing data; however, protocol did
not allow for collection for participants in-season.
Additionally, ascertaining mechanisms of injury
in future research may be useful in evaluating the
effect that movement versus incidental contact may
have with injury. As participants in this study may
be at varying levels of maturation, the authors recognize that the physiologic processes unique to each
individual at their stage of maturation may affect
their movement ability or risk of injury.
This study may provide a reference point for FMS™
scores in youth sport participants. These data, along
with other FMS™ data across youth and into adulthood also suggest that functional motor competence
is developed in childhood, as composite FMS™ data
is similar across from childhood into early adulthood
(i.e., ages 8-21 years).18,21-24,26 These data also demonstrate that dysfunctional movement coordination and
control is present in many youth, which ultimately
may manifest as injury over time (i.e., adulthood).
Thus, while using the FMS™ as an acute predictor of
injury may not be appropriate in youth, it may be
predictive later in an individual’s sport career if their
functional movement capabilities do not change.

CONCLUSION
Dysfunctional movement as identified by the FMS™
may be related to increased odds of injury in youth
athletes during the competitive season. Injury may
develop acutely or chronically; however, an individual’s functional motor competence within the
context of their sport should be considered as each
individual and sport has unique characteristics
such as anatomical structure and level of contact.
Addressing movement dysfunction in youth may aid
in reduction of injury and potentially improve sport
performance. However, in youth sport, the immediate utility of the FMS™ may be more applicable for
the clinical identification of dysfunctional movement rather than its capability to independently
predict injury.
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ABSTRACT
Background and Purpose: Lateral ankle sprain the most common injury in physically active populations. Individuals
who sustain an acute lateral ankle sprain may not receive timely formal rehabilitation and are at an increased risk to
have subsequent sprains which can lead to chronic pain and instability. Attention to essential factors for ligament
protection and healing while preserving ankle movement, may result in a more stable yet mobile ankle offering
improved outcomes. The purpose of this case series was to describe the methods and observe the outcomes associated
with a comprehensive strategy for managing acute first episode grade II lateral ankle sprains.
Study design: Prospective case series.
Case Descriptions and Interventions: Ten patients (mean age 26.7 years, range 16-51 years, mean 2.3 days from
injury) with acute grade II lateral ankle sprain were treated with an approach to protect the injured ligament, prevent
impairments to movement, restore strength and proprioception, and progress to full function. Patient outcomes were
assessed at four, eight and 12 weeks. Follow-up interviews at six and 12 months assessed injury recurrence.
Outcomes: Patients were treated for an average of eight sessions over a mean of seven weeks. Rapid change in selfreported function, ankle ROM, and pain were observed in the first four weeks of care. Clinically meaningful improvements in function and ankle ROM were also noted at eight weeks and maintained at 12-week follow-ups. All patients
returned to desired physical activity with only a single re-sprain event within one year after injury.
Conclusion: The results of this prospective case series suggest that a treatment approach designed to protect the
injured ligament, maintain and restore normal ankle motion, and provide a tailored functional pathway to return to
run and sport demonstrated resolution of symptoms and improvement in reported functional outcomes in a group of
patients following grade II acute primary ankle sprain.
Level of Evidence: Level IV, Case Series
Key Words: Ankle sprain, joint mobilization, rehabilitation, movement system
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BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE
Lateral ankle sprains (LAS) are one of the most common injuries sustained during sport and exercise
among active teenagers and young adults.1,2 Most
patients with LAS do not receive supervised rehabilitation and the majority of costs associated with
LAS come from physician evaluations.3 Athletes typically return to sport within 3-21 days, well before
full ligament healing and recovery,4,5 and 30-70% of
patients report subsequent ankle sprains within one
year of their initial injury,6-8 and 45% report incomplete recovery three years after injury.3 Prognosis of
lateral ankle sprains primarily relates to the extent
of injury and potentially to how the injury is managed.9 Given the relationship between prognosis and
degree of injury, appropriately grading lateral ankle
sprains may assist in injury management. Recent
clinical practice guidelines (CPG) for ankle sprains
recommend an ankle sprain grading scale that uses a
constellation of clinical findings which includes: loss
of function, ligamentous laxity, presence of bruising, point tenderness, loss of motion, and amount
of swelling (Table 1).8,10 Repeated ankle sprains can
lead to chronic ankle instability (CAI), osteochondral defects, and articular cartilage alterations that
may eventually result in ankle OA, decreased participation in physical activity, and lower quality of
life.11-13
Primary or first episode grade II LAS are important
injuries providing an opportunity for a management
approach to be implemented that prioritizes ligament protection during the early phases of healing
and restoration of movement to prevent CAI, OA,

and disability.8,9 Recommendations for the management of acute ankle sprains include functional support using a brace,14,15 manual therapy,16,17 exercises
for strength and range of motion (ROM),16,18 and
proprioceptive training.19 In the clinic each of these
treatments is typically progressed based on subjective estimates of the patient’s activity tolerance with
an overall goal of early return to full activity, including sports.5 However, the repair and remodeling process of an injured tissue may be much slower than
the patient’s typical functional progression which
is largely driven by the patient’s desire to return to
activity and competition.20,21 In the largest acute ankle
sprain study to date, Brison et al. investigated standardized physical therapy procedures not utilizing
specific ligament protection and healing measures
and found no difference between physical therapy
and usual medical care.22 These findings suggest
that either the injury has an unfavorable prognosis
regardless of management or the essential aspects of
treatment that would improve outcomes were missing in both physical therapy and usual medical care.
There is a predictable healing pathway after ligamentous injury that includes an acute inflammatory phase, proliferative phase, and a remodeling
phase that increases tensile properties.21 Although
evidence from ankle ligament specific healing studies is very limited, acute ankle sprains should be
managed in a manner consistent with the general
knowledge of proper management of ligamentous
injury. For example, controlled ROM through bracing is a foundational strategy for managing a tear
to the medial collateral ligament of the knee.23 This

Table 1. Ankle Sprain Grading Scale Proposed by Malliaropoulos et al. 2009
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protects the healing ligament, promotes regular
arrangement of healing fibers and limits disruptive
valgus force.23 In contrast, when the anterior talofibular ligament of the ankle is injured in a lateral
ankle sprain, patients are typically braced for short
periods and given exercises that do not carefully control the extent of inversion potentially overly stressing and stretching healing tissue.24 Studies on ATFL
strain using stress ultrasonography have found that
when the ankle is placed into a position of inversion,
12 degrees plantarflexion and 25 degrees of internal
rotation, the ATFL becomes taut.25 Some tightening
and movement of healing ligaments has been shown
in a variety of studies to improve healing,23,26,27which
may be accomplished through painfree dorsiflexion
and plantarflexion, while avoiding movement into
the direction of the injuring mechanism (inversion)
may reduce adverse stress to the healing structures.
The proliferative phase after ligament injury can
last for weeks to several months during which time
the healing ligament remains mechanically weak
and subject to reinjury.21
Careful clinical decisions are required to provide
the activity limitations and bracing to protect the
injured ankle from further injury while providing
the balance of rehabilitation stimuli to maintain normal ankle motion and restore the required strength
and balance for higher levels of sport and activity.
Injured ligaments require protection against excess
strain forces for 6-12 weeks for moderate healing
and more than one year for complete healing to
occur.20,28 This time frame is based on tissue healing and extent of injury, which can be influenced
by numerous variables such as age, the quality of
the tissue at injury, nutrition, medications, environmental factors, healing stimuli and adverse stimuli.
Inconsistent with this evidence, return to activity is
frequently allowed much earlier after acute lateral
ankle sprain.3,5,24,23,26,29,30,31
The purpose of this case series was to describe the
methods and observe the outcomes associated with a
comprehensive strategy for managing acute first episode grade II lateral ankle sprains. This strategy was
specifically designed to be conservative in order to
prioritize protection of the injured ligament, restore
and maintain normal motion, and provide a tailored
functional pathway to return to run and sport.

CASE DESCRIPTIONS
The Brooke Army Medical Center Institutional
Review Board in Fort Sam Houston, TX reviewed
the protocol for this study and informed consent was
obtained from the participants prior to data collection. Consecutive patients with acute primary grade
II lateral ankle sprains8,10 either referred from the
local emergency department or a direct access physical therapy clinic were consented and enrolled. All
patients were screened, examined, and treated by a
physical therapist board certified in sports physical
therapy. Patients met the inclusion criteria if they
presented with an acute8 grade II lateral ankle sprain,
reported no previous ankle sprain on the affected side,
were either negative on the Ottawa Ankle rules32 or
had a negative radiographic study, and had sufficient
English language skills to complete the outcome
instruments. Patients were excluded if their clinical
examination was consistent with a grade I, III, deltoid ligament or a tibiofibular syndesmosis sprain,33,34
there was identification of a fracture to the affected
ankle or foot, the injury was subacute or chronic, if
they were unable to commit to the course of care,
or were pregnant. Twelve consecutive patients with
acute grade II lateral ankle sprains were screened
for eligibility according to the inclusion and exclusion criteria. Two choose not to participate due to the
time requirement. Ten patients agreed to participate
(mean age 26.7, range 16-51 years; 70% female). Of
the ten participants, six were screened in a direct
access physical therapy clinic and four were referred
from the local emergency department.
Upon enrollment, each subject underwent a patientfocused interview to determine the location and
behavior of symptoms in addition to relevant details
of the current injury and any previous injuries
and existing conditions. The information obtained
from the interview facilitated understanding of the
patient’s likely tolerance to examination and treatment and facilitated forming the diagnostic hypotheses used to plan, tailor, and conduct the examination.
Following the interview, each patient underwent a
thorough examination of the lower quarter including
careful palpation of injured and potentially injured
structures, assessment of swelling, ligamentous
special tests, physiologic active and passive range
of motion, passive accessory motion, soft tissue
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mobility, gait, balance, and strength. Grade of ankle
sprain was determined through clinical evaluation
using the grading scale developed by Malliaropoulos
et al10 and recommended for use in the ankle instability CPG (Table 2).8 Day one treatment focused on
protecting the injured ligament, reducing swelling,
initiating active range of motion (AROM) into painfree dorsiflexion and plantarflexion, and normalizing
gait using crutches if the gait was antalgic. Patients
were carefully educated on the purpose of each of
these intervention strategies in addition to use of rest,
ice, compression, elevation (RICE),35 brace wear, and
the initial home exercise program.
Identified impairments of strength, movement, and
gait determined the focus of treatment at each clinical session. Based on current limited understanding
of ankle ligament healing after acute injury,20 all
patients were instructed to avoid active inversion
for six weeks to avoid disruptive stress to the injured
tissue. From weeks 6-12, patients were encouraged to add gentle to moderate pain free inversion
movements in various positions of PF and DF to
provide progressive ROM to the ankle and moderate controlled tensile force to the healing ligament.
Furthermore, patients were asked to wear a lace
up ankle brace (Procare® lace up ankle support,
DJO LLC, Vista, CA) throughout the entire day for
twelve weeks. Patients then transitioned to wearing
the brace for sports, running or walking on uneven
ground, and as needed for other physical activity for
one year after initial injury.
The utilized intervention strategies had overlapping effects that helped to simultaneously address

multiple goals. For example, early appropriately
guided and dosed ankle motion helped to maintain
and regain ankle movement, normalize gait, and
reduce ankle swelling. Too frequent or too high of a
dose of movement exercise or walking could increase
swelling and inflammation thereby working against
normal painless movement, normal gait, and return
to higher level activities. Appendix A presents the
management strategies used in this case series.
Patient self-reported outcomes included the Foot
and Ankle Ability Measure (FAAM) Activity of Daily
Living (ADL) and Sport subscales36 and the Numeric
Pain Rating Scale (NPRS).37-39 The FAAM is a reliable,
responsive, and valid region specific self-reported
measure of function and the NPRS is a reliable,
responsive, and valid measure of pain sensation
intensity.36,38,39 Physical performance assessments
included the Ankle Lunge Test (ALT) for dorsiflexion
ROM40-45 and the Y-Balance Test (YBT).46-49 The ALT is
a weight bearing measurement of ankle dorsiflexion
and has excellent intra and inter-rater reliability.41
The YBT is used to assess lower extremity balance
and neuromuscular control to predict lower extremity injury and has good inter-rater test-retest reliability with an acceptable level of measurement error.48
All self-report outcome measures and the ALT were
completed at baseline, four weeks, eight weeks, and
12 weeks. The YBT was not completed at baseline
in order to limit stress on the acutely injured ankle.
Therefore, the YBT was completed at four weeks,
eight weeks, and 12 weeks follow-up. Patients also
underwent six and 12-month telephone follow-up
interviews to assess for injury recurrence.

Table 2. Patient demographics.
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OUTCOMES
Patients started treatment an average of 2.3 days
following injury (range 1-5 days) with an average
of eight clinical visits over 6-9 weeks. All patients
completed the entirety of treatment and follow up
evaluations. At the one-year follow-up, nine patients
reported no recurrence of injury, continued with
brace wear during physical activity, could return
to full participation in their desired activity, and
required no further medical care after discharge
from physical therapy. Patient 2 reported a minor
re-sprain of his affected ankle before the six-month
follow-up sustained while sprinting on an uneven
surface without his ankle brace. He was able to
self-manage his re-sprain based on the education
provided throughout his course of care and did not
require further medical or physical therapy services.
Patient compliance with brace use, ROM limitations,
and treatment recommendations were assessed at
each visit through questioning and inspection of the
exercise log. Full compliance was defined as adhering to treatment recommendations 85-100% of the
time, moderate compliance was defined as 50-75%
adherence, and low compliance was defined as 0-50%
adherence to treatment recommendations. Six of ten
patients reported wearing their braces during all waking hours, three patients displayed moderate compliance (50-75% of the day) to brace recommendations,
patient 8 spent less than 25% of the day wearing the
brace. All patients reported full compliance with
avoidance of ankle inversion until after six weeks.
Patients who were compliant with brace and ROM
recommendations also tended to be most compliant with their home exercise programs. Exercise
compliance was assessed at each visit during the
interview and by reviewing the exercise log. Five
patients were fully compliant, three patients were
moderately compliant, and two patients were minimally compliant with the recommended dosage and
frequency to their HEP throughout the course of
care. The most common stated reason for decreased
compliance was due to a perceived lack of time to
perform the two to four exercises requiring 15-20
minutes per day.
At intake, all patients demonstrated moderate selfreported disability based on FAAM ADL scores (mean

63%, range 43-92%). All patients demonstrated
clinically meaningful improvement at four weeks
(mean 94%, range 87-100%) and those changes persisted to the 12 week follow up (mean 99%, range
94-100%) (Table 3). Self-reported disability based on
FAAM sport was higher at intake (mean 24%, range
0-71%) compared to FAAM ADL scores (Figure 1).
All but patient 7 demonstrated clinically meaningful improvements at four weeks (mean 56%, range
13-100%) and at eight weeks (mean 84%, range
43-100%). Potentially explaining the slower progress, in addition to the ankle sprain, patient seven
presented with a pre-existing metatarsal stress fracture on her contralateral foot, which also limited her
participation in functional activities.
It is worth noting that those who were fully compliant with their home exercise program and were
at least moderately compliant with brace wear
and avoidance of inversion all achieved 100% on
the FAAM sports subscale at 12 weeks (mean 91%,
range 75-100%), excluding patient 7 with the contralateral metatarsal stress fracture. Patients 2 and
5 reported 100% at eight weeks on both the FAAM
ADL and sports subscales. There were no significant
findings to suggest why they improved earlier, other
than they both were evaluated and began treatment
within 10-12 hours of injury.
Clinically meaningful improvements in pain, ROM,
and balance were also seen in secondary outcome
measures. Average pain scores measured by the
NPRS improved at four weeks (mean 0, range 0-3)
compared to baseline (mean 5, range 1-7) and this
improvement was maintained at eight weeks and
12 weeks (Figure 2). Patients 3 and 8, who demonstrated poor compliance to their home exercise
program, reported minimal (3/10 and 1/10, respectively) pain at 12 weeks, suggesting less than full
compliance still resulted in positive outcomes, albeit
less than the remainder of the cohort.
There was substantial improvement in mean ankle
dorsiflexion ROM at the four week follow-up in all
patients. Mean ALT was 2.3 cm (range -2-10 cm) at
baseline on the injured ankle and increased to 8.8 cm
(range 4-16 cm) at four weeks, which exceeded the
MDC of 1.9 cm. This improvement was maintained
at eight weeks and by 12 weeks (mean 10.7, range
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Table 3. Outcome Measures at Baseline and at 4, 8, and 12 Weeks Post Baseline.

6-19 cm) the MDC was exceeded again compared to
the four week follow-up (Figure 3). All patients normalized their ankle range of motion by 12 weeks.
Baseline YBT measurements were first obtained at
four weeks. Mean anterior reach on the injured ankle

was 48.5 cm (range 41-66.5 cm) compared to 55.1 cm
(range 43.5-73 cm) on the uninjured ankle at 4 weeks.
Six patients exceeded the MDC of ≥4 cm asymmetry
between limbs on the anterior reach. At eight weeks
and 12 weeks measurements of mean anterior reach
were within normal limits among all patients except
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Figure 1. Mean Foot and Ankle Ability Measure (FAAM)
scores (ADL and sport). The ADL and sport subscales gives a
maximum score of 100% with the higher score meaning less
disability.

Figure 2. Mean Numeric Pain Rating Scale (NPRS) scores.
The NPRS is an 11-point scale, ranging from zero to 10, with
10 being the most intense pain.

for patient 8, who exceeded the MDC for between limb
asymmetry at 12 weeks (Figure 4). This is meaningful
as patients who have 4 cm or greater limb asymmetry on the anterior reach portion are over two times
more likely to sustain a lower extremity injury.43,45,46
Mean composite scores (injured/ uninjured) at four,
eight, and 12 week follow-ups were 83.7 (range 73.393.8)/ 88.3 (range 72.1-101.7), 90.6 (range 76.1-102)/
93.5 (range 84.7-102.6), and 90.2 (range 76.7-108.3)/
91 (range 81.4-104.9) respectively (Figure 5).
DISCUSSION
These outcomes suggest that a comprehensive clinical strategy for patients with acute primary grade II

Figure 3. Mean ALT scores (injured and uninjured ankles).
The ALT is a weight bearing measurement of ankle
dorsiﬂexion.

Figure 4. Mean Y-Balance Test anterior reach (injured and
uninjured ankles).

lateral ankle sprains with an emphasis on requirements for ligament protection while maintaining
range of motion and timing appropriate return to
function with patient tailored treatment and activity
is promising and merits further study. The prolonged
bracing and limitation of inversion used in this case
series is novel and counter to current recommendations.8,50 A more conservative and evidence-based
approach to facilitate ligament protection was not
observed to have an adverse influence on ankle
motion and function. At 12 weeks, clinical measures
demonstrated symmetrical ankle dorsiflexion, and
symmetrical balance scores. All patients reported
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outcomes were due to the special attention to protecting the injured ankle or maintaining joint ROM
or any aspect of the management. The contribution
of any of the factors or combination of any factors to
the recovery process cannot be determined from this
case series. The low number of cases observed is also
an inherent limitation in case series research. Randomized clinical trials are needed to accurately determine the effectiveness of this treatment approach.

Figure 5. Mean composite Y-Balance Test scores (injured
and uninjured ankles). Composite scores are the sum of the 3
reach directions divided by 3 times leg length, then multiplied
by 100. This permits reach distance to be normalized to leg
length, allowing comparison between subjects.

near full levels of self-reported function and no
activity limiting pain. All patients had returned to
their pre-injury level of activity with no re-injuries,
and no subjective instability or giving way. At one
year post injury, only one patient reported an additional minor ankle sprain.
The short period of time from injury to initiating
physical therapy care (mean of 2.3 days) may be an
important factor in the management of these acute
ankle sprains. This timing allowed for early management during the inflammatory phase of healing and
guidance when transitioning into the proliferative
phase. By giving patients timely instruction on how
to protect the injured ligament, control swelling,
normalize gait, and promote ROM without straining
injured tissue, the early healing could be facilitated
without delay and further impairments may have
been avoided.
After ligament protection, normalization of ankle
ROM and gait was the primary treatment priority.
Limited dorsiflexion following an ankle sprain is a
known risk factor for recurrent injury51 and pain
with dorsiflexion ROM at four weeks is a prognostic
indicator for function at four months.52
Limitations to this case series include an inability to
draw cause-effect conclusions whether the observed

CONCLUSION
The results of this prospective case series suggest
that a treatment approach designed to protect the
injured ligament, maintain and restore normal ankle
motion, and provide a tailored functional pathway to
return to run and sport demonstrated resolution of
symptoms and improvement in reported functional
outcomes in a group of patients following grade II
acute primary ankle sprains.
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APPENDIX A
General Management Guidelines Following
Acute Lateral Ankle Sprain
1. Swelling management: Elevating the affected
ankle above the level of the heart when at rest,
using ice for 10-15 minutes 2-3 times per day,
performing repeated dorsiflexion with gentle
overpressure using a towel or strap (Figure 1)
for assist and wearing an elastic tubular support
bandage based on the amount of swelling at the
ankle.
2. Ligament protection: Wearing a lace up ankle
brace for twelve weeks throughout all waking
hours. Avoiding ankle inversion and full plantar
flexion for six weeks. Using crutches until gait
was normal. Patients were instructed to wear
supportive shoes that accommodated the brace
and avoid wearing high heels or flip flops. Activity recommendations were made to limit activities that would potentially increase the risk of
re-injury.
3. Tissue healing: Performing early dorsiflexion and
plantarflexion ankle range of motion exercises
3-5 times per day, performed for a minimum
of ten repetitions with a three second push or
challenge to pain-free end range of movement to
help maintain full range of motion. The normal
gait pattern also provided a positive stimulus
for ankle motion. Patients were also instructed
to ride a stationary bike, typically starting with
10 minutes and progressed to 20-30 minutes in
2-5 minute increments. These sessions were
performed 3-5 times per week as tolerated for
the additional positive effects of controlled,
repetitive ankle movement and to maintain leg
strength and cardiovascular conditioning. The
collective dose and effect of these activities on
the injured ankle was monitored and adjusted
by ongoing assessment of joint and soft tissue
swelling, signs of inflammation, and pain.
4. Normal gait: In addition to crutches for early
weight bearing as tolerated, patients performed
progressive weight bearing range of motion
exercises. These weight bearing exercises into
repeated dorsiflexion were performed by standing with a towel under the foot on a smooth

floor and sliding the foot back and forth with a
non-painful amount of weight progressing to full
weight bearing (Figure 2a/2b). Once a normal
gait was achieved, patients were encouraged
to walk as much as possible without increasing
pain or swelling, with the intent of providing
additional joint movement, stimulation of joint
mechanoreceptors, and repetitive self-mobilization into ankle dorsiflexion (Figure 4).
5. Additional strategies to maintain and restore
ankle range of motion: Joint and soft tissue mobilizations were applied at a grade and duration
determined by the treating physical therapist.
Early mobilizations focused on improving pain
while facilitating early motion to the ankle and
foot using Maitland grade III and IV mobilizations in early to mid-range resistance (up to 50%
of range), starting with three to six bouts of 30
seconds while monitoring symptoms and overall
tolerance to the treatment. Later mobilizations
focused on addressing any persistent joint stiffness using mobilizations performed from mid
to end range resistance and may have included
thrust techniques, for a dose of up to 12 bouts of
30 seconds. Most joint mobilizations were performed at the talocrural, distal tibiofibular, and
subtalar joints, but also included the metatarsals and proximal tibiofibular joints if they were
movement limited or symptom producing. Manual soft tissue mobilizations targeted soft tissues
potentially limiting range of motion or causing
pain with movement or weight bearing. Nerve
gliding techniques were used to mobilize potentially symptomatic peripheral nerves identified
with palpation or neural tension tests. Active
assisted movement strategies into dorsiflexion
were progressed to standing calf stretches for
three repetitions with a 30 second hold, and
repeated dorsiflexion in standing for ten repetitions with a three second hold (Figures 3 and 4).
6. Strength and balance: Exercise was layered into
clinical sessions and home programs once painfree weight bearing and a non-antalgic gait were
established, most typically in the third to fourth
week after injury. Strengthening included heelto-toe rocking and isolated heel lifts through
full active range. Balance exercises started with
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single limb stance, progressing from use of finger tips on a supportive surface for assistance to
unassisted. Once patients demonstrated appropriate single leg static control the addition of
sagittal plane movement with forward and backward reach and touch of the contralateral foot
was introduced to challenge dynamic balance
and control through the available ankle range of
ankle motion. This type of balance exercise was
frequently progressed to multi-angle contralateral foot reach and touch.
7. Home Exercise Program: All home-based exercises were instructed and performed at the initial dose during a clinical session to facilitate
accurate performance and observe exercise tolerance. Home exercises were reviewed at every
subsequent clinical session to promote adherence. The number of exercises and the dose
of each exercise were slowly increased over
the course of several appointments typically
adding one to two exercises per appointment.
Patients were also given an exercise folder containing printouts with detailed instructions for
the exercise and a compliance log to track their
adherence with the home exercise program.
Patients who returned with their exercise folders, completed compliance logs, and could correctly demonstrate their home-exercise program
were considered adherent. Patients who did not
return with their completed log or failed to track
their performance at home and could not appropriately demonstrate their home-exercise program were considered non-adherent with their
home-exercise program. If a patient was considered non-adherent, additional education was
provided on the importance of performing their
home-exercise program and the patient was reinstructed in their home program.
8. Return to run and sport: A comprehensive return
to running program, including specific warm-up
exercises, walk-jog progression parameters, postrun strengthening exercises, and cool-down exercises, was carefully layered into later treatment
sessions. The return to run program progressed
patients through exercises that incorporated multiplane movements, single leg conditioning, and
pivoting motions. Criteria for initiating the return

to run program was a minimum of six weeks post
injury, full ankle ROM, and the ability to maintain a normal, pain free walking gait for 30 minutes. Running was a goal of all the patients.
Reinforcing Movement Exercises
Figure 1. Self-stretch
dorsiflexion
into
with strap. Patients
were instructed to
actively dorsiflex the
ankle and use the
strap to assist for full
range. 10 repetitions
of 3 second holds.
Figure
2a
plantarflexion and Figure 2b dorsiflexion
towel slides. Patients
were instructed to
maintain contact the
towel with a flat foot
as they slid the towel
forward and backward in a pain-free range. 3 sets of 20 repetitions.
Figure 3a Gastrocnemius
and
3b
Soleus stretch in
weightbearing position. Patients were
instructed to keep
the affected foot flat
on the ground with
toes pointed forward
while they leaned forward until there was a gentle
pull in the leg, but no ankle pain. For the gastrocnemius stretch patients kept the knee straight and
for the soleus stretch they slightly bent the affected
knee. 3 sets of 30 second holds.
Figure 4. Repeated dorsiflexion in standing: Patients
were instructed to place the
affected foot forward with
toes pointed straight ahead.
The knee was moved forward over the toes while
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maintaining heel contact with the floor. Patients
were encouraged to move back and forth into dorsiflexion working into ankle tightness, but not pain. 3
sets of 30 repetitions.
Figure 5. Standing heel/toe
rocking: This exercise was
prescribed for repeated painfree dorsiflexion and plantarflexion in weightbearing.
Patients were instructed to
stand with feet shoulder
width apart while holding on
to a stationary object for stability. The exercise was performed by rocking forward
onto the toes then back onto
heels while holding each position for 4-5 seconds.
Range of motion was restricted if it was painful at
either end of the exercise. 3 sets of 20 repetitions.
Strengthening Exercises
Figure 6. Body weight squats.
Patients were instructed to squat as
far as they could while maintaining contact with their heels on the
ground. Depth was limited by available ankle dorsiflexion and pain. 3
sets of 20 repetitions.
Figure 7. Heel raises
(Double leg progressing
to single leg). Patients
were instructed to slowly
shift weight on to their
toes, clearing their heels
from the ground. Heel
clearance was limited
by available ankle plantarflexion and pain. Double leg heel raises were progressed to single leg once
the patient demonstrated normal control throughout full plantarflexion ROM for all prescribed sets
and repetitions. 3 sets of 20 repetitions.
Balance Exercises
Figure 8. Static single leg stance, using assistance as
needed progressing to no assistance. Patients were
instructed to shift all of their body weight onto the

affected leg and lift the
contralateral foot off
the floor. Patients were
allowed to use finger tips
on a stationary object to
assist with balance as
needed, progressing to
no assistance. 3 sets of
1-minute holds.
Figure 9. Single leg balance with forward and backward reach and touch of opposite leg. Patients were
instructed to maintain balance on the affected leg and
reach forward and back ward as far as they could with
the contralateral foot. After tapping toes to the ground
patients returned to the start position and maintained
the single leg stance. 3 sets of 10 repetitions.

General Guidelines for Joint Mobilizations
Following Acute Lateral Ankle Sprain
• Joint mobilization techniques
o Perform with respect for the patients symptoms and should be consistent with the stages
of ligamentous healing.
o If symptoms are aggravated, they should be
minimal and ease quickly.
o Addressing dorsiflexion impairments should be
prioritized early.
o Consider joint position during treatment ensuring inversion is avoided for 6 weeks.
o Limit inversion stiffness by assessing the subtalar joint and treating impairments if present in
a neutral position.
• Dosage
o Initial dose should be 3-6 bouts of 30-60 seconds
to assess and understand patient tolerance and
influence on specific impairments.
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o Dose should be progressed over time, often
reaching 12-15 bouts during subsequent treatment sessions.

Mobilization Technique: Mobilize with a posterior
force on the talus into the restrictive barrier. Progressively increase dorsiflexion as tolerated.

o Grade (I-IV) or vigor of mobilization should be
progressed with consideration of patient symptoms and stage of tissue healing. Typically
grades III and IV, into early to mid-range resistance (up to 50% of range), are recommended
if well tolerated.

Figure 12: Medial Subtalar Mobilization.

• Reinforcing movement
o Manual physical therapy techniques should be
reinforced with exercises that reinforce joint
mobility and when possible provide similar
movement to the joint mobilization.

Patient Position: Sidelying on
unaffected side with affected
ankle off the table.
Therapist Position: Proximal
hand stabilizes the distal leg
by grasping the talus just
distal to malleoli. The nonmobilizing arm rests on the
patients lateral leg for added
support.

Manual Therapy Techniques
Figure 10a Ankle Distraction mobilization/
manipulation and 10b
Ankle Distraction with
alternate hand position.

The distal mobilizing hand grasps the talus with the
heel of the hand over the calcaneus.

Patient position: Supine
with heel off the table.

Figure 13. Ankle dorsiflexion with talocrural anterior
to posterior glide – mobilization with movement.

Mobilization Technique: Graded medial mobilization is applied by moving the calcaneus downward
toward the floor.

Therapist position: Grasp the patient’s foot, with
proximal fingers distal to the neck of the talus.
Provide firm pressure with thumbs in the plantar
surface of the forefoot to create dorsiflexion of the
ankle.
Mobilization technique: Engage the restrictive barrier with ankle dorsiflexion and long-axis distraction. Apply a graded mobilization (I-IV) or a thrust
manipulation in a caudal and dorsiflexed direction.
Figure 11. Talocrural anterior to posterior mobilization.
Patient Position: Supine with
heel off the table.
Therapist Position: Proximal
hand stabilizes the leg by positioning on hand just proximal
to the malleoli. The distal mobilizing hand cups the anterior
talus in the first web space. The
thigh may be used to stabilize
the foot and to add dorsiflexion.

Patient Position: Half kneeling on the table with the
affected foot forward.
Therapist Position: Hands stabilize the foot on the
table as close to the talocrural joint as possible. The
mobilization belt is placed around the distal leg proximal to the malleoli and around the therapist’s hips.
The therapist uses body weight through the belt to
provide an anterior glide of the distal tibia and fibula
on the talus.
Mobilization Technique: The patient is asked to lung
forward while keeping the heel down into the painfree restrictive barrier for 3 sets of 10 repetitions.
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ABSTRACT
Background: The ligamentum teres (LT) continues to be a structure of debate and interest. Previously thought of as
a vestigial structure, an awareness of LT pathology and its potential importance has increased with the expansion of
hip arthroscopy.
Purpose: To provide a comprehensive literature synthesis on the LT and provide clinicians with the most current
research regarding the LT and its anatomical features, functional relevance, prevalence of injury, risk factors for
injury, clinical presentation, and treatment for pathology.
Methods: A systematic literature search was conducted using Medline/PubMed, CINAHL/EBSCO, and Cochrane/
Wiley databases/platforms using the following search terms: ligament, ligament teres, hip, femur, femoral head,
round ligament.
Results: This search yielded 1284 articles of which 44 met the inclusion/exclusion criteria and contributed to this
manuscript. Information on the LT was summarized into the following areas: anatomy, function, injury prevalence,
risk factors, mechanism of injury, duration of symptoms, clinical presentation (symptoms, range of motion, functional limitations, special testing), imaging, and treatment.
Conclusions: The results of this review supported the following: 1) the LT has a function in restraining hip rotation
range of motion; 2) the prevalence of LT pathology in any given population may be largely dependent on the severity
of bony deformity (either femoroacetabular impingement(FAI) or dyplasia) and activity level; 3) older age and acetabular bony deformity (either FAI or dyplasia) are risk factors for generalized LT pathology; 4) unique signs and
symptoms are difficult to identify because LT pathology rarely occurs in isolation and is likely the end-stage consequence of other hip pathology; 5) the presence of LT pathology may negatively affect an individual’s ability to function; and 6) surgical debridement is recommend for pain relief of partial LT tears with reconstruction possible for
complete LT tears when complaints of instability are noted.
Level of Evidence: 3
Keywords: Hip, hip arthroscopy, instability, pain
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INTRODUCTION
The ligamentum teres (LT) continues to be a structure of debate and interest. Previously thought of as
a vestigial structure, an awareness of LT pathology
and its potential importance has increased with the
expansion of hip arthroscopy. However, an understanding of its unique anatomical features, functional relevance, prevalence of injury, risk factors for
injury, clinical presentation, and appropriate treatment is still needed. The purpose of this literature
review is to provide a comprehensive examination
of literature related to the LT and provide clinicians
with the most current information research has provided to date.
METHODS
A systematic search was conducted using the following databases/platforms as of 11/27/2017: Medline/
PubMed, CINAHL/EBSCO, and Cochrane/Wiley.
The following search strategy was used with adjustments specific to each database:
((((((ligament*[MeSH Major Topic]) OR ligament*
[Title/Abstract])) AND teres)) OR (((((ligament*
[MeSH Major Topic]) OR ligament*[Title/Abstract]))
AND (((hip) OR hips) OR head[Title/Abstract])) AND
((femor*) OR femur))) OR ((round ligament) AND
(((hip) OR femur) OR femoral head))
Articles that did not present research or were not a
systematic review or meta-analysis were excluded.
The inclusion criteria and exclusion for articles are
provided below:
Inclusion criteria
•

functional anatomy relevant to ligamentum teres

•

risk factors for ligamentum teres injury and/or
dysfunction, disorders, and conditions involving
ligamentum teres

•

diagnostic characteristics of ligamentum teres
injury and dysfunction, including but not limited to pain location, duration, and quality, and
related impairments and functional limitations

•

tests and measures for diagnosis and/or differential diagnosis of conditions involving the ligamentum teres

•

primarily adults (>=16 years old)
o

studies reporting on persons <16 years old
IF the proportion in the sample is small
(<5%) OR that separate data are available
for adults

Exclusion criteria
•

primarily infants and children (<16 years old)

•

hip pain related primarily to conditions other
than ligamentum teres injury or dysfunction.

•

animal studies

•

case reports or case series with <10 subjects

RESULTS
This search yielded 1284 articles. After removal of
duplicates and obviously irrelevant articles based on
title and abstract review, 440 articles were identified
to include the following: systematic reviews, metaanalyses, experimental and quasi-experimental,
cohort, case series, and cross-sectional studies. After
reviewing these articles, 44 met the inclusion criteria and were included in this literature review.
Information on the LT was identified and summarized to the following: anatomy, function, injury
prevalence, risk factors, mechanism of injury, duration of symptoms, clinical presentation (symptoms,
range of motion, functional limitations, special testing), imaging, and treatment. It should be noted
the term “pathology” refers to any injury to the LT,
including both partial and complete tears. The term
“complete tear” was reserved for studies that specially defined tears as such.
ANATOMY
A summary of research studies that described the
anatomy and embryology of the LT was presented
in a systematic review by Perumal et al.1 The LT was
described as originating from the acetabular fossa
and transverse acetabular ligament to insert on the
fovea capitis of the posteroinferior aspect of the femoral head.1 A recent study by Mikula et al.2 identified the LT as having six distinct attachment sites on
the acetabular notch. These attachment sites were
noted to be evenly dispersed at the anterior, posterior, superior, and inferior margins of the acetabular
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notch.2 This study concluded the anchoring points
associated with these attachment sites and structural design of the LT would allow the LT to restrain
end-range rotational movement.2
Perumal et al.1 in their review reported on the LT
dimensions and found average length ranged from
25.0 to 37.5 mm with average thickness at its origin and insertion to range from 8-10 mm and 14–16
mm, respectively. The microscopic anatomy of the
LT was found to be composed of collagen matrix,
fibrous tissue, and adipose tissue, and surrounded
by a thin synovial lining.1,3 A study included in this
review found Type II collagen and fibrocartilage cells
identified at the LT attachment site supported the
function of mechanical loading of the LT.4 Although
blood vessels within the LT have been noted, their
vascular function to the femoral head in adults is
thought to be minimal.5 Nerves fibers, mechanoreceptors, and free nerve endings within the LT suggest that it is involved in proprioception and is a
source of pain generation.1
FUNCTION
Early work by Fuss and Bacher6 could not identify a
unique function for the LT. However, recent studies
have offered evidence that the LT does have a purpose in restraining hip rotation range of motion7,8 and
used a ball and string model to describe the function
of the LT.9-13 Femoral head rotation that occurs in the
transverse and frontal planes was found to cause the
LT to tighten and act as a sling as the LT wrapped
around the femoral head.13 Also, as the LT tightened
the femoral head was pulled into the acetabulum,
presumably to increase stability at the end range of
hip motion.13 This ball and string model was further
supported by Mikula et al,2 who described the six
acetabular notch attachment sites of the LT, with the
anterior attachment site tightening during external
rotation and the posterior attachment site tightening
with internal rotation. Martin et al.9 found the LT to
be a rotational stabilizer in all hip positions and the
primary stabilizer in limiting external and internal
rotation when the hip was in flexion greater than
90°. Research by van Arkel et al.14 also found the
LT to be a rotational stabilizer in flexion even under
relatively low loads. Additionally, the LT was found
to support the femoral head inferiorly when the hip

joint was moved into flexion and abduction, a position that resembled squatting.13 The string model
found maximum LT tension to occur when the hip
was in: (1) 90° flexion, 0° adduction, and 60° external rotation and (2) 20° extension, 0° adduction,
and 60° internal rotation.12 This study noted these
two positions of maximal tension were similar with
respect to hip orientation to that obtained when an
individual: (1) squats and (2) attempts to cross one
leg behind the other when standing.12
The function of the LT in restraining hip motion has
been questioned by surgeons who perform open procedures and sacrifice the LT. One study noted that at
a median follow-up time greater than four years, 74%
and 77% of patients were found to be asymptomatic
with regard to pain at rest and instability, respectively, after surgical excision of the LT during open
osteochondroplasty for cam deformities.15 However,
another study of those with complete LT tears found
subjects with complaints of instability had osseous
risk factors for instability while those subjects without complaints of instability had relatively normal
bony geometry.12 This supports the theory that the
LT may be more important for stability in those with
osseous risk factors of instability and less important
for stability when those risk factors are not present,
such as in those with the over coverage associated
with femoroacetabular impingement (FAI).
PREVALENCE
The published reports on the prevalence of LT
pathology have varied greatly, ranging from 4% to
93%.11,16-30 A summary of studies that have described
the prevalence of LT pathology is provided in Table 1.
More recent studies, published 2007 and later, have
noted a higher prevalence than earlier reports. This
increased prevalence may be attributed to more
awareness and more comprehensive means of in
defining LT pathology.26 When looking at recent
studies of consecutive hip arthroscopies published
after 2007, the prevalence of LT pathology has
ranged between 43%-51%.16-21,23-26
Athletic activity level and the presence of FAI have
been associated with LT injury. Recent studies that
included athletes with FAI reported some of the highest incidence of LT pathology.16-19,21,22 This included
one study by Philippon et al.22 that noted 93%
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Table 1. Summary of Ligamentum Teres Pathology Prevalence.

(26/28) of professional hockey players undergoing
hip arthroscopy for FAI had LT pathology. Osseous
risk factors for instability have also been linked to
LT pathology. One study found the prevalence of LT
pathology to be 88% (15/17) in those with hip dysplasia.20 Domb et al.25 found individuals with a low
hip stability index were more likely to have a LT tear
than those with a high stability index. The results of
these studies support theories that the LT could be
injured in an active population with abnormal boney

geometry, such as FAI or hip dysplasia.11 Therefore
the prevalence of LT pathology in any given population may be largely dependent on the severity of
bony deformity, either FAI or dysplasia, combined
with activity level.
While LT pathology may be common, complete tears
occur less frequently. The prevalence of complete tears
have reportedly ranged from 1% to 26%.16-18,20,21,23-27
Complete tears may be associated with trauma
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as Byrd et al.29 noted 93% (12/13) of traumatic LT
injures were found to be complete tears. Domb et al.20
noted the prevalence of complete LT tears to be 12%
in subjects with dysplasia. One study compared those
with a complete LT tear to those with a normal LT.21
Those with a complete tear had osseous risk factors
for instability, including a greater Tönnis angle (Tönnis angle 8.9 vs 6.4) and a center edge (CE) angle <25
degrees. Among patients with FAI and labral pathology, complete tears of the LT were found in 1.5%
(33/2213) with those with complete tears more likely
to have intraoperative findings of capsular laxity.21 It
may be that those with FAI who engage in activities
that require motion beyond the point of impingement cause abnormal tightening of the LT and complete rupture with repeated injury over time.
Isolated LT pathology has been noted to rarely occur.
Three studies specifically reported the prevalence
of isolated LT tears. Haviv et al,31 Amenbar and
O’Donnel23 and O’Donnel et al.24 found the prevalence of isolated LT tears in consecutive patients
undergoing hip arthroscopy to be 1% (29/2628),
2% (27/1574), and 4% (3/75), respectively. Young
women who were involved in activities that required
extreme range of motion, such as gymnastics and
dancing, were at the greatest risk for isolated LT
injury.31 The rare occurrence of isolated LT tears is
consistent with a systematic review that found LT
pathology to commonly occur with a labral tear,
degeneration of the labrum, loose bodies, chondral
damage, degeneration of articular cartilage, and FAI.1
This may be because LT pathology is an end-stage
consequence related to pathomechanics caused by
other hip pathology.32,33
Studies have specifically reported the prevalence of
LT pathology in the presence of other associated hip
pathology. Labral tears were found to occur in 95%100%,21,25,26 acetabular cartilage damage in 79%93%,21,25 and femoral head cartilage defects in 82%21
of individuals with LT pathology. The descriptive
grade for the labral tear worsened as the grade of LT
tear worsened and more severe acetabular cartilage
defects were more likely in those with complete LT
tears.26 Also, those with LT pathology and FAI had
cartilage damage that differed from the pattern of
cartilage damage typically seem in those with only
FAI.16 Individuals with a complete LT tear were 3.1

times more likely to have a chondral defect on the
femoral head and 3.6 times more likely to have capsular laxity diagnosed at hip arthroscopy.21
RISK FACTORS
Evidence supports older age and acetabular bony
deformities, either FAI or dyplasia, as risk factor for
generalized LT pathology.7,34 Domb et al.25 specifically studied the risk factors for LT pathology. They
found the relative risk of having LT pathology was
1.51 higher for individuals older than 30 years of
age.25 Generally, those with LT pathology were older
than individuals without, as average ages for those
with and without LT pathology ranged between
38-41 years and 33-36 years, respectively.25,26 Individuals younger than 20 years of age were found to
have the lowest incidence of LT pathology.25 Gender
and BMI were not different between those with and
without generalized LT pathology in consecutive
hip arthroscopies.25,26 However, females were three
times more likely to have a complete LT tear when
compared to their male counterparts.21 Also, those
with a complete LT tear had a significantly lower
BMI than those without LT pathology.21
MECHANISM OF INJURY
The systematic review by Perumal et al.1 found LT
pathology can result from either trauma or overuse.
The history of a traumatic hip dislocation has been
thought to be associated with LT pathology.35 This
was supported in a study by Philippon et al,19 as 78%
(11/14) of athletes with a hip dislocation sustained
a partial or complete LT tear. Twisting injuries were
reported as a common mechanism of LT injury in
case series by Byrd et al.29 Non- traumatic LT tears
were found to occur frequently in gymnasts and ballet dancers. It was hypothesized these non-traumatic
injuries occurred as a result of overuse in an effort
to maintain joint stability in the supra-physiological
range of motion requirements of the sport.36,37
DURATION OF SYMPTOMS
In consecutive hip arthroscopies there was no difference in duration of symptoms between those with
and without LT pathology.25,26 Chahla et al.21 also
found duration of symptoms was not different when
comparing those with complete LT tears to those
without LT pathology.
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CLINICAL PRESENTATION
Symptoms
A systematic review noted that LT pathology should
be considered in those with reports of persistent
localized groin pain and symptoms of hip instability.38
In a case series of those with traumatic LT pathology, Byrd et al.29 noted that 100% (23/23) of subjects
reported anterior groin pain and 83% (19/23) noted
mechanical symptoms (catching, popping, locking,
giving way). However, unique signs and symptoms
for LT pathology are difficult to identify because
LT pathology rarely occurs in isolation, but is usually associated with significant labral and cartilage
pathology. A sudden onset of pain and pain intensity do not seem to provide information regarding
the presence or absence of generalized LT pathology
or complete LT tear. A significant difference was not
identified between individuals with and without LT
tears with respect to an acute onset of pain, as only
29-34% reported an acute pain.25,26 When looking at
individuals with complete tears, only 30% (9/30)
reported an acute onset of pain.26 Also, individuals
with LT complete tears were found to have comparable pain levels to those without LT pathology.26
Range of Motion
Studies of consecutive hip arthroscopies comparing those with and without LT pathology found only
minimal ROM difference that were not significantly
different.21,25,26
Functional limitations
In consecutive hip arthroscopies individuals with a
LT tear had significantly lower scores on self-reported
functional outcome measures compared to those
without LT tears.26 Subjects undergoing arthroscopic
surgery with borderline dysplastic patients and LT
tears were found to have worse short-term outcomes
than those without LT tears.33
Special Tests
O’Donnel et al.24 described the LT test to assess for
partial LT tears. This test is performed with the
patient supine and in 70° of hip flexion and 30° short
of full abduction. In this position the hip is externally and internally rotated looking for reproduction
of pain at end range of motion. This test was developed on previous work and the hypothesis that the

LT will be under maximal tension and painful at end
range of internal and external rotation.12 In a study
of 75 consecutive patients, the LT test was found to
be reproducible and accurate, with moderate to high
inter-observer reliability and sensitivity and specificity values of 0.90% and 0.85, respectively.24
IMAGING
Controversy exists in the usefulness of imaging for
diagnosing LT pathology.39-41 Magnetic resonance
arthrogram (MRA) is thought to be more useful than
conventional magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).1,42
Studies have noted intact and partially LT tears can
have similar imaging findings on MRA, making the
diagnosis of partial LT tears difficult.38 Generally,
there seems to be a lack of accuracy of an MRA in
diagnosing of LT tears when compared to arthroscopy, highlighting the need for improved imaging.26
TREATMENT
There is no description regarding the conservative
treatment of LT pathology.43 As noted, LT pathology
rarely occurs in isolation and therefore treatment is
usually directed at the impairment associated with
the accompanying pathology. Typically conservative
treatment addresses range deficits associated with
FAI or instability associated with hip dysplasia. With
regards to surgical treatment, a systematic review
concluded that debridement of the LT is indicated
for short-term relief of hip pain caused by partial LT
tears.38 Reconstruction was felt to be indicated for
complete LT tears when the tears that are deemed
“repairable,” cause instability, and/or have failed
previous treatment.7,38
DISCUSSION
This comprehensive literature review provides a
current understanding of the LT including its unique
anatomical features, functional relevance, injury
prevalence, risk factors for injury, clinical presentation, and appropriate treatment. Anatomic studies
support that the LT has a function in restraining hip
rotation range of motion and can be involved in proprioception and pain generation. The LT anchoring
points are positioned to restrain end-range rotational
movement2 and the presence of Type II collagen and
fibrocartilage cells as these attachment sites reflect
mechanical tendon loading.4 The function of the LT
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has been described using a ball and model with the
LT acting as a sling as it wraps around and pulls the
femoral head into the acetabulum as presented in
Figures 1 and 2.9-13 This model supports theories that

the LT adds to increase stability at the end range of
hip motion in the fontal and transverse planes, especially in hip flexion.9 This model is also supported
by studies that found the LT to support the femoral head inferiorly when hip joint was moved into a
combined position of flexion and abduction.13
Trauma, over-use with activities that require extreme
range of motion, FAI, and osseous risk factors for
instability may contribute to LT injury. Prevalence
of LT pathology can range between 43-51%,16-21,23-26
with complete tears occurring in 1-26%,16-18,20,21,23-27
and isolated LT pathology occurring in 1-4%23,24,31 of
individuals undergoing hip arthroscopy. Evidence
supports age as risk factor for generalized LT pathology, while female sex and lower BMI may be risk
factors for complete LT tears.21 The prevalence of
and risk factors for LT pathology in any given population may be largely dependent on activity level
combined with the severity of boney deformity,
either FAI or dysplasia.

Figure 1. Ligamentum teres model of stability: as the hip
joint is externally rotated, the ligamentum teres (LT) wraps
around the femoral head, while simultaneously pulling it into
the acetabulum.

Figure 2. Ligamentum teres model of stability: as the hip
joint is abducted, the ligamentum teres (LT) wraps under the
femoral head, while simultaneously pulling it into the
acetabulum.

LT pathology is commonly associated with other
hip conditions, including labral tear, degeneration
of the labrum, loose bodies, chondral damage, and
degeneration of articular cartilage.1 These findings
suggest LT injury may be related to the progression
of degenerative arthritis and have potential implications for LT reconstruction in preventing the progression of early-onset osteoarthritis.16,33 Unique
signs and symptoms for LT pathology are difficult to
identify because LT pathology rarely occurs in isolation, but is associated with significant labral and
cartilage pathology.
Studies have found no difference in duration of
symptoms or pain levels when comparing those
with and without LT pathology.21,25,26 However, the
presence of LT pathology seems to negatively affect
a patient’s ability to function. Physical examination may not identify range of motion differences
between those with and without LT pathology but
LT test with pain provocation may be used to identify partial LT tears. Generally, there seems to be a
lack of accuracy in imaging for the diagnosis of LT
tears. Surgical treatment debridement for pain relief
of partial LT tears is an option, with reconstruction
possible for complete LT tears when complaints of
instability are noted.
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CONCLUSIONS
The findings of this literature review supported the
following: 1) LT has a function in restraining hip
rotation range of motion; 2) the prevalence of LT
pathology in any given population may be largely
dependent on the severity of boney deformity
(either FAI or dyplasia) and activity level; 3) older
age and acetabular bony deformity (either FAI or
dyplasia) are risk factors for generalized LT pathology; 4) unique signs and symptoms are difficult to
identify because LT pathology rarely occurs in isolation and is likely the end-stage consequence of other
hip pathology; 5) the presence of LT pathology may
negatively affect an individual’s ability to function;
and 6) surgical debridement is recommend for pain
relief of partial LT tears with reconstruction possible
for complete LT tears when complaints of instability
are noted. Further higher-level clinical studies are
needed to outline the best treatment for those with
LT pathology.
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ABSTRACT
Hip pathology is common amongst athletes and the general population. The mechanics of cycling have the
potential to exacerbate symptomatic hip pathology and progress articular pathology in patients with morphologic risk factors such as femoroacetabular impingement. A professional fit of the bicycle to the individual which aims to optimize hip joint function can allow patients with hip pathology to exercise in
comfort when alternative high impact exercise such as running may not be possible. Conversely improper
fit of the bicycle can lead to hip symptoms in otherwise healthy individuals who present with risk factors
for hip pain. Accordingly a bike fit can form part of the overall management strategy in a cyclist with hip
symptoms. The purpose of this clinical commentary is to discuss hip pathomechanics with respect to
cycling, bicycle fitting methodology and the options available to a physical therapist to optimize hip
mechanics during the pedaling action.
Key Words: bicycling, femoroacetabular impingement syndrome, hip, movement system, myofascial trigger points, osteoarthritis.
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INTRODUCTION
Cycling is a popular sport. In Australia approximately
15% of people ride a bicycle for recreation or transport
per week.1 The incidence of hip pain and pathology
in cyclists is not clear and has received little attention in the literature. Previous reports suggest an incidence of unspecified groin or buttock pain occurring
in between 34% and 72% of amateur cyclists participating in week long recreational road cycling events,2,3
and an incidence of 18% of unspecified causes of hip
or groin pain in club level cyclists averaging ten hours
per week of training.4 In the general population the
incidence of hip pain is better understood. There is
a high lifetime incidence of hip pathology, with the
prevalence of symptomatic hip osteoarthritis in people who live to age 85 being approximately twenty-five
percent.5 This incidence appears to be higher (up to
60%) in former athletes.6 Clinical experience indicates
that the development of hip pain is a common reason
for cyclists to seek professional health care. One of the
aims of clinical care in such athletes is to address both
the intrinsic and extrinsic factors contributing to the
cyclists’ hip complaint. The purpose of this clinical
commentary is to discuss hip pathomechanics with
respect to cycling, bicycle fitting methodology and the
options available to a physical therapist to optimize hip
mechanics during the pedaling action. Poor positioning, which is the major extrinsic risk factor for overuse
injuries of the hip in cyclists, has the potential to alter
biomechanics and neuromotor control in a manner
which places excessive load on the athletes’ hip relative to their functional capability. A physical therapist
who is trained in pathology and analysis of human
motion is in a unique position to offer a professional
bike fit for cyclists seeking to improve performance
or address pain that is related to poor positioning on
their bicycle.
HIP PAIN AND PATHOLOGY IN CYCLISTS
When assessing cycling-related atraumatic hip pain,
consideration is given to both intra-articular and
extra-articular sources of pain. The range of diagnoses related to hip pain is broad and includes bursitis,
myofascial pain and dysfunction arising from trigger
points, tendinopathy, hernia, referred spinal pathology and articular hip pain from ligamentum teres
tears, synovitis or chrondrolabral disorders.7 Both
intra-articular and myofascial pain are common in

cyclists. Myofascial pain may arise from the posterior hip musculature such as the gluteus maximus,
deep hip rotators, gluteus medius, gluteus minimus
or upper hamstrings.8 The posterior hip muscles,
particularly the gluteus maximus, are prime movers
in the pedaling action9 and are thought to become
overloaded via repetitive training loads or poor position on the bicycle leading to the development of
painful myofascial trigger points. In contrast to the
high incidence of muscular pain around the hip in
cyclists, tendon pathology and atraumatic bursitis
are relatively less common in this population.
When evaluating intra-articular hip pathology,
joint specific risk factors require consideration. For
the hip joint these factors are thought to include
abnormalities in joint morphology, biomechanical
overload, abnormal function of the peri-articular
muscles, and a past history of joint injury.10 A combination of these factors may be present in the cyclist
who complains of cycling-related hip pain, with
repetitive loading associated with cycling combined
with extrinsic risk factors such as poor positioning,
and any intrinsic risk factors such as abnormal joint
morphology, acting together to produce a painful
hip. The most common intra-articular pathologies of
the hip are osteoarthritis (OA) and femoroacetabular
impingement syndrome (FAIS).11
In younger active patients, FAIS is recognized as a
cause of intra-articular hip pain and may be a precursor to the development of hip OA.11 In FAIS,
abnormalities in the morphology of the hip joint predispose the individual to mechanical impingement,
causing abnormal shear forces that may initiate
degenerative change in the hip joint.12 The morphologic abnormalities in FAIS include two broad
categories, being cam (femoral) and pincer (acetabular) impingement. These may occur alone or in
combination.13 In cam impingement, the morphologic abnormality is a thickened aspherical femoral
head-neck junction (Figure 1A). In pincer impingement the acetabulum is deepened with acetabular
over-coverage of the femoral head (Figure 1B). Both
morphological types of FAIS cause abutment of the
femoral neck and acetabulum in hip flexion, compressing the labrum and creating a horizontal shear
force at the acetabular articular cartilage, considered instrumental in the pathogenesis of OA. This
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Osteoarthritis of the hip is well recognized and may
present with variable features, ranging from significant pain in the early phases of the condition or
conversely may remain largely asymptomatic until
advanced joint changes have occurred.18 In the early
pathogenesis of hip OA, biomechanical load patterns
have been implicated.10 In particular, repetitive shear
stress at the hyaline cartilage to bone interface and
injury of the labro-chondral junction appears likely
to initiate the cellular processes associated with
degenerative change.19 This mechanism is identical
to that described for FAIS and is a reason why some
authors consider that FAIS may lead to OA.15

Figure 1. Cam and Pincer Impingement. (A) Cam impingement: Three dimensional CT reconstruction demonstrating
cam lesion on femoral neck (arrow) with thickening and irregular sphericity of the head-neck junction. (B) Pincer impingement: Axial CT image demonstrating bilateral pincer type
femoracetabular impingement (arrows) secondary to relative
acetabular retroversion. In these situations, pelvic radiographs often demonstrate a characteristic “cross-over” sign.

premature bony abutment limits hip flexion and
internal rotation in symptomatic patients.14 The
repeated abutment is thought to cause degenerative
tearing of the labrum, delamination and erosion of
the articular cartilage which progresses to OA over
time.15 In cycling, repeated hip flexion16 at the top of
the pedal stroke is a potential mechanism for repetitive impingement in those patients whose joint
morphology predisposes them to FAIS. It should be
noted that morphological abnormalities are a risk
factor for hip pain and are frequently present in
asymptomatic persons, and that not all people with
abnormal morphology will develop symptoms.17

DIAGNOSIS OF HIP PATHOLOGY
IN CYCLISTS
Patients with intra-articular hip pathology typically
present with insidious onset groin pain that is activity related, although approximately one in three
to four patients may describe a specific incident
that initiated their symptoms.20 Most patients with
intra-articular pathology (83%) report groin pain,14
although overlapping pain at other sites is common
including the lateral hip, buttock, low back, thigh and
knee. Pain may be aggravated by common physical
activities such as walking, running or cycling, and by
prolonged sitting.14 Triathletes often report increased
symptoms relating to the transition between cycling
and running. Cyclists with intra-articular hip pain
present with groin pain of gradual onset that may be
related to increases in cycling volume, or a change
in cycling position which requires greater hip flexion such as lowering the handlebars, fitting longer
cranks or commencing cycling on a time trial bike.
The clinical examination findings in cyclists with hip
pain are the same as that reported for other athletes
and the general population as noted below.
Differential diagnosis of hip pain can present a
clinical challenge. Diagnosis relies on pattern recognition of a cluster of symptoms and signs that
are consistent with a particular condition, supplemented by diagnostic imaging when required. For
example, a recent consensus statement11 recommends that the diagnosis of FAIS is based on symptoms of activity- or position- related pain in the groin
or hip; signs including a positive FADIR test and
limitation of internal rotation in the 90° flexed hip;
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and imaging findings consistent with cam or pincer
impingement. In hip OA, diagnosis relies on recognizing a pattern that includes symptoms of groin or
hip pain related to weight bearing or to activity with
or without morning stiffness lasting less than one
hour; signs including limited passive hip joint range
of greater than 15° in at least two of its six directions when compared to the non-affected side; and
imaging findings consistent with degenerative joint
disease such as joint space narrowing and osteophytes.21 When evaluating a patient with hip pain, it
is useful to consider that both intra- and extra- articular causes of hip pain may be present.
Physical examination to implicate intra-articular hip
pathology typically includes acetabular rim provocation tests (also termed a quadrant test, FADIR or
impingement test), which are considered to have
high sensitivity and low specificity for conditions
such as FAIS and OA.22 A positive test is reproduction of groin pain or the patients pain. Some cyclists
may experience pain in the buttock muscles when
they are stretched in these tests, which suggests the
need to examine the posterior structures for symptomatic myofascial trigger points or other extraarticular causes of pain. The high sensitivity of the
hip pain provocation tests can assist in excluding
intra-articular pain from the differential diagnosis;
however the clinical utility of such tests has been
questioned since data regarding sensitivity and
specificity has only been confirmed in patient populations strongly suspected of having intra-articular
pathology.23 Other clinical tests include assessment
of passive range of motion, with limited hip flexion
range (typically 90-100°) and limited hip internal
rotation range (typically 5-20°) with the hip flexed
to 90° being commonly reported in patients with
intra-articular pathology.14,20 Loss of internal rotation range in the 90° flexed hip is often considered a
sign of FAIS in patients with non-arthritic hip joints,
with recent research suggesting that limitation of
both hip flexion and internal rotation in flexion are
more severe in men than women.24 Nepple and coworkers24 reported mean flexion ranges of 97° in
women and 94° in men, and mean internal rotation
in flexion of 16° in women compared to 7° in men.
When considering extra-articular causes of hip
pain, in addition to hip pain provocation tests and

assessing the pattern of range of motion loss, anatomic palpation forms an integral part of the examination,7 especially when assessing for extra-articular
hip pathology such as bursitis or myofascial trigger
points. The diagnosis of myofascial pain relies on a
history of pain aggravated by muscle loading, and
examination findings that include all or most of the
following: palpation of a taut band of skeletal muscle that contains a particularly tender spot; reproduction of the patients pain during palpation of the
tender spot; a local twitch response to snapping
palpation of the taut band; and limitation of muscle
extensibility with or without pain.8,25-26 Imaging may
be used to exclude other diagnoses rather than to
confirm myofascial pain.26 Clinical observation indicates that cyclists presenting with a primary myofascial pain syndrome related to their sport typically
present with buttock or hamstring origin pain that is
aggravated by cycling load (either high volume, high
intensity or riding with the torso in a lower position
such as on a time trial bike which places the posterior musculature on greater stretch when pedaling); physical signs including variable restriction of
hip flexion and flexion / adduction, absence of groin
pain during acetabular rim provocation testing; palpable signs of myofascial trigger points; and negative imaging findings.
In differentiating myofascial pain from intra-articular hip pain in cyclists, clinical experience suggests
that cyclists who present with posterior buttock pain
without anterior pain are more likely to have a primary trigger point pain syndrome involving the posterior hip musculature. In contrast, trigger points in
the anterior hip region of a cyclist which reproduce
anterior hip pain on palpation may, in some cases,
be a secondary phenomenon where the primary
diagnosis is intra-articular hip pathology. Addressing the intra-articular pathology in the first instance
may assist in the management of secondary anterior
hip trigger points. Differentiation from lumbar spine
and other sources of pain are a routine part of the
clinical examination but are beyond the scope of this
commentary.
Diagnostic imaging for the evaluation of symptomatic hip pain typically involves assessment of the
distribution and grade of articular damage, evaluation of bone shape morphology that predisposes to
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articular wear and the assessment of associated nonarticular or alternative diagnoses. Typically pelvic
radiographs are considered a first line investigation of
hip pain as structural irregularity or significant joint
pathology (such as moderate to advanced arthritic
wear) are easily observable with this method.27 Evaluation of articular hip pathology such as hyaline cartilage or labral injury may be assisted with the use
of MRI (with or without arthrography depending on
the quality of the images obtained). Bone structure
for assessment of FAIS is typically best evaluated by
CT (with or without three dimensional or dynamic
reconstruction).27 There are significant limitations
in the diagnosis of FAIS by static imaging modalities,
with potential future development of dynamic imaging by either reconstructed cross sectional imaging
or ultrasound offering the potential to demonstrate
actual impingement. In cases of uncertainty relating to articular or non-articular causes of groin pain,
diagnostic injection with serial clinical evaluation
may be of assistance.28
Management of intra-articular hip pathology may
involve a combination of rest to unload the hip,
Physical Therapy to manage muscle function and
extensibility concerns, evaluating the fit of the bicycle to minimize the chance of anterior hip impingement and optimize function of the peri-articular
muscles, intra-articular injectable therapies, and
surgical intervention such as arthroscopy or hip
arthroplasty in advanced articular wear. Managing
extra-articular hip pain related to muscle trigger
points may require a combination of approaches
including unloading the hip via reduced cycling volume or intensity, optimizing position on the bicycle
to de-load posterior muscles if they are being placed
in an excessively elongated position when activated
in the pedaling cycle, addressing any relevant muscle weakness or tightness, and treating any trigger
points present via a number of different techniques
such as trigger point pressure release, dry needling
or injection needling.8 The choice of interventions
is usually tailored to the individual based on examination and history findings including those derived
from a musculoskeletal screen noted below. A professional bicycle fit may assist in unloading the hip
joint or improving hip muscle function via reducing the range of motion and muscular demands

imposed on the joint by the semi-constrained position in cycling in which the cyclist is attached by
their shoes to the pedals and in a forward leaning
seated posture. Understanding the biomechanical
and neuromotor control demands of cycling and
how a painful hip joint and its musculature may
respond to a change in cycling position forms the
primary focus of this article.
CYCLING BIOMECHANICS
Kinematic and kinetic analyses of the cycling action
have focused on the sagittal plane, where the majority of motion and power generation occurs.29 The
joints which require the greatest ranges of motion
in the pedal stroke are the hip and knee. The knee
undergoes approximately 75° of flexion, ranging
from 110° flexion at top dead center (TDC) of the
pedal stroke to 25-35° flexion at bottom dead center (BDC).30 The hip has approximately 55° of sagittal plane motion, and the ankle joint 25° during the
cycling action.30 Absolute hip angle is rarely reported
in the literature, its measurement being complicated
by the forward trunk inclination of the rider and by
the selection of anatomical landmarks utilized in different studies. However, peak hip flexion is attained
at the TDC of the pedal stroke at an angle that can
be sufficient to provoke pain in patients with symptomatic hip joint pathology.
During the power phase or downstroke, both the hip
and knee joints extend in the sagittal plane while
motion occurring at the ankle is more variable, typically moving into dorsiflexion in the first half of the
power phase and plantar flexing late in the down
stroke.30 Force applied to the crank that results in forward motion of the bicycle occurs primarily between
10° to 170°, peaking at 90° or with the crank arm
horizontal.9 Propulsive forces are not usually applied
during the upstroke, which corresponds to minimal
EMG activity of the major leg muscles.30 It is the contralateral leg pushing down during its power phase
that creates propulsion whilst the ipsilateral leg is
relatively relaxed in its upstroke. The primary propulsive muscles are the quadriceps, gluteus maximus, hamstrings and gastrocnemius muscles.9,31
The neuromotor control of pedaling is complex and
involves both mono- and bi-articular muscles.9 As
shown in Figure 2, the mono-articular extensors of
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Figures 2. Muscle Activation During the Pedaling Cycle
Typical onset, duration and offset of the major lower extremity muscles during cycling. Shaded areas denote period of
muscle activation. The power phase or downstroke occurs
from 10° after top dead center to 10° after bottom dead center
of the pedal stroke. The recovery phase or upstroke is the
other half of the pedal cycle. (TDC: top dead center or 0°, 90:
90° into pedal stroke; BDC: bottom dead center or 180°, 270:
270° into pedal stroke). Based on material published by So et
al,9 Hug and Dorel.31

the hip and knee, the gluteus maximus and vastii,
are co-activated from the top of the pedal stroke to
approximately 100-130° and are considered to act
as primary power producers.31 Bi-articular muscles
such as the hamstrings and gastrocnemius have a
different pattern of muscle activation that might
appear inefficient since they are activated at the
same time as their mono-articular antagonist (the
vastii).31 This paradox likely occurs to assist in transfer of energy between joints at key moments in the
pedaling cycle and to control the direction of force
applied to the pedal.31 For instance the bi-articular
hamstring and gastrocnemius muscles co-activate
during the downstroke and when pulling through
the bottom of the pedal stroke, with the gastrocnemius (and soleus) acting to maintain the ankle and
foot as a rigid level to transfer power (generated by
the mono-articular muscles) to the pedal during the
power phase.9
Neuromotor control of the lumbo-pelvic-hip complex in cycling has not been extensively studied,

however there is emerging evidence linking aberrations in muscle activation and cycling posture to
injury in cyclists.32-34 The normal spinal posture in
cycling is one of mild lumbar and thoracic flexion.35
There is a well-recognized relationship between
lumbar flexion postures and muscle activation in the
lumbo-pelvic-hip complex, with excessive lumbar
flexion being associated with myoelectric silence
of the spinal extensors (flexion-relaxation phenomenon), typically occurring at 80% of maximum flexion range.36-37 In seated lumbar flexion such as when
cycling, relaxation of the extensors (erector spinae
and multifidus) occurs significantly earlier in range
(typically at 50% of maximum flexion range).38 No
studies have examined whether the deeper muscles
of the abdominal wall such as transversus abdominus alter activation in response to lumbar flexion,
although clinical observation suggests that cyclists
whose spinal posture involves enough lumbar flexion to silence the spinal extensors also tend to have
a palpably flaccid abdominal wall. Poor muscle activation in the torso musculature has been associated
with poor power output to the pedals39 and lumbar
spine injury.33 Moreover, there appears to be a relationship between increased muscle activation of the
deep abdominal and multifidus muscles and recruitment of the gluteus maximus, with earlier onset40
and greater magnitude41 of gluteus maximus activation being demonstrated during non-cycling activities. Trunk posture may alter gluteal recruitment
with a more forward inclination such as that present
in cycling resulting in a higher level of gluteus maximus activation.42 Since function of the peri-articular
muscles is considered an aetiologic factor in hip disorders,10 consideration of spinal posture and trunk
muscle activation in addition to the range of hip flexion at the top of the pedal stroke is important when
evaluating the cyclist with hip pain.
Clinical assessment of muscle function during a
dynamic activity such as cycling relies on observatory and palpatory skills. With respect to bike fitting,
factors that have been shown to influence the posture of the lumbo-pelvic-hip complex and thus may
have an influence on muscle activation include saddle design,43 saddle tilt,44 saddle height45 and a lower
torso position such as riding in the drops (hands
in the lowest curved section of the handlebar).46
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Furthermore, altering the position of the cyclist on
the bicycle has been shown to alter muscle recruitment45,47 and hip joint load,48 implying that helping
the rider to achieve an appropriate spinal posture
and pattern of muscle recruitment without exceeding the anatomical limits of the hip joint is one of
the considerations required when fitting a rider to
their bicycle.
PRINCIPLES OF BIKE FITTING AND
CLINICAL ASSESSMENT OF CYCLING
BIOMECHANICS
When fitting a bicycle to a cyclist, a multitude of
inter-related factors require consideration since
changing the cyclists position on the bike results
in changes in joint range of motion, muscle length
and moment arms of the muscles actively producing
force for pedaling,49 which in turn may affect injury
risk at different joints or muscles and cycling performance. The demand requirements of the cyclist (racing vs recreational), and the type of bicycle (road,
time trial, triathlon, track, mountain bike, touring)
all influence any decisions about rider position. A
key determinant of cycling position is the amount
of anatomic hip flexion available, with cyclists who
have a limitation of hip flexion unable to achieve
the same position and posture on a bicycle in comparison to more flexible cyclists. The amount of
hip and lumbar flexion available will influence the
torso angle obtained, with racers preferring a low
torso angle for aerodynamic benefits. This position
requires significantly greater hip flexion range than
the more upright torso position favored by recreational and touring cyclists. For competitive road
and track cyclists, compliance with the regulations
of the governing body50 is required. These regulations differ from those of the triathlon governing
body.51
STEPS IN THE BIKE FITTING PROCESS
During a bike fit, the cyclist’s history is taken and
two physical examinations with differing aims are
performed in the office setting prior to assessing the
cyclist on their bike. The first examination is to assess
for pathology and identify a potential diagnosis. The
second examination measures anthropometric and
musculoskeletal variables which are used to inform
the bike fitting process. Measurements defining the

current dimensions of the cyclists’ bicycle and shoes
are then recorded. Observational assessment of the
cyclist and their posture and dynamic movement on
their own bicycle then occurs, followed by objective
measurement of the pedaling action including joint
angles of the cyclist at key points in the pedaling
action. Once this thorough assessment process has
occurred, interpretation of all of the factors including history, examination and cycling mechanics
should enable the physical therapist to determine
the appropriateness or otherwise of the current position and the relationship to symptoms, and adjust
the fit of the bicycle to the rider in as optimal manner as possible. Finally the cyclists’ bike is re-measured and a report detailing their position provided,
which affords the cyclist the opportunity to check
their set-up following travel with their bike or following a mechanical service of the bicycle.
MUSCULOSKELETAL EXAMINATION
Physical examination of the musculoskeletal characteristics of the cyclist are obtained prior to performing a bike fit. Determining the anatomical limits to
joint motion and muscle length will help to define
what position a cyclist can attain on their bike without requiring compensatory movements which tend
to result in injury and inefficiency. Cyclists require
a large degree of hip and knee flexion, as well as
ankle plantar flexion, lumbothoracic flexion and
neck extension. A key determinant of cycling position is the amount of anatomic hip flexion available. Hip flexion is maximal at TDC of the pedal
stroke, and will be influenced by factors such as
crank length, torso inclination and handlebar reach
and drop (Figure 3, Figures 4A and 4B). A useful
screening test that mimics the lumbar and hip flexion requirements at the top of the pedal stroke in
cycling is the seated toe touch test performed with
knees straight. A normal minimum value of >3cm
(fingertips beyond toes) has been reported in other
athletes.52 This test requires lumbar and hip joint
flexion, and flexibility of the gluteal, hamstring and
spinal extensor musculature. Differentiation of the
different components is then made. Hip flexion,
which is influenced by both gluteal length and hip
joint range, is measured in supine with a goniometer and recorded as the maximum angle of flexion
obtained prior to pelvic motion occurring. Normal
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Figure 3. Bicycle Terminology
sH: saddle height, measured in millimeters (mm) from the center of the crank axle to the top of the midpoint of the saddle.
sS: saddle setback, measured in (mm) as the horizontal distance between a vertical line projected from the center of the crank axle
to the tip of the saddle.
sT: saddle tilt, measured in (mm) from the horizontal (saddle nose is usually level or tilted downwards).
CL: crank, length measured in (mm) from center of crank axle to center of pedal axle.
Stem: handlebar stem, described as length in (mm) and angle (°). Stems are available in a range of lengths and angles and join
the handlebars onto the steerer tube. A negative angle indicates the stem is orientated downwards; a positive angle indicates the
stem is orientated upwards to elevate the handlebars.
tt: top tube section of bicycle frame.
Hd: handlebar drop, measured in (mm) from the centre of the top of the saddle to the top of the handlebars immediately adjacent
to the stem.

Figure 4. Selected Measures Obtained at Key Moments of the Pedal Stroke
(A) Selected kinematic measurements at bottom dead center of the pedal stroke
Angles of ankle plantar ﬂexion, knee ﬂexion and torso inclination are shown.
(B) Angle of hip ﬂexion measured at top dead center of pedal stroke
Angle of hip ﬂexion is the acute angle.
(C) Measurement of saddle fore-aft position (in mm).
With the crank and foot horizontal, a plumb line from the distal end of the femur (lateral femoral condyle) is compared to the
center of the pedal axle.
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is regarded as ≥120° prior to pelvic motion,53 with
landmarks used for measurement being the center
of the iliac crest, greater trochanter and center line
of the femur at the knee joint. In the presence of
hip pain the angle of pain-free hip flexion is noted.
Hamstring length is measured via passive straight
leg raise until pelvic motion occurs, with normal
being considered 70-80°.54 Hip rotation range is
measured, with a limitation of internal rotation of
<20° with the hip flexed to 90° being suggestive of
FAIS, and limitation of internal rotation in both the
90° flexed and 0° hip positions being suggestive of
acetabular/femoral retroversion. Both patterns of
motion loss suggest the possibility of a bony block
to motion. If a bony block to hip flexion is suspected
the position chosen for the rider during the bike fit
must accommodate the lack of flexibility, as it is not
possible for the rider to improve their range under
this circumstance.
Examination of muscle strength and neuromotor
control involves assessment of gluteal and abdominal
muscle function, particularly in athletes who have
a hip or lumbar complaint related to cycling. The
screening tests employed for this purpose include
the abdominal side plank endurance test using the
method described by Evans and colleagues.55 They
report an isometric endurance time of ≥90 seconds
in uninjured athletes. For gluteal function, a modified version of the repeated single-leg squat test is
used.56-57 In this test the athlete is rated upon their
ability to control five repeated single leg squats on a
decline board (which serves to eliminate any limitation of ankle dorsiflexion which can alter the lower
extremity control in this test).58 In addition to using
a decline board the other modification we apply to
this test is palpation of the gluteus maximus and
medius muscles to assess level of contraction. Failure to strongly activate the gluteals results in the test
being recorded as poor gluteal function irrespective
of whether the athlete can control the motion using
other strategies such as recruiting the quadratus
lumborum. During the bike fit, correlation of clinical tests of muscle function with palpation of lateral
abdominal, multifidus and gluteal contraction when
pedaling is performed. The measures of flexibility
and muscle function above can be used to guide the
physical therapist in clinical decision making and

offering musculoskeletal interventions including a
home exercise program as required to assist in optimizing muscle control of the pelvis and spine when
pedaling or to address deficits which might be relevant for treating any pathology identified.
EXAMINATION OF SKELETAL AND
ANTHROPOMETRIC VARIABLES
Analysis of anthropometric characteristics and skeletal alignment are performed. Aberrations in alignment such as genu varum or valgus, tibial varum
and torsion, and structural foot alignment such as
rearfoot varus, forefoot valgus or other well recognized variations are evaluated.59 Skeletal alignment
has the potential to alter cycling kinematics and
may, in some cases, contribute to a range of overuse
cycling injuries which the physical therapist may
need to account for in the bike fit. As an example, in
the presence of excessive external tibial torsion, the
cyclist is likely to benefit from a cleat position which
positions the foot with a greater angle of external
rotation to more closely align with the angle of the
cyclists’ bone structure.
Anthropometric variables measured include arm,
leg and torso lengths, which can provide an initial
guide for a starting position during the fit. Note that
these static measurements are not accurate for producing an ideal saddle height60 as factors such as the
amount of soft tissue present between the saddle
and ischial tuberosities, relative proportion of femur
to tibia length, and the cyclists motor program may
all result in a different position to that suggested
by a simple measure of leg length. To illustrate this
point a cyclist whose preferred pedaling technique
involves more ankle plantar flexion than another
cyclist of identical leg length (with all other things
being equal) will require a higher saddle height.
Anthropometric proportions are also of importance;
for example if the relative proportions of the cyclist
involve long legs and short arms, a relatively high
saddle height with minimal drop or reach to the
handlebars is likely required, which may necessitate a frame with a taller head tube. Note should be
made as to whether a structural (skeletal) leg length
discrepancy is present, as this may influence lower
extremity and spinal motion when the cyclists’
body is forced to adapt to a symmetrical machine,
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especially if the cyclist is using clipless pedals where
the shoes are clipped into the pedals and the feet are
relatively fixed. In cyclists with hip pathology and
a leg length discrepancy, the longer leg will have
a greater hip flexion angle at the top of the pedal
stroke which may aggravate symptoms associated
with FAIS.

stability, aerodynamics and bike handling characteristics, and to optimize biomechanics of the athlete with
respect to any injuries present without compromising
other segments of the body. In other words, a bike fit
in which changes are made to unload a symptomatic
hip at the expense of creating an overuse injury of the
knee or low back is not a desirable outcome.

BIKE FITTING: OBSERVATIONAL ANALYSIS
To perform a bike fit, the cyclists own bicycle is
placed on a stationary trainer ensuring the front
wheel axle is level with the rear, with a book, block
or shims typically being required to achieve this (Figure 3). Alternatively an adjustable fitting bike such
as Exit (http://www.exit-cycling.com/EXiT-Fit-BikeMkII) or Retul Muve (https://www.retul.com) may
be used, which is a stationary bike in which frame
and crank dimensions can be altered by the physical therapist. A fitting bike can be especially helpful
for a cyclist who might be seeking an opinion prior
to purchase as to which position and frame geometry might best suit their individual needs. Visual
analysis of the pedaling action is performed from
the side, front and rear aspects, noting any aberrant
mechanics prior to taking careful measurements of
joint motion. For example, a cyclist whose posture
involves excessive posterior pelvic tilt with marked
lumbar and thoracic kyphosis, and whose movement is associated with deviation of the knee in the
frontal plane into an abducted / externally rotated
position at the top of the pedal stroke, would be considered to have abnormal posture and movement
that might indicate that their range of hip flexion is
being exceeded. Table 1 lists some common biomechanical changes that might indicate a limitation of
hip flexion or an attempt to avoid hip pain. Palpation of the multifidus, lateral abdominal and gluteus
maximus muscles to assess for presence or absence
of contraction may be performed at this time, and
correlation with lumbopelvic posture noted.

In establishing an appropriate position on the bike,
the aim is to ensure that joint motion is within both
the anatomic limits of the individual and within an
appropriate range that is considered to result in a
comfortable cycling position that enables good postural stability, power and aerodynamics. The “appropriate range” of motion and posture is generally
based on empirical experience as there remains a
limited level of scientific literature to guide all decisions.49 Joint angles are measured at key moments
in the pedaling action. Measurement can be made
via several means which are broadly classified into
“dynamic” and “static”. Dynamic measures include
video analysis with post-hoc measurement using
software tools such as Dartfish (www.dartfish.com),
or measurements obtained via motion sensors and
custom software made specifically for cycling such
as Retul (www.retul.com). Static measurements of
joint angles aim to take the exact same measures but
involve having the cyclist stop pedaling at the point
of interest in the pedaling cycle (such as bottom dead
center) while the physical therapist uses a goniometer or inclinometer such as Halo (www.halomedicaldevices.com) to record joint angle. When making
static manual measurements extreme care is taken
to stop the cyclist at the key point in the pedal stroke
with all joints in the same position as when moving,
which is a skill that requires considerable practice
for the physical therapist to develop such that their
measurements are both accurate and repeatable.
Similarly, accuracy in placement of motion sensors
or markers for video analysis affects accuracy in
dynamic methods of measuring of joint angles.

BIKE FITTING: MEASUREMENT OF JOINT
ANGLES
Measurements of cycling mechanics, particularly
joint angles, are performed on the cyclist’s own bike
on a stationary trainer. The purpose of the bike fit is
to optimize the position of the rider on the bicycle
with respect to comfort, power production, postural

Normal values for joint postures in the upper body
whilst cycling on a road bike have received little
attention in the literature, but are thought to include
a shoulder to torso angle of ≤90° flexion when riding
on the hoods (the hoods being the brake/gear levers
fixed to the handlebar).61 The landmarks used for this
measurement are the center line of the humerus,
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Table 1. Possible clinical observations in cyclists with hip pain or limited hip ﬂexion
range.
Photograph
Demonstrating
Biomechanical
Fault
(Exagerrated)

Observation
Suggesting
Hip Pain/
Tightness

center of the shoulder joint and the center of the iliac
crest. The elbows are slightly flexed to help absorb
shock. Normal spinal posture on the bicycle is one
of mild lumbar and thoracic flexion with moderate

Possible
Alternative Causes
for Deviation

neck extension.62 There is minimal lateral rocking of
the pelvis (essentially stable to visual observation)
and no pelvic rotation, with the absolute range of pelvic lateral rocking or rotation being in the order of
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2-6°.46 The spine is stable whilst pedaling. The angle
of trunk inclination in a competitive road cyclist
approximates 38° +/- 5°.63-64 The dynamic range of
the lower extremity joints includes knee extension at
BDC of 30° (range 25-35°) and flexion of 110° at TDC.
The landmarks used to measure knee joint angle are
the center of the greater trochanter, center of the lateral joint line of the knee, and center of the lateral
malleolus (Figure 4A). Hip flexion angles are unclear
in the literature but peak flexion occurs at TDC.
Clinical measurement of maximal hip flexion values
obtained using the methodology below for uninjured
cyclists range from 65-90° at TDC depending on the
cyclists own anatomic limits, athletic ability, type of
bicycle and preferred position.
Anatomic hip flexion measured on the bicycle is not,
to our knowledge, described elsewhere in the literature and warrants further description. This measure
is performed by first marking the center of the iliac
crest (marked at the top of the crest as the point bisecting the line between ASIS and PSIS). We use the same
landmarks for measuring anatomic hip flexion on the
bike as we use clinically when measuring the athlete in
supine (center line of femur at the knee joint, center of
greater trochanter and center of iliac crest). Many bike
fitters, when performing static measurements, use the
line of the femur, greater trochanter and angle of inclination of the sacrum which is not an anatomic angle of
hip flexion and does not correspond to the hip flexion
angle measured in supine. In patients with hip pain,
anatomic flexion is a crucial measurement which must
be accurate and directly comparable between clinical
and cycling measures. The maximum angle of hip flexion required in the pedaling action occurs at the top of
the pedal stroke and this is where hip flexion range is
measured (Figure 4B). The physical therapist has the
cyclist stop pedaling and apply their brake with the
crank at TDC, and maintain their position for measurement without altering ankle angle. Once measures of
joint range and other observations are made, analysis
of the information and decisions about adjustments to
the bicycle are made.
BIKE FITTING: ADJUSTING THE BIKE TO
FIT THE CYCLIST WITH HIP PAIN
Adjusting the bike to fit the cyclist in an individualized manner can result in improvements in pain

and performance. The hypothesized mechanisms
for clinical improvements are thought to be via
improved biomechanics such as reducing excessive hip flexion, or improvements in neuromotor
control via improved posture and improved muscle
length-tension relationships. In a bike fit this may be
achieved via adjustment of the three major contact
points between the cyclist and the bicycle, which are
the position of the saddle (including height, fore-aft
position, tilt), the cleats (including fore-aft position,
medial-lateral position, rotation) and the handlebars
(reach from the saddle, drop from the saddle). In
addition alterations can be made in the dimension
of components including frame size and style, crank
length, saddle shape and width, and handlebar size
and style. Different seat posts (offset and non-offset)
and stems of differing angles and lengths are available to assist in obtaining an optimal position. Completing a bike fit is a complex task since changing
the location of one contact point such as the saddle
alters its three dimensional relationship in space to
the other contact points and alters the angles and
muscle lengths of all body segments in the cyclist.
The methodology for completing such a complex
task is to obtain the ideal cleat and saddle position
initially as these factors determine key variables
such as power output and postural stability, with the
handlebars being considered only after these decisions have been made. In this commentary we will
focus on saddle position, handlebar position, and
crank length, as they have the greatest effect on
sagittal plane motion and thus the greatest potential
to influence hip kinematics and hip pain. In other
pathologies such as knee or foot pain, greater priority might be given to cleat positioning, cleat wedges
or custom foot orthoses since frontal and transverse
plane deviations are considered to have a higher
impact on the knee and foot joints, with no studies having demonstrated a significant impact on hip
joint angles in cyclists.65
SADDLE POSITION
Saddle Height and Tilt
The literature contains multiple methods for determining saddle height.49 Some rely on formulas based
on static measurements such as trochanteric height,
ischial tuberosity height or inseam,66-69 although
these methods if used on the one individual tend
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to produce variable saddle heights.70 Reliance on
static measures alone for determining saddle height
frequently fails to produce an ideal saddle position
as it fails to account for dynamic motion whereby,
for example, some cyclists may produce power best
with more ankle dorsiflexion than others and thus
require a different saddle height. Similarly, cyclists
with the same skeletal leg length but more soft tissue in the gluteal region will likely require a different saddle height and fore-aft position compared to
very lightly muscled athletes as they will be sitting
on a differing amount of tissue. Traditional methods
based on static measurements, whilst inaccurate,
may be used to obtain a very approximate starting
saddle height with which to begin the fit.
In determining optimal saddle height based on
review of the scientific literature, setting the saddle
such that 30° of knee extension at the bottom of the
pedal stroke as measured by a goniometer is recommended.49 In this position the cyclists’ pelvis should
be stable (not tilted downwards in order to reach the
pedal) and the ankle angle between 0-18° of plantar
flexion71 (Figure 4A).
The angle of tilt relative to the ground of the saddle can significantly influence spinal posture and
perineal comfort.44 The saddle is mounted to the
bike with no tilt initially, although once the fit is

completed some saddle shapes may require the
nose of the saddle to be tilted downwards 1mm to
6mm (or more depending on saddle brand/shape)
for the rider to achieve perineal comfort. Excessive
downward tilt, or for most saddles or any amount of
upward tilt, tends to increase the risk of saddle soreness. In addition to perineal discomfort, excessive
downward tilt can increase the amount of weight
bearing on the arms resulting in upper quadrant
complaints.
Saddle Fore-Aft Position
Once saddle height is determined by obtaining the
optimum knee angle at the bottom of the pedal
stroke, saddle fore-aft position is determined. As
shown in Figure 5B, a saddle that is excessively rearwards increases the angle of hip flexion required
and places greater load on the hamstring and gluteal muscles for propulsion. This may lead to either
myofascial complaints in the posterior hip musculature, or may exacerbate intra-articular hip pain.
A saddle that is excessively forward (Figure 5A)
places greater load on the quadriceps and extensor
mechanism and increases the angles of knee flexion
required. An ideal fore-aft position seeks a balance
of forces that, as far as possible, shares the workload
between the three prime movers (gluteus maximus,
quadriceps and hamstrings), and shares the joint

Figure 5. Effect of Changing Saddle Fore-Aft Position on Hip Joint Angle
The only difference in cyclist position between Figure 5A and Figure 5B is saddle fore-aft position. With the saddle maximally
forwards (Figure 5A) less hip ﬂexion is required. In Figure 5B the saddle has been moved maximally rearwards requiring greater
hip ﬂexion during the pedal stroke. Note the concomitant effect on lumbar posture and shoulder angle of this single change.
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loads more evenly between the hip and the knee.
In cyclists with limited hip flexion range the bias in
the bike fit is towards a more forward saddle position
to reduce the level of hip flexion required72 which
in turn reduces the chance of anterior impingement
and reduces the length over which the posterior
musculature must operate if symptomatic gluteal or
hamstring trigger points are present.
Measurement of fore-aft saddle position relies on the
“knee over pedal spindle” measurement, although
this aspect of bike fitting has received much less
attention in the literature compared to saddle
height. To obtain this measurement, after a warm
up period of pedaling and observation has occurred
and the cyclist is sitting comfortably on their saddle, the cyclist is asked to stop pedaling. Once the
cyclist has stopped pedaling the physical therapist
ensures that the cyclist is sitting level on their saddle in their usual position (i.e. without pelvic tilt
or rotation and without having slid forwards on the
saddle), and uses a spirit level to assist the cyclist
to get the crank arm horizontal and sole of the foot
horizontal (Figure 4C). A vertical plumb line from
the distal femur (lateral condyle at the patellofemoral joint line) is then compared to the centre of the
pedal axle. With the exception of time trial positioning, the most anterior saddle position is generally
regarded as 0mm (i.e. “knee over pedal spindle”)73
since a more forward saddle position will increase
knee joint load.74 Athletes with more flexible hips
and no hip pain may benefit from a more posterior
saddle position than this classic “neutral” setback. In
certain road and track events there are limitations
as to how forward the saddle may be placed, and
familiarization with these regulations50 is essential
for the physical therapist who is involved in managing a competitive cyclist.
CRANK LENGTH AND HANDLEBAR
POSITION
Once cleat and saddle position have been determined, handlebar position and crank length require
consideration. Crank length and handlebar position
can alter the posture of the rider on the bike,75 and
can also influence the range of hip flexion required
at the top of the pedal stroke (where maximal hip
flexion is attained in the pedaling cycle).76 Greater

hip flexion is required if a longer crank length is
selected, or if the handlebar is lowered or moved
further away relative to the selected saddle position.
Handlebars that are too low or too far away from
the saddle may exceed the hip flexion range or the
reach of the cyclist, resulting in a range of possible
adaptive movements or postural changes to reach
the bars. For example the cyclist may increase the
level of anterior pelvic tilt and hip flexion if this
range is available, both of which are likely to aggravate hip pain and the anterior tilt (if excessive) may
lead to perineal pain via compression of the ischiopubic rami and perineal soft tissues against the saddle. Conversely posterior pelvic tilt accompanied
by increased lumbar and/or thoracic flexion may
occur, leading to additional neck extension which
may cause pain in the upper quadrant. Other possibilities include abduction of the knees/hips at TDC
to permit increased hip flexion (which may cause
knee pain) or lateral rocking of the pelvis (which
may lead to back pain).
The maximal level of anatomical hip flexion at TDC
on the bike can be used as a guide to assist in selecting handlebar position and crank length. The risk of
causing hip pain via poor positioning and the likelihood of compensatory motion are both reduced if
the physical therapist ensures that the maximal level
of hip flexion is within a safety margin of 15-20% or
at least 15° less than the athletes maximum measured range in supine. For example, if the cyclist has
90° of hip flexion (without obligatory external rotation or abduction) as measured supine then a maximum anatomical level of flexion at TDC of the pedal
stroke with the hands on the brake hoods should be
≤75° using the landmarks outlined above. When fitting the cyclist in this way the additional range of
anatomical hip flexion available enables the cyclist
to ride with their hands in the handlebar drops, a
position which requires greater anterior pelvic
tilt and hip flexion range. The angle of hip flexion
required while cycling in the drops can be measured
to ensure that the pain-free range available to the
cyclist is not exceeded in this lower torso position.
Handlebars and cranks come in a range of sizes,
and making an appropriate selection may assist the
cyclist with hip pain. Selecting a bar of appropriate
width (equal to the acromial width of the cyclist)
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Figure 6. Handlebar Drop and Reach
Side view of road/track handlebars illustrating drop and
reach (also termed throw). Shallow drop (120-130mm) and
short reach (70-80mm) are desirable for cyclists with limited
hip ﬂexion range.

that is both shallow drop and short reach (Figure 6)
will make it easier for a cyclist with hip pain or limited hip flexion to reach the bars more easily. If the
handlebars are raised as far as is able on the cyclists’
bike, and assuming that the frame is of an appropriate geometry, then shortening crank length may
be required to permit pain-free cycling. Cranks are
made in 2.5mm increments with the major manufacturers offering sizes from 165mm to 180mm. Shorter
lengths including 145mm, 155mm, 160mm are also

available. Most flexible elite male cyclists ride 170,
172.5 or 175 mm crank lengths. However for riders
with shorter legs or inflexible hips or hamstrings, a
shorter crank may be required in order that the hip
flexion range of the cyclist is not exceeded at the
top of the pedal stroke. Determination of ideal crank
length may require the use of a fully adjustable fitting bike which has an adjustable crank arm length.
Note that shortening crank length will require the
saddle and handlebar height to be re-evaluated once
the shorter cranks have been fit; for example shortening the crank by 5 mm would typically require the
saddle to be raised by 5 mm. As with all decisions
regarding ideal fit of the bicycle, in selecting crank
length it is important that a smooth pedaling movement is obtained without unwanted compensatory
movement of other body segments. For example
excessively long cranks may cause compensatory
abduction and external rotation of the knee whilst
pedaling, excessive posterior pelvic tilt with associated spinal flexion and neck extension, excessive
pelvic lateral tilting (“rocking” on the saddle), or a
combination of these movements. Considerations
in the bike fit specifically for patients with hip pain
or limited flexion range are summarized in Table 2.
Figure 7 demonstrates the differences in position
before and after a bike fit in a patient with anterior
hip impingement pain.
CONCLUSION
Professionally fitting a bicycle to a cyclist is a complex task, particularly if the cyclist has an injury.

Figure 7. Improved Position in a Cyclist with Hip Pain Following a Physical Therapy Bike Fit. (A) Position before bike ﬁt,
(B) Position after bike ﬁt
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Table 2. Considerations for ﬁtting the bicycle to cyclists with hip pain or limitation
of hip ﬂexion range.

This necessitates the involvement of a physical
therapist trained not only in movement analysis and
pathology but one who has received additional practical training in fitting a bicycle. It is common for
doctors and specialists to refer to a qualified physical therapist for this service. Multiple considerations
specific to fitting a bicycle to a cyclist with hip pain

have been presented, including specific measurements and their methodology, and considerations
relevant for incorporating clinical findings into the
bike fitting process. Typical areas of focus during a
bike fit for a cyclist with hip pain include selecting
crank length, handlebar size and handlebar position that do not exceed the athletes’ range of hip
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flexion at the top of the pedal stroke; ensuring that
the height of the saddle is not too low or that the
fore-aft position of the saddle is not excessively rearwards which requires greater hip flexion range and
requires the posterior hip musculature to contract
at a longer length; ensuring that the pedaling action
is smooth without compensatory movements in the
hip or other joints; and ensuring that the lumbopelvic posture permits low level contracture of the
torso musculature such as transversus abdominus
and multifidus whilst pedaling along with recruitment of the gluteus maximus in the power phase.
In an injured cyclist, an important overall aim of
the bike fit is to eliminate the bicycle as a cause of
the cyclists’ symptoms, meaning that any remaining
issues are likely related to impairments in the neuromotor control or musculoskeletal attributes of the
cyclist. A physical therapist is then able to assist the
cyclist in addressing these components as indicated.
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ABSTRACT
Articular cartilage injuries of the knee are common among young, active patients presenting with knee
pain, swelling, and/or mechanical symptoms. These injuries have limited healing potential due to the
avascular nature of hyaline cartilage. While several treatment options exist, osteochondral allograft (OCA)
transplantation for the knee has been used successfully in primary management of large chondral or osteochondral defects and salvage of previously failed cartilage repair. OCA transplantation potentially yields a
natural, matching contour of the native recipient surface anatomy and transplants mature, viable hyaline
cartilage to the affected defect. Following OCA transplantation, strict compliance with a rehabilitation
protocol is essential to enable optimal recovery. The outlined rehabilitation protocol is informed by the
existing literature and incorporates current rehabilitation principles, the science of osteochondral incorporation, and adaptations based on an individual’s readiness to progress through subsequent phases. The
purpose of this clinical commentary is to discuss the diagnosis, surgical management, and post-operative
rehabilitation following OCA transplantation and to assist the physical therapist in returning athletes to full
sports participation.
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BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE
Chondral injuries of the knee manifest in a variety
of sizes, depths, and locations and present across a
spectrum of severity, ranging from small, isolated,
shallow lesions to large, multifocal, full-thickness
defects.1 Knee chondral injuries tend to occur in
young, active patients, and have been identified
in approximately 60% of patients undergoing knee
arthroscopy.2-5 Articular cartilage defects may occur
with acute trauma or repetitive overloading, resulting in softening of the cartilage, fissuring, flap tears
or delamination.
Chondral injuries have limited healing potential due
to the avascular nature of hyaline cartilage6,7 and
present a complex treatment scenario. A number
of factors must be considered when making treatment decisions, such as lesion location, defect size
and depth, and individual patient characteristics,
such as age and activity level.1,8-10 Current decisionmaking, based on defect geometry and patient characteristics, progresses linearly from non-operative to
operative treatment, including palliative, reparative
or restorative surgery.11
Small (<0.5-1 cm2) and/or superficial (grade I or
II) lesions, as well as diffuse degenerative articular
disease are generally treated non-operatively. Nonoperative management consists of activity modification, maintenance of ideal body weight, over
the counter non-steroidal anti-inflammatory medications, physical therapy, and occasionally intraarticular corticosteroid or viscosupplementation
injections.1,12 Operative treatment ranges from simple arthroscopic lavage and debridement to marrow
stimulation techniques (microfracture and subchondral drilling), cell based cartilage repair (autologous
chondrocyte implantation) and whole tissue transfer (osteochondral autograft transfer and osteochondral allograft transplantation).
Although there are several operative treatment
options for the treatment of articular pathology,
each method has inherent limitations.11 For instance,
marrow stimulation results in a hyaline-like fibrocartilage repair surface, which has been shown to
be physiologically and biomechanically inferior to
native hyaline cartilage.6,7 Osteochondral autograft
transfer (OAT) is limited by donor site morbidity

and the availability of autologous grafts from areas
of lower contact pressures on the weight-bearing
articular surfaces of the knee.13-15 Debridement,
marrow stimulation techniques, and OAT have been
reported to be ineffective or impractical for lesions
>2 cm2.16-18 Staged cell-based cartilage repair such as
autologous chondrocyte implantation (ACI) remains
a viable option for large defects of the knee in young,
active patients, though it necessitates two separate
procedures and a prolonged recovery.
Osteochondral allograft (OCA) transplantation, however, is a single-stage technique that utilizes full
thickness, viable hyaline cartilage, avoids donor site
morbidity, permits resurfacing of large defects, and
potentially yields a more natural, matching contour of
the native recipient surface anatomy.19 Research conducted utilizing OCA transplantation for knee chondral repair demonstrated improved patient reported
outcome scores (compared to pre-surgical scores)19-22
and graft survival rates of between 79% and 100%
at a mean follow-up of two to four years,19-21,36 78%
at 10 years,36 approximately 73% at 15 years,22,36 and
67% at 20 years.36 OCA transplantation has also been
shown to be preferable in the setting of unshouldered
lesions, extensive subchondral edema, or extensive
bone loss that requires restoration.23,24
Following OCA transplantation, strict adherence
to a rehabilitation protocol is critical to promote
full recovery. The presented rehabilitation protocol is informed by the existing literature and
incorporates current rehabilitation principles, the
science of osteochondral incorporation, and adaptations based on an individual’s readiness to progress through subsequent phases. The purpose of
this clinical commentary is to discuss the diagnosis,
surgical management, and post-operative rehabilitation following OCA transplantation and to assist the
physical therapist in returning athletes to full sports
participation.
CLINICAL PRESENTATION
Among athletes, the mean age of patients with knee
chondral injuries has been reported to be 33 years
(range 26-47).25 Males (62%) have been reported to
be affected more commonly than females (38%).26
The patellofemoral joint is reported to be affected
most frequently (37%), of which patellar defects
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have been reported to be more common than trochlear (64% and 36%, respectively) followed by the
femoral condyles (35% overall; 68% medial vs. 32%
lateral), and tibial plateau (25%).25
Patients with knee chondral injuries may report
insidious or traumatic onset of symptoms. They
often experience pain with weight bearing, swelling exacerbated by activity, limping, and/or feelings
of instability.10 Patients may also report mechanical
symptoms such as locking or catching, which may
be indicative of a chondral flap tear, a large defect, or
a loose intra-articular body. Prior non-operative and
operative management should also be noted.
A thorough knee examination should include assessment of tenderness to palpation, passive and active
motion, strength, ligamentous stability, lower
extremity alignment and gait. The presence of knee
effusion, quadriceps inhibition, and restricted passive and active motion may suggest intra-articular
pathology. Tenderness to palpation at the joint line
or just above may be indicative of a meniscal injury
or chondral lesion of the femoral condyle.27 Patellar
apprehension, patellofemoral crepitus, or a positive
patellar grind test may raise suspicion for a patellofemoral defect. Atrophy of the quadriceps, especially the vastus medialis, is often indicative of a
chronic injury.27
In addition to examination of the involved knee, a
complete examination of the patient’s lower extremity and core is necessary to assess for concomitant
strength and flexibility deficits, as well as gait dysfunction. If tolerated by the patient, pre-operative
functional testing to develop a baseline for future
testing may also be performed. Multiple functional
tests and maneuvers exist of varying levels of complexity. The Vail Sport TestTM has been found to have
excellent intra-rater reliability and includes the following individual components: single leg squats, lateral bounding, forward and backward jogging.28
The patient history and physical exam findings associated with knee chondral injury are often non-specific and may also be found in patients with patellar
instability, meniscal tears, cruciate ligament injuries, and other intra-articular pathology. Therefore,
it is important to keep a broad differential and proceed with diagnostic imaging.

IMAGING
Radiographic evaluation should include bilateral
weight bearing anteroposterior, lateral, 45-degree
flexion posteroanterior, and patellofemoral (sunrise) views of the knee.7 Sizing markers should
be used to facilitate allograft size matching to the
recipient site.29 Standing long axis views of the
lower extremities should also be obtained to assess
the mechanical axis and determine if corrective
osteotomy is needed.9,10,29 The mechanical axis
should fall centrally between the tibial eminences,
as genu varum or valgum malalignment is thought
to cause compartment overload and premature
graft failure.1,9,30,31
High-resolution magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
of the knee is a reliable means with which to evaluate articular cartilage defects.32 The area of the
lesion may be measured on MRI by determining the
largest defect diameter on two orthogonal views and
multiplying them.1 However, MRI alone has been
shown to underestimate the mean defect area by up
to 60%.33,34 Cartilage-specific MRI sequences including T1rho (also referred to as T1ρ or “spin lock”)
and T2 mapping permit a more detailed evaluation
of a lesion’s size and location.10 MRI also enables
evaluation for concomitant pathology, such as ligamentous or meniscal injury, and identification of
subchondral edema. Computed tomography (CT)
arthrography may also be useful in patients unable
to undergo MRI or after failed prior cartilage repair
to assess changes in the subchondral bone.9
SURGICAL INDICATIONS
OCA transplantation is indicated for primary surgical management of large (>2-3 cm2), full thickness
(grade 3 or 4) chondral or osteochondral lesions of the
femoral condyles,29 as well as second-line treatment
of patellofemoral35 and tibial defects in symptomatic
patients refractory to nonsurgical treatment.1,8-10,24,36
Idiopathic and posttraumatic lesions, as well as
defects associated with osteochondritis dissecans
(OCD), osteonecrosis, and failed prior cartilage
repair may be treated with OCA transplantation.8-10
Contraindications include current tobacco use, body
mass index (BMI) > 35 kg/m2, inflammatory conditions, diffuse degenerative articular changes, or uncorrected knee pathology such as knee malalignment,
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abnormal patellar tracking, meniscal deficiency, or
ligamentous insufficiency.8,9
Articular or peri-articular pathology should be corrected prior to, or at the time of, OCA transplantation.
To prevent overload of the diseased compartment,
genu varum may be corrected with medial high tibial
opening wedge osteotomy; genu valgum may be corrected with a lateral distal femoral opening wedge
osteotomy.1,8,9 Meniscal transplantation may be considered for meniscal deficiency, and a tibial tubercle osteotomy or patellar retinacular procedure are
options to address pathologic patellar tracking.1,8,9
SURGICAL MANAGEMENT
OCA transplantation is performed under general
anesthesia with the patient in the supine position.
Once satisfactory anesthesia is administered, a
thorough examination of the knee is completed. If
planning to use platelet-rich plasma (PRP) or other
biologic adjunct, blood should be drawn from the
iliac crest or other site for later use.35 A well-padded
thigh tourniquet is applied, and diagnostic arthroscopy may be performed.
Depending on the location of the lesion, a medial or
lateral parapatellar arthrotomy is carried out. The
size of the chondral defect is measured using templates of various sizes, matching the size that will
completely cover the defect. A guide pin is placed
in the center of the defect and the defect edges are
scored. The defect is reamed to create a socket for the
OCA transfer, while irrigation is applied to prevent
heat necrosis of the adjacent articular cartilage and
subchondral bone. Reaming is continued until bleeding, healthy bone is encountered with care taken not
to exceed a maximum of 7 or 8 mm of overall bone
depth.29 The reamed defect is then measured carefully to ensure proper donor plug trimming.
The fresh (15-28 days) allograft is warmed by soaking it
in room temperature saline. Once warmed, the allograft
specimen is secured in an allograft workstation and the
osteochondral donor plug is harvested with the use of
a coring reamer (Figure 1). Again, irrigation is used to
prevent heat necrosis. The plug is trimmed to match
the desired depth and diameter of the defect.
Preparing for implantation, the donor plug is
cleansed with saline using pulsed lavage to remove

Figure 1. The allograft specimen is secured in an allograft
workstation and the osteochondral donor plug is harvested.

any remaining bone marrow elements from the
subchondral bone. This is thought to minimize the
chance of immune reaction by the recipient.10,29 If
blood was drawn to use as a biologic adjunct, the
graft may be soaked in platelet-rich plasma (PRP)
or other biologic medium.35 The bone plug is then
inserted via a “press fit” technique into the recipient
socket to match the exact height of the surrounding
articular cartilage. If the fit is satisfactory, the knee
is copiously irrigated and the wound is closed in a
layered fashion.
REHABILITATION
The post-operative rehabilitation protocol for osteochondral allograft transplantation utilized at the senior
authors’ (MTP, RFL) institution emphasizes early
motion with a supervised rehabilitation program commencing immediately post-operatively (See Appendix
1).19 Progression of the protocol should be performed
under careful supervision by the rehabilitation team,
with attention to proper progression. The number of
repetitions and sets performed for each exercise, as
well as the amount of time holding for each stretch
should be tailored to the individual. General guidelines
are provided in Appendix 1. Improper phase progression may often present with persistent or recurrent
pain and/or swelling; if this occurs, the patient should
rest, decrease the number of repetitions and sets
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performed, and slowly progress as tolerated. The overall principles guiding OCA transplantation rehabilitation include protection of the knee joint from load
and sheer forces, with the safe and step-wise return to
weight bearing activities and sport.
Progression of Rehabilitation Phases
Phase I: Early Recovery (Weeks 0 to 8)
Early goals include pain and effusion reduction. The
graft must be protected from load and shear forces,
and the patient should remain non–weight bearing
for the first eight weeks. Immediate range of motion
is permitted, with emphasis on attaining full knee
extension. Passive and active knee range of motion
is not restricted, except for patients who have undergone OCA transplantation for a focal patellar osteochondral lesion; these patients remain limited to 90
degrees of knee flexion during the first two weeks
after surgery to protect the allograft. Scar and adhesions along the incision site or arthroscopy portal
sites may lead to loss of patellar mobility, and immediate patellar mobilization in all directions is recommended. These mobilization exercises should be a
component of the patient’s home therapy program,
performed for five minutes, three to five times every
day.37 Additionally, in the early stage of recovery is
restoration of quadriceps control: quadriceps setting
exercises, terminal knee extensions and straight-leg
raises with the patient wearing a knee immobilizer
(or locked hinged knee brace) should be performed
four times daily.37
The proposed benefits of cryotherapy are well established and include edema control, local vasoconstriction and pain reduction.38 Multiple cryotherapy
modalities, including crushed ice or cold packs,
have also been shown to be effective for short-term
pain reduction.39 A prospective randomized study
analyzed an active compression cold therapy system
following anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction
and reported significant increased range of motion
and functional knee scores compared to cold therapy
alone.40 In the authors’ treatment protocol, patients
are prescribed an active compression cold therapy
device (Game Ready®, Concord, Georgia, U.S.A.) on
low compression for thirty minutes followed by sixty
minutes off to allow for skin temperature recovery.
This cycle repeats itself at least four times each day.

Phase II: Weeks 8 to 12
The next phase of rehabilitation focuses on gait normalization and early strengthening (Appendix 1).
Full active and passive motion should be achieved
by initiation of this phase and is obtained through
both manual therapy and independent patient exercises, such as supine wall slides, supine active knee
flexion, quad sets and prone knee extension with
gravity. Patients may begin weaning from crutches,
progress weight bearing and initiate a series of balance exercises (Figures 2a, 2b; 3a, 3b). A step-wise
advancement of weight bearing is implemented to
incrementally increase load to the joint with care
to avoid a rapid increase in stress to the graft site.
A persistent or recurrent knee effusion may inhibit
quadriceps firing and lead to a gait abnormality,41
and a limp or gait abnormality is a contraindication
to advancement of rehabilitation phases. Pool walking, and assistive ambulation systems or treadmills,
provide a useful option to advance weight bearing
tolerance in a controlled environment. Once full
weight bearing is accomplished, restoration of a normal gait pattern is emphasized.
More recent attention40 has been given to the significant emotional disturbance, anxiety and depression
associated with significant knee injuries in athletes,
which may be associated with loss of their athletic
identity. Evidence for the use of aerobic exercise
multiple times per week to lower these symptoms
has been demonstrated.42 Cardiovascular fitness
training may be introduced as early as week 8 postoperatively with no resistance biking and aqua jogging. Biking with resistance and swimming with fins
may begin at post-operative week 10.
Phase III and Phase IV: Weeks 12 to 20
Phases III and IV emphasize the increase in functional strength of the lower extremity with weight
training and advancing cardiovascular fitness exercises. The progression of these phases is outlined in
Appendix 1. Therapists should implement a schedule of training variables, including increasing load,
sets and repetitions (periodization) to maximize
training adaptations and to prevent overtraining.43
Combined balance and strength exercises are performed (Figures 3 through 6). Fully weight bearing cardiovascular exercises, including inclined
treadmill walking and the elliptical trainer begin 16
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Figures 2a and 2b. Weight shifts may be performed as patients progress to full weight bearing. Begin by standing with feet
hip-width apart. Initially, weight is distributed more to the non-operative leg with progression towards equal weight distribution
to both feet (2a). Progress to shifting weight to one side and holding for 30 seconds (2b). Return to the starting position and repeat
on the opposite side.

Figures 3a and 3b. Single leg stands may be performed to increase balance. Begin by standing with feet hip-width apart. Initially, weight is equally distributed on both legs. Lift one leg off the ﬂoor and balance in the upright position for 30 seconds (3a).
Return to the standing position and switch sides. As balance and strength improve, the elevated leg may extend back as the torso
bends forward (3b). A walking stick or ski pole may be used initially to assist with balance.
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surfaces before incline or decline, even surfaces used
followed by uneven surfaces, straight line maneuvers prior to cutting, and simple followed by complex
agility tasks. As throughout the protocol, attention is
paid to observe for a return of pain and/or 242 swelling, which may indicate improper advancement.

Figure 4. Reverse lunge with static hold. Stand with feet hip
to shoulder-width apart. Take a step back with one leg while
keeping the torso erect and bending both knees. Hold for an
increasing amount of time as strength improves. Return to
starting stance; repeat and alternate sides.

weeks post-operatively. As with earlier phases, an
increase in swelling or pain indicates inappropriate
phase progression.
Phase V: Week 20+
Low-impact activities are recommended for the first
12 months to allow complete healing and incorporation of the graft. All patients are advised to perform
low-impact activities and avoid high-impact activities as much as possible. Upon achievement of full
lower extremity strength, range of motion and proprioception, readiness for return to activity may be
determined with functional sport testing. A simple
assessment of adequate balance and control during performance of a single-leg squat to 90-degrees
of flexion is a reliable test to evaluate frontal plane
motion of the knee.44 When adequate balance and
control is demonstrated, a progression of running,
cutting and agility skills may commence. Principles
of safe progression are essential, including using flat

Further readiness testing may be performed on a
sport-specific basis. The Vail Sport Test™ has excellent intra-rater reliability when used as a measure
of physical performance following anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction. The test variables,
including single leg squats, lateral bounding, as
well as forward and backward jogging, provide useful information in the determination of readiness to
return to play.28 Sport-specific exercises may also be
assessed to further delineate readiness. LaPrade45
and colleagues reported improved patient-reported
outcomes following OCA transplantation, with a survival rate of 78.8% at 10 years. Those with worse survival rates included revision cases, patellar chondral
lesions and bipolar lesions, indicating proper patient
selection is key to improving results.
SUMMARY
Chondral injuries of the knee are common among
young, active patients presenting with knee pain,
swelling, and/or mechanical symptoms. These
injuries have limited healing potential due to the
avascular nature of hyaline cartilage. While several
treatment options exist, OCA transplantation for the
knee has been used successfully in primary management of large chondral or osteochondral defects,
and salvage of previously failed cartilage repair. OCA
transplantation potentially yields a natural, matching contour of the native recipient surface anatomy
and transplants mature, viable hyaline cartilage to
the affected defect. Following OCA transplantation,
strict compliance with a rehabilitation protocol is
essential to enable optimal recovery. The outlined
rehabilitation protocol is informed by the existing literature and incorporates current rehabilitation principles, the science of osteochondral incorporation,
and adaptations based on an individual’s readiness
to progress through progressive phases. The rehabilitation protocol provides a safe and effective stepwise approach to return patients to their preferred
sport or activity.
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Figures 5a and 5b. Squat to calf raise. Stand with feet hip to shoulder-width apart. Begin with traditional body-weight squat.
As emerge from the squatting position, progress to a standing calf raise.

Figures 6a and 6b. Double leg bridges with heels on ball with added hamstring curl. To perform double leg bridges with heels
on ball (6a), lie supine and place both heels on a medicine ball. Lift hips off the ﬂoor and hold with back straight. Return to resting
position. Add a hamstring curl (6b) by ﬂexing the knees as heels roll the ball towards the glutes with hips off the ﬂoor and back
straight. Extend the knees as heels roll the ball back to starting position.
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Appendix 1. Osteochondral Allograft Transplantation Protocol.
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Appendix 1. Osteochondral Allograft Transplantation Protocol. (continued)
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Appendix 1. Osteochondral Allograft Transplantation Protocol. (continued)
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